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1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

1.1 INTRODUCTION

1.1.1 Environmental archaeology

From the first studies in the earþ 1930's onwards, Caribbean archaeolory has been mainly focused

oû the establishment of a cultural-chronological framework for the region. Small-scale test

excavations were carried out and an emphasis was put on the study of pottery. Recently, there

tends to be a development towards systematic surveys at site and regional level (e.g. Drewett 1991)

and also larger-scale excavations in order to get an insight into settlement structures, patterns and

systems (e.g. Siegel 1992; Versteeg and Schinkel 1992). Studies of all artefact categories are

canied out in order to provide a better behavioural understanding ofthe past.

To come to such behavioural understanding, it is important to understand the relationships

between pre-Columbian societies and their environment. Humans interact with the systems and

subsystems that surround them. This thought has been visualized by Clarke (1968) in what he

called the 'environmental subsystem'. It describes the interrelationships between the many branches

of ecology which comprise the human environment, and human social, economic, religious, and

material culture subsystems (fiS l) Environmental archaeologr is based on the thought that the

environment governs human life.

In the point ofview of environmental archaeology the environment determined how and where

humans lived in the past. Environmental archaeolory studies sites within their geomorphological

and biological setting, and information is obtained on what the paleo-environment and the paleo-

climate might have been like in the period ofinterest, and on what might have been their influences

on the possible loss of sites through erosion or inundation. Environmental archaeology may yield

information or¡ for example, vegetation cover, climate, soil conditions, fauna, seasons in which sites

were occupied, past human diet, the quantity of land available in the past, and land-use potential

through analysis of plant remaing faunal remains, sea cores and ancient coast lines, composition

and texture of sediments and soils, and on methods for examining the human exploitation of the

environment (Renfrew and Bahn T991.195-226).
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CLIMATE

GEO-
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FLORA

FAUNA

Economic Religious
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\-

Sociol Moteriol culture
subsystemsubsystem

Time

Figure l. A static and schematic model of the dynamic equilibrium between the subsystem net\ryorks of single
Sociocultural System and its total Environment System (After Clarke 1968:fig.17)

1.1.2 Subsistence

The location of a site and the environment in which it is situated greatly influence the subsistence,

or the 'quest for food' of its inhabitants. The study of subsistence in the past is a branch of
environmental archaeology. Subsistence-systems can be defined as

"complex interactions between cultural concepts of what organisms are edible, technological repertoire of
food procurement and preparation, and the potentials of the environment" (IVing and Brown 1979:t), or

as "[systems that] indicate the satisfaction of the human body's physiological requirements through the

procurement of food sources" (Keegan 1 982": 1 48).

According to Keegan (1982^), subsistence can be expressed as the sum of the contributing

procurement strategies. He defined subsistence as D:GP+DP+MC+H+F. In this definition

')



INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

D is for dietl, GP for gathered plants, DP for domesticated plants, MC for mollusc collecting,

H for hunting, and F for fishing.

In archaeolory, the reconstruction of pre-Columbian diet is based on waste products of food

preparation, i.e. durable or inedible remains of animals and plants, on human skeletal remains, and

on artefacts related to food procurement or preparation found in archaeological sites. These

remains are unevenly represented, as a result of differences in preservation, site formation

processes, and post-depositional processes flrying and Brown 1979:5-6). Furthermore, care should

also be taken with organic materials in archaeological context that are not directly associated with

human activity, such as seeds, roots, or pollen from vegetation growing near the site, and animals

that died on it.

fuchaeological subsistence studies are important in order to get a better understanding of
human behaviour in the past. The procurement, preparatiorL and consumption of food, depending

on a familiarity with the environment, are considered important in a society, as they are essential for

a groups survival and its adaptations to the environment (Wing and Brown 1979:44). Subsistence

systems reflect, besides technological and strategical attitudes, cultural attitudes towards food

(Hanis and Ross 198.7:5; Stokes 1995:193). Each sociaVcultural group has its own ways of
obtaining, preparing, and eating food, determined for agreatpart by food preferences and taboos2.

Recentl¡ the number of subsistence studies has increased as a result of this social/cultural

importance. It needs to be understood why a particular environment might have been attractive for

pre-Colurnbian occupants, which sources could have been available there and by ther¡ what this

could have meant for subsistence and diet, and which sources can be demonstrated archaeologically

to have been actually exploited. The approaches that have been developed to study pre-Columbian

diet are diverse. Next to empirical approaches (e.g archaeobotanical and zooarchaeological studies,

paleopatholory, and stable isotope analysis), ecological, economical, alrrd/or ethnographical models

are frequentþ used in order to interpret the empirical categories of evidence. According to Keegan

(1989':223), this diversity shows the significance of subsistence activities.

Note that Keegan uses the term 'diet', which implies a short-term plocess, instead of 'subsistence',
which is used to indicate long-term processes. In prehistoric context, most information is obatined on
subsistence.

According to Ross (1978), food prohibitions are "a central part of human ecological adjustment,
depending on the faunal productivity ofthe habit¿t, and determined by natural and cultural conditions,
governing the accessible proportion of biom¿ss".

-)
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1.2 EARLIER RESEARCH

l.2.L lntroduction

In the Americas, scientific applications of archaeological ecological approaches did not take place

before the second half of the 20ft century. The first important ecological studies were executed in

the Americas by Steward (1955) and in Europe by Clark (1952). Both greatly influenced American

ecological studies which would take place later. Steward was interested in explaining cultural

change. He emphasized the fact that cultures do not only interact with one another but also with the

environment. The study of ways in which adaptation to the environment could cause cultural

change was called 'cultural ecologr'. It stimulated the study of the economic bases of pre-

Columbian societies. In Europe, Clark developed a more direct ecological approaclç namely the

study of how human populations had adapted to their environments by studying faunal and plant

remains (Willey and Sabloff 1980: 13 1, 1 5 l).
Those early studies took linear models, in which environment influences culture, as a starting

point. Later, holistic ôr systemic models, in which human populations are seen as parts of
ecosystems, were applied. Flannery's (1976) site catchment analysis is an example of this (Willey

and Sabloff 1980:191). Out of these early ecological researches has grown the whole field of
environmental and dietary reconstruction.

In the 1960's, but especiaþ in the 1970's, ecologists started to determine the course of
scientific archaeological research, and different theories of food-gathering behaviour were adopted.

In the Caribbeaq the first zubsistence studies were executed by Wing (e.g. 1968). During the

1980's and 1990's the importance and influence of environmental and subsistence studies have

increased in this region.

1.2.2 Common consents of pre-Columbian subsistence in the Caribbean3

Subsistence studies in the Caribbean seem to have been mainly focused on the Saladoid phases of
the pre-Columbian period.

The earliest Caribbean economies are thought to have been based principally on the gathering

of terrestrial and marine fauna, and wild plant foods (Armstrong 1980; Rouse 199258). The intro-

duction of extensive and more intensive forms of agriculture is contributed to the migration of

This paragraph is mainly based on Newsom (1993).
4
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Amazonian root-crop horticulturalists into the Lesser Antilles (Rouse 1992), which resulted from

an increasing pressure on good soils for plant cultivation and aquatic resources on the South-

American mainland in the first millennium BC. It is assumed that human population growth was the

mechanism behind this process (Roosevelt 1980; Rouse 1986).

The first horticulturalists in the Antilles probably concentrated on root crops and animal protein

from rivers and forests (Roosevelt 1980; Rouse 1986, 1989). Some scholars, e.g Goodwin (1930),

Jones (1985), and Rouse (1939), explain this emphasis as an attempt of the immigrants to maintain

their mainland subsistence system as much as possible. Other scholars, e.g. DeFrance (1989), Wing

(1989), and Siegel (1991), are convinced that migrants in a very early stage started adding marine

and other local resources to their familiar subsistence systerq as evidenced, for example, by data

from the Maisabel site on Puerto Rico (DeFrance 1989:61).

On the northern Lesser Antilles and on eastern Puerto Rico, a shift seems to have taken place

from this earþ terrestrial based diet, to one emphasizing marine foods (Goodwin 1980; Jones 1985;

DeFrance 1988;Haviser 1988; Keegan 1989";Wing 1989). This is called the'crab-shell dichotomy'.

This dietary shift is thought to be linked with a shift in site location from interior settings near water

sources and soils suited to crop cultivation, to the coasts, nearer to marine sources but more

removed from the before mentioned soils (Siegel 1991). This shift has been attributed to the

representation of different cultures (Rainy lg4l), climatic changes (Carbone 1980), population

pressure (Goodwin 1980), and a widening of the diet breath necessitated by expanding populations

and changing resource abundances (Keegan 1985; Newsom 1993).

The picture that emerges for the subsistence on the Greater Antilles in later phases of the pre-

Columbian period, and for pre-Columbian subsistence on the Lesser Antilles is far less complete.

Recent attempts (e.g. Drewett 1989,1991; Allaire 1991; Hoogland 1996) have been made to start

the building of a database concerning pre-Columbian subsistence and a larger regional framework

for this later period in the Caribbean. More studies, however, will be needed on subsistence in this

later period to come to a better understanding ofpast human behaviour.

r.3 ENVIRONMENTAL AND SUBSISTENCE STUDMS IN THE CARIBBEAN

1.3.1 Introduction

As a result of the incomplete nature of the archaeological record, the study of pre-Columbian

subsistence systems and diet requires an interdisciplinary research approactr, combining

archaeological, anthropological, biological and ethnohistorical information. According to Keegan
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(1987) and Stokes (1995), such interdisciplinary research approach could best be divided in three

phases.

In the first phase, the types of data to be collected and the techniques by which these data

should be analysed must be identified and hypotheses concerning past subsistence activities must be

generated. This phase should include ecological or economic models of subsistence behaviour

which describe an idealized structure of subsistence decision making.

Secondly, the archaeological record must be used. In this phase, empirical data on subsistence

activities are obtained. This evidence can be obtained through the study of animal (including

shellfish) remains, plant remains, artefacts used for the production and processing of food, and

(dental) pathology on skeletal remains. The archaeological record gives an impression of the

sources that were available. Unfortunatel¡ faunal remains tend to be overrepresented at the cost of
floral remains, due to differences in preservation. Furthermore, it is not possible to determine the

percentages ofthe foods in the diet on the basis ofthe archaeological record alone (Stokes 1995:

1e3).

Finally, a direct measurement of actual long-term consumption is required in order to obtain

information on the percentages of different food types. Quantitative analyses, such as stable isotope

analysis can be used. It can not be used independently for diet reconstructior¡ but it is a method for

testing and refining data on subsistence that were already proposed by other sources of evidence.

This division has been used to expose the information on environmental and subsistence studies

in the Caribbean in a structured manner. First, ecological and economic models that have been

applied in Caribbean archaeolory are being presented. Ther¡ the studies of archaeological materials

are exposed, and finally, the stable isotope method is explained.

1.3.2 The fïrst predictive phase of subsistence research

The first phase in reconstructing pre-Columbian diet requires the examination of what resources

were available and what resources might actually have been exploited. In general, ethnohistoric

reports, ethnographic analogies, experiments, and ecological and economic models can be used to

obtain information ofthis kind.

I. 3. 2. I Ethnohistoric reports

For the Caribbean, several colonial reports exist. For the lesser Antilles, there are french reports

from the seventeenth century in which European influences may already be present. Among the

best-known are the historic reports of Breton (1647), de Rochefort (1658), and du Tertre (1667).
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Although being very informative in the descriptions of the use the Amerindians made of marine and

terrestrial foods, it should not be forgotten that the writers of colonial documents usually tended to

give a short-term view of subsistence, except for those who lived longer periods among the

Amerindians, e.g. father Breton (1647). Moreover, they sometimes obscure differences in plant

consumption practices between groups living on the islands and those on the mainland, and they do

not provide insights in the development of the cultivation of plants and their adaptation to the

insular environment (Newsom l9%:2A).It must not be forgotten either that in the seventeenth

century several plant and animal species had already been introduced from Europe into the

Americas. However, the reports do provide information which may be essential for our

understanding of locally available food sources, and Amerindian procurement strategies and food

preparation methods.

I. 3. 2. 2 Ethnographic data

A second source of evidence in the reconstruction of pre-Columbian diets are ethnographic

analogies. Those analogies can provide general insights in the variety of ways people meet their

subsistence needs. However, use of ethnographic models for interpretations of archaeological data

has been ct'rttctzÊd, as there will always be exceptions to widely documented, ethnographically

recorded, subsistence patterns. According to Wing and Brown (1979:9), ethnographic analogy

might be useful only when it comprises widely accepted cultural adaptations and human biological

characteristics. Ethnographic analogies are generally imbedded in environmental, ecological and

economic models and they will be treated only as such in this general overview. Unfortunately, a

very detailed study ofethnohistoric reports and ethnographic data is beyond the scope ofthis study.

1.3.2.3 Experiments

Next to the above mentioned sources of evidence, Keegan (1982', 1986) executed experimental

research. For his analysis of pre-Columbian fishing in the Bahamas, he compared experimental

fishtrap samplesa with ecological and ethnohistorical evidence, with fishbone analysis, and with

analogies of fishing in other coral waters. As Keegan (1986) considers fishing to be a form of
predator-prey interactiorç he is convinced that behaviour of fish can be used to define human fishing

behaviour.

The identification of fishtraps as primary fishing technique is archaeologically supported by the gpes
of fish and their uniformity in size represented in many sites (Keegan 1982, 19865.

7
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1.3.2.4 Ecological and economic models

Subsistence patterns have also been studied in a more hypothetical way by applyng theoretical

models. One of the most commonly applied models in the Caribbean is siîe catchment onalysis.

This analysis is based on the assumption that the larger the distance between a resource area and a

site, the less likely it will be exploited (Vita-Finzi and Higgs 1970). Site catchment analysis studies

the potential productivity of the different geographical features within a'catchment area'. The radius

of such anareawas estimated to be a 10 km or a two hours walk for hunter-gatherers and 5 km or

a one hour walk for agricultural societies. The productivity per feature must be weighted. Land

occuning within 1 km of the site was weighted as l00o/o, 2 km as 50o/o,3 km as 33o/o, 4 km as

25Yo,and5kmas20%(Yita-FinnandHiggs 1970.28). Unfortunately,estimationsofsoilpotential

and fertility in the past are hard to evaluate as environments might have changed, but according to

Flannery (1976b.95):

"One has two choices: he can throw up his hands in defeat, or he can reconstruct the prehistoric

environment to the best of his ability and plunge ahead".

Flannery 0976*, executed inductive site catchment analyses. He did not take the potential

productivity of the area as a starting point, but the resources actually found in the site. His research

focused on where those resources probably came from and on the reconstruction of the size of the

catchment circle. He wanted to know whether the site reflected the general character of the regior¡

or whether it was selected for a specific natural resource. Flannery himself (1976":103-116)

ctiticized that natural resources may have changed or disappeared, that relationships between site

catchment and village spacing may not be firlly one to one, and that the presence of temporary

camps in good foraging localities caused implications for the weighting of successive circles. If
dispersed patterns for security reasons would have existed in prehistory, any weighting of zones

might be subjective anyway.

In the Caribbeaq catchment analyses have been executed by Haviser (1987b, 1989, l99l) for

sites on Curaçao and Bonaire, in order to distinguish Amerindian adaptive strategies. He examined

and quantified geographical characteristics through the application of a point pattern analysis (see

paragraph 1.4.2). This analysis was used together with the principle of least costs, relating to

distance constraints to acquire resources, and the concept of site catchment analysis. Hoogland

(1996) conducted site catchment anaþes for the late pre-Columbian sites of Spring Bay and

Fritz, J.M. and F. Plog, 1970, The Nature of A¡chaeological Explanation. In: American Antiquity
35:405-412.
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Kelbey's Ridge on Saba. He took the resources exploited in the three different occupation periods

ofthese sites as a starting point.

The concept of carrying capacity is related to the concept of site catchment analysis. Carrying

capacity can be translated as the maximum size of a population which can be maintained indefinitely

within an areas determined by the system of land utilization, and by geographical and ecological

factors (Bose 1967; Zubrow 1975.15). Keegan et al. (1985:659-ó61) consider this model as a

supply-demand model, providing general descriptions of human population growth in a resource-

limited environment. Therefore they consider it to be suitable for a Caribbean application. A
carrying capacity analysis was carried out for the island of Saba by Hoogland (1996). Hoogland

(1996) used the avatlabúty of arable land as an indication for the maximum population sizg largely

following the method ofRoosevelt (1980).

A disadvantage of this model is that problems with estimations of human population size are

encountered in general. According to Jones (1985:528-531), the mean population at a time can be

estimated through the calculation of the total protein consumed, as reflected in midden remains.

However, these calculations are often inaccurate due to uncertainties concerning the estimation of
midden size and volume, lost material, period of occupancy, and daily protein requirement.

Optimization models, which have as a starting point that calories should be maximized and worlç

or risþ should be minimized, have also been proposed in studies of food selection (Wing and

Brown 1979:163).In the Caribbean, models of optimal foraging and cost-minimization have been

used for explaining changes in pre-Columbian subsistence economies (Keegan 1989":120-12T).

Optimal foraging theory assumes that "foraging is determined by natural selection in a way that

yields the greatest possible benefit for the individual forager's survival and reproductive success"

(Smith 1983:626). Thus, humans will act rationally in order to maximize the output of their actions

for the least effort. To apply this theory several definitions are required. First, a limiting cuffency,

such as protein or such as energJ in the form of calories, needs to be specified. Especially the

importance of protein as a limiting factor has been given much attention in explaining changes (e.g.

Roosevelt 1980; Keegan 1982e,1985, 1987, 1989)6. Then, a goal, such as maximizing foraging

efficiency or cost minimizatiorq must be specified. A set of constraints, including technology,

resource distributions? resource abundancg or the time factor, is specified. Finally, a set of options,

i.e. the various food items that could be used to obtain the currency, should be defined.

Optimal foraging theory ranks foodtypes on the basis of their yields in protein and energy, and

their costs of procurement. In theory, optimal foraging models should be able to predict the

Hanis (1987:75) remarks that optimization currencies can not be restricted to nutritional costs and -
benefits, since many edible plants and animals have non-nutritive uses.

9
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proportional contribution of foodtypes to the optimal diet, but in archaeological practice, this

preciseness is never achieved. Keegan (1986":100) is convinced, however, that optimal foragrng

analysis can provide a structured framework for analysing and predicting subsistence change. Smith

(1983:6a0) and Roosevelt (1987:569), on the contrary, warn for shortcomings and limiting

assumptions concerning ecological, nutritional, economic, sociopolitical, demographic, technolo-

gical, and symbolic dimensions of human foraging. In addition, Keegan (1992) is aware of the

questionability of the assumptions on human rational behaviour, and of the accuracy of the

chanctenzation of pre-Columbian subsistence behaviour by the formulation ofthe optimal diet.

Keegan (1986) also applied optimal foraging analysis on horticultural production. The time

required to prepare the garden and to procure and process the food was considered as search time.

Thus, by changing basic definitions the model might be applied as a theory of human existence

behaviour.

1.3.3 Archaeological Record

The second phase in pre-Columbian dietary reconstruction research, contains the study of the

materials that were found in archaeologrcal context. These materials generally include faunal

remains, waste products of shellfish gathering, plant remains (depending on depositional and post-

depositional processes? the conservation on the site, the excavation objectives and methodology),

human skeletal remains, and pottery artefacts of stone or shell, that can be related to food

procurement and preparation. Different disciplines are occupied \ryith the study ofthese materials.

l. 3. 3. I Zooarchaeologt

Zooarchaeolog¡r, or archaeozoolog¡', studies the past human use of animals. In the Caribbean, these

studies have undergone an enormous increase in the last twenty years. A pioneer and the most

prominent scientist working in this field is dr. Wing (1968, 1989, 1990, l99l',1991b,1995).

The possibilities for zooarchaeological studies are greatly dependent on the preservation

circumstances and the procurement methods during the excavation. Once the samples have been

gathered, the analyses of the faunal remains can be applied for several kinds of research. One such

research is the analysis of the animal components in pre-Columbian diets through the determinatior¡

the counting of Minimum Number of IndMduals (MNI) and the relative occurrences of the species

represented in the samples studied (e.g. DeFrance 1989; van der I{hft 1992;Dukes and Reitz 1995;

Nokkert 1995). Other studies concentrated on demographic patterns or changes (e.g. Armstrong

1980; Goodwin 1980; Jones 1985), and the reconstruction of fishing techniques (e.g. Wing 1968).
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Much attention is paid to the different habitats, represented by the faunal remains in archaeological

sites, and to what extent they have been exploited (e.g. Wing and Scudder 1980, 1983; Wing and

Reitz 1982).

1.3.3.2 Archaeobotany

Archaeobotany, or paleoethnobotany, studies the past human use of plants. These sfudies do not

only provide information on plants used for food, medicine, and fuelwood, but also on raw

materials used for "building constructions, transportation, weapons, tools, fiber industries, and

products such as guffis, resins, tannins, paints, and fish poisons" (Newsom 1993). Unfortunatel¡

only recently, since the 1980's, systernatic archaeobotanical research has been undertaken in the

Caribbean. Therefore, few primary data exist on the plant component of pre-Columbian economies

in the Caribbean" for only preserved plant parts provide direct information on the actual species

used. Plant remains are difficult to procure in excavations and preservation circumstances are often

far from ideal. A first sffuctured and comprehensive contribution to the understanding of
Amerindian plant use in the Caribbean was made by Newsom (1993).

1.3.3.3 Study of artefacts

Artefacts from archaeological excavations can sometimes be associated with pre-Columbian food

production and procurement strategies. Hunting activities can be evidenced artefactually through

finds of spears and spear throwers (Wing and Brown 1979:99-10l), and gathering in the form of
baskets. Unfortunately, baskets or other perishable materials have very often not been preserved in

the Caribbean. Perishable artefactual evidence of fishing, such as netting, is not found either.

However, sometimes netting weights, fishing hooks, and spears and harpoons do occur in the

archaeological record (Wing and Brown 1979:93-99).

Pre-Columbian agricultural activities are mostly reflected by stone, shell, or bone axes that may

have been used in land clearing (Wing and Brown 1979:IAl-ñ4). Further information on pre-

Columbian agricultural practices is provided through finds of grndrng stones, griddle fragments,

and gtater board teeth. The presence of grinding stones ('manos' and 'metates) is often used as

evidence for muze production and consumption (e.g. Bullen 1964). Newsom (1993:21), however,

states that these stones might also have been used to mill panicoid grass seeds, and that the

existence of muze cultivation can only be demonstrated through the discovery of maize plant
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remains. The presence of griddle fragmentsT is usually used to demonstrate manioc cultivation and

consumption. Griddles were used for baking the flower which results after peeling, washing, and

gating the manioc tubers on grater boards with small lithic chips (Newsom 1993). However, for

Newsom (1993.22) it could be just as likely that wild indigenous roots and grains were processed

into flour and baked on griddles, and according to DeBoer (1975), the possibilities should not be

excluded that maize was being processed.

1.3.3.4 Study of human skeletal remains

In some cases human skeletal remains reflect nutritional diseases, which provide information on

subsistence and/or diet*. Diferent methods can be applied in studying those pathologies, such as

demographic analysis, radiographic analysis, visualizing metacarpal notches and transverse lines of
increased density that suggest malnutritior¡ chemical analysis, and physical examination (Wing and

Brown 197973). Most commonly applied in Caribbean archaeological research of paleopatho-

logies of bones and dentition is physical examination (e.g. Tacoma 1985, Reuer and Reuer-FaHza

1986; Budinoff1987; Khudabux etaJ,.7987; Cashion-Lugo 1991; Ma¿t and Smits 1992).

Frequently encountered paleopathologies of bones are rickets and osteomalacia, attributed to a

vitamin D deficiency or to a lack of sufficient exposure to sunlight, scurvy, resulting from vitamin C

deficiency, and hypovitamosis A" which leads to abnormalities in the shapes and the growth of
bones. Chronic malnutritior¡ which might be reflected in reduced adult stature, is less identified

(Wine and Brown 1979:83-88).

In some cases, repeated actions and tasks concerning food gathering andlor processing are

thought to have caused stress on the skeletorl such as the grinding of cereals, which might leave

polished facets in bones ofthe feet (Renfrew and Bahn 1991:385-386).

The paleopathology of the dentition also provides nutritional information. The nutritional quality of

the diet for children influences the qualitative condition of teeth in the first place. In the second

place, teeth are subjected to mechanicaf chemicaT, and pathogenic stresses that are all strongly

affected by dietary factors @owell 1985:307).

Most occurring dental pathologies are enamel hypoplasia, which is a development arrest of
enamel during the process of crown formatior¡ dental caries, periodontal disease, and dental wear

(\Ming and Brown 1979:83-91). Dental wear is the erosion of the coronal enamel, caused by direct

The absence of griddles or gratü teeth does not demonstrate the absence of manioc cultivation, as

manioc might have been treated also like a pot vegetable, as is common among m¿ny recent manioc-
consuming Amerindians @eBoer 197 5 :420).
Nutritional deficiencies should appear in large proportions of a population, in order to exclude
individual variations.

12
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tooth-on-tooth contact or by substances such as grit Attrition, the first form of wear, produces

smooth contact facets, while the latteq which is called abrasior¡ produces a pattern of microscopic

grooves and pits (Powell 1985:308). Dental wear may influence caries. Dental caries is a patholo-

gical condition whict¡ without medical interventior¡ will lead to ante-mortem tooth loss (Powell

1985:313). Carious destruction of the teeth is deteriorated by diets including large proportions of
soft-textured foods high in carbohydrates. No detailed paleopathological studies have been made

for the Guadeloupe region.

1.3.4 Quantitative Analyses

The last phase in the research of pre-Columbian human diets involves the determination of the

percentages of diferent foodtypes in a diet. This determination relies on different osteochemical

analyses, based on ratios of the stable isotopes of nitrogen, strontium, or ca¡bon and nitrogen. The

most reliable analysis for the determination of shellfish and reeÊresource ratios in diets of coastal

populæions is stable isotope analysis.

L3.4.1 Stable carbon- and nitrogen-isotope analyses

Stable carbon- and nitrogen-isotope ratios of marine and terrestrial foods are sufficientþ different to

determine their occurring percentages in pre-Columbian diets from the corresponding isotope ratio

in human bone collagen (Keegan and DeNiro 198832A-321) The relative proportions of marine

and terrestrial food groups can be determined. Among the latter, C3 foods, such as manioc, and C¿

foods, such as muze, can be distinguished. Thus, a lifetime profile of the average subsistence of an

individual is obtained. However, as Newsom (1993) points out, only environmental archaeological

evidence provides more detail about precisely which species of plants or animals contributed to the

diet.

The isotope method is particularly useful for detecting changes in diet. Van der Menve et al.

(1981) used it to examine the diet of the pre-Columbian occupants of the Orinoco floodplain in

Venezuela. Their analyses revealed a shift from a diet based on C¡ plants around 800 BC to one

based on C¿ plants by AD 400. This shift was afirmed by the abundant mane kernels and grinding

equipment that were found for the later period.
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Studies concernìng stable carbon- and nitrogen-isotope analyses for pre-Columbian populations in

the Caribbean have been executed by Keegan (1985, 1989b), Keegan and DeNiro (1988), van

Klinken (1991)e, and Stokes (1995).

Keegan and DeNiro (1988) identified the relative contributions of marine and terrestrial food

resources in the diets of pre-Columbian coastal populations. Their analysis involved the study of the

isotopic compositions of th¡ee indigenous land animals (iguana, hutia and land crab), and nine

modern plants. Secondl¡ the isotopic compositions of modern fist¡ archaeological fish and sea

turtle remains, and modem marine invertebrates, algae, and seagrass species were analysed. Finally,

the isotopic compositions ofthese samples were compared to the isotopic compositions of collagen

isolated from the human skeletal sample, which consisted of one individual from the early Hacienda

Grande site on Puerto Rico, and 17 Lucayan Taino individuals from a later period from the

Bahamas.

On the basis of these analyses, three dietary schemes were identified, the first consisting mainly

of terrestrial foods with a small input from marine sources, the second consisting equally of
terrestrial and marine resources, and the third consisting of about 70Yo of manne foodsl0. The Ha-

cienda Grande individual relied for 93 + 7yo on terrestrial foods. On the basis of archaeological

evidence, a diet consisting mainly of cultivated tubers and land crabs with a minor contribution of
marine resources could be reconstructed for this early period. The later period is characterized by a

shift from inland to coastal-settlement locations and by a shift towards a diet based on the increased

consumption of marine foods (Cfr. Jones 1985). This shift was explained by Keegan (1985) as

reflecting an optimal subsistence strategy.

Van Klinken (1991) found three similar dietary profiles for human skeletal material from four

locations in the Caribbean. Stokes (1995:196) warns to approach his data carefully, as some seem

to be contaminated. Results from the acceptable samples reveal a diet based almost equally on

marine and terrestrial resources for post-Saladoid individuals from Sab4 a diet based mainly on

terrestrial food sources for individuals from the early Ceramic Maisabel site on Puerto Rico, and a

diet based mainly on marine food with what appears to be a considerable input from Ca plants for

pre-Ceramic individuals from Aruba, Bonaire, and Curaçaorr.

9

10
See also Hoogland (1996) for a more det¿iled description.
Keegan and DeNiro (f 988:320) demonstrated that a unique isotopic signature in bone collagen of pre-
Columbian Bahamians is caused by different nitrogen-isotope ratios of food sources from seagrass
environments or coral reefs compare{ to other marine environments.
According to van Klinken (1991:99), only maize could give comparable results, whereas Stokes
(1995:196) suggests the use ofPanicoid gr4sses, since no maize kernels have been found so far.
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1.3.5 Final remarks

The variety and the development in the above mentioned disciplines in environmental studies in

Caribbean archaeology, show that there is a growing interest in the studies of pre-Columbian

subsistence and diet, and in environmental studies in general. Unfortunately these disciplines are

such specialized and complicated fields of study that they have often been used as a complete and

independent research in itself Very often it is not possible to execute an integrated research in three

phases as Keegan (1987) proposed and executed. More of such integrated studies, first on site level

and later on a regional level, especially for the later part of the pre-Columbian period in the Lesser

Antilles, will be needed in order to create a more complete image of past subsistence systems and

human behaviour.

1.4 OBJECTIVES

1.4.1 Research questions

The present study can be seen in the light of the above described studies and approaches concerning

subsistence and diet of pre-Columbian societies in the Caribbean. Its case-study concerns the late

pre-Columbian site of Petite Rivière. This site is situated on the island of La Désirade, near

Guadelouper2. It was partly excavated by the French archaeologist Pierre Bodu in 1984, and an

additional small-scale excavation was executed by the author in 1995. First of all, this study should

serve as an excavation report of the 1995 ñeldwork campaign. Therefore, the archaeological

research on La Désirade, the setting and earlier research of the site, as well as the objectives, the

strategies, the methods, the rezults and the conclusions of this fieldwork will be described (chapter

3). Unfortunately, no excavation reports exist of the 1984 excavation campaigrç which renders the

data less reliable. The materials that were excavated during the 1984 and the 1995 campaigns, are

described in chapter 4. Of these materials, the study of pottery asks a prominent place, as the

cultural-ckonological framework of the pre-Columbian period in the Caribbean is alrnost entirely

based on the study and ckonological classification of potteryr3. Thus, in order to be able to place

12 See chapter 2 for information on the Caribbean in general and on the island of La Désirade in
particular.
This regional cultural-chronological framework and its premises are described in paragraph 2.5.

t5
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the site chronologically and culturally within this regional frameworþ it is necessary to m¿ke a

detailed description ofthe Petite Rivière pottery.

Secondly, there is also a need to examine the subsistence of the later pre-Columbian period in

the Caribbean. Therefore, the most important objective of this study is to examine the subsistence

system of the pre-Columbian inhabitants of the Petite Rivière site. Situated on the dry and desolate

island of La Désiradeta, these inhabitants must have faced severe restrictions concerning available

natural resources. For example, the availabiþ of potable water sources, being one of the most

important conditions for human settlement, must have been rather limited. The fresh water sources

that do exist are often dificult to react¡ and their water outlets change with the seasons. For the

inhabitants of the Petite Rivière site, this will not have been a limiting factoq for near the site is

situated a fresh water source. Nevertheless, this scarcity of surface waters in general, geatly affects

flora, faun4 and the possibilities for horticulture or agriculture on the island. This condition is even

deteriorated by the intense sun, the high evaporation rate, and the poor soils. Few land mammals

will have been present, except for rather small species like iguanas and agoutisls, so subsistence can

be expected to have been greatly depending on marine resources. Notwithstanding these

unconveniences, the pre-Columbian inhabitants of the site have been capable to survive at this

place.

Therefore, the following objectives are considered to be important.

- Why were pre-Columbian Amerindians interested in the island ofl-a Désirade?

- What natural subsistence and non-subsistence resources are available on the island and which

might have been available at the time of interest?

- What sources can be archaeologically demonstrated to have been exploited?

- What was the subsistence system and diet of the pre-Columbian inhabitants of Petite Rivière

like?

This study may provide an answer on these questions. It should not be forgotten" however, that

both the 1984 and the 1995 excavations were small-scaled campaigns, and that therefore the

quantity and the quality of information on pre-Columbian subsistence and diet are rather limited.

Moreover, most of the documentation of the 1984 excavations is lacking, and the environmental

14 In this study the thought is accepted that the natural and climatological setting of La Désirade has not
changed dramatically during the last 1500 to 1000 years (see paragraph 2.3.1and2.3.2, and Keegan
1992\.It is possible, however that before the coming of European settlers there were more trees on the
island. This might have caused more humid çircumstances, and it might also have influenced the
presence of a more ¿bundant faun¿ on the island" especially birds. The poor soils and the modest
precipitation, however, do not seem to haye allowed the flourishing of a vegetation th¿t is much more

abund¿nt than it is nowadays.
It is possible that these animals were brought to the islands where they did not occur naturally by the
Amerindians (Nokfcert personal communication 1996).
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(and especially paleo-environmental) information on la Désirade is scarce. Therefore, this study

should best be seen as a test-case for a small-scaled integrated subsistence study, without expecting

conclusions that could be interpreted on a larger scale.

1.4.2 Data and methods

In order to execute a structured research of the subsistence of the pre-Columbian inhabitants of the

Petite Rivière site, the three-phase method of Keegan (1987) and Stokes (1995) will be used in

chapter 5.

In the first phase of this method, it must be determined as precisely as possible what sources

might have been available and exploited. Ecological and/ar economic models can be used to

identify the types of dæa which should be collected, and to determine the techniques to analyse

them t6. Economic models such as optimal foragrng theory, have been used in the Caribbean by

Keegan (1985, 1987, l99T). On the basis of the shortcomings of this method (see paragraph

1.3.2.4),it was decided not to use it in this study'?. As economic premise, it is only supposed that

"animal resources closest to the site would have been used most" (Wing and Reitz 1982'27). For an

archaeological case-siudy, Flannery's (1976") inductive site catchment analysis would be suitable, as

a result of its empirical charactertt. However, such an explanation method would be best applied in

a final stage of a researclq not in the predictive phase. In this first phase, Haviser's (1987b, 1989,

1991) point-pattern technique could be used. This technique was used to examine pre-Columbian

human adaptation to the insular semi-desert environments of Bonaire and Curaçao. Following this

approact¡ topography, geomorphology, geological features, potable water sources, major drainage

basins, soils suitable for maize and/or manioc cultivation, mangroves? tidal salt areas, clay sources,

the presence ofother archaeological sites, and the presence ofnon-subsistence resources, such as

lithic and clay sources are quantified for the catchment area of a siteie. The point pattern technique

is used to quanti$ the relative values of those characteristics, by calculating the percentage of
points, representing a characteristic at radü of I kn\ 2 knU and 3 lan from the settlement (Flaviser

1989:5). The I km radius was representedby 2l points, the l-2 km radius by 78 points, and the2-3

km radius by T24 points, all points being separated by 400 m intervals. A characteristic is thought

16 Ethnohistoric accounts might also provide general information on Amerindian subsistence systems,

but, as mentioned before, det¿iled study of these resources does not fit in the timeøble of this study.
The concept ofcarrying capacity was not used either, due to uncert¿inties concerning essential factors
as supply and population growth in archaeological sfudies.

To overcome the problem of environmental change, Flannery's device (see paragraph 1.3.2.4) should
be taken into consideration.
Haviser uses a 3 km radius instead of the usual 5 or 10 km radius for the site catchment areas in his
studies.
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to be significant when its catchment percentage ratio is higher than the island percentage ratio for

that characteristic (Haviser 199l'.239-240). The point-pattern technique will be used for the Petite

Rivière site in chapter 5, in order to predict the natural resources that were available near the site

and that may have been exploited in pre-Columbian times.

In a second stage, the archaeological record will be used in order to obtain empirical data on

subsistence activities. Evidence on subsistence can be found in faunal remains, which might

represent different habitats and the extent to which they were exploited (Wing 1968:103), shellfish

remains, plant remains, artefacts used for the production and processing of food, and human

skeletal remains. The archaeological materials from the Petite Rivière site will be described in

chapter 4, and analysed in relation to the general subsistence research of this study in chapter 5.

Unfortr¡nately, it has not been possible to recover plant remains as no flotation procedures could be

carried out due to a lack of time and as no analyses of such remains could be arranged in the time

available for the working out ofthis project.

The final phase in the research program involves the determination of the relative importances

of natural resources in the diet. Osteochemical analyses, such as stable isotope analysis, provide a

direct measurement of the percentages of diferent food types in long-term consumption profiles,

and as such the isotope method provides a refining of the data on subsistence that were already put

forward in the two first steps of anaþis.

1.4.3 Concluding remarls

The combination of these research phases should provide an image of the subsistence system ofthe

pre-Columbian inhabit¿nts ofthe Petite Rivière site. The following chapters will be used to give an

introduction in La Désirade's natural setting, and in the regional cultural setting (chapter 2), to

describe the 1984 and the 1995 fieldwork (chapter 3) in order to provide a context for the

archaeological materials, which will be described and analysed in this study (chapter 4). Finally, the

complete three-fold analysis, as described under data and methods, will be carried out (chapter 5) in

order to come to a better understanding of subsistence systems for the Lesser Antilles in the later

part ofthe pre-Columbian period
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2 THE SETTING

2.1 INTRODUCTION

2.1.1 Introduction

La Désirade is one of the least known islands of the Caribbean. The Caribbean islands (fr9. 2) are

divided in the Greater and the Lesser Antilles. They extend in an arc from the South-American

Mainland, separating the Ca¡ibbean Sea from the Atlantic Ocean. Most of the islands are at visible

distances and are generally assumed to have functioned as stepping stones for colonizing groups

@ouse 1992.1).
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The Lesser Antilles (fig. 3) are divided in the Windward Islands, extending from the island of
Trinidad to Martinique and Dominicq and the Leeward Islands, extending from Guadeloupe to the

Virgn Islands. The island of La Désirade is situated at the east of Guadeloupe (fig. 4, page 2T).

The Greater Antilles, consisting of the islands of Cuba, Hispaniola GIaIti and the Dominican

Republic), Puerto Rico and Jamaica are located in the north-western part of the Caribbean Sea.

They are connected to the South-American mainland bythe chain ofthe Lesser Antilles.
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Figure 4. Map of Guadeloupe and it's neañry annexes

North of Dominic4 the chain of islands splits in an outer-arc and an inner-arc. The outer-arc, the

so-called chalkislands, comprises (from south to north) Marie-Galante, La Désirade, the eastern

part of Guadeloupe (Grande 'Ierre), Antiguu, Barbuda, St. Barthélemy, St. Martin, Tintamarre,

Anguilla and Sombrero. These islands consist of predominantþ marine sediments on an old

volcanic foundation. They are charactenzed by pre-Miocene volcanic sediments corrsisting of
andesile, dacitg tuff and agglomerate, which in turn have been intruded by diorite and quartz

diorite. In the early Miocene period the volcanic and intrusive centres were bevelled and capped

with shallow water limestones rangng in age from Miocene to Recent (Fox and Heezen 1975:M4;

Uchupi 1975:28). The volcanic islands of the inner-arc comprise (from north to south) Sabq St.

Eustatius, St. Kitts, Nevis, Montserrat, the westem part of Guadeloupe @asse-Terre), Les Saintes,

Dominica, Martinique, St. Luci4 St. Vincent, The Grenadines and Grenada. They are of younger

geological agê and consist of active and recently extinct volcanoes.

The inner-arc has been formed due to tectonic movements of the Caribbean plate towards the

Atlantic plate around 45 million years ago. In this process, the Atlantic plate was forced under the

Caribbean plate. This caused radial cracks through which the plastic interior, which formed the

volcanoes of the inner-arg could escape. The outer-arc was formed by the same geological

process, but the islands were moved in an easterly direcfion due to the extensibility of the shelf The

islands were submerged, cwered with sea sediments and uplifted by tectonic movement (Fox and

Heezen 1975:444-445).
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2.1.2 LaDésirade

The Guadeloupean annex of La Désirade is situated between 61 and 61.5 degrees western

longitude and between 16 and T6.22 degrees northern latitude. It is located lzkrn offthe Pointe

des Château<, the easternmost tip of Grande-Terre (Guadeloupe). It belongs to the same

continental platform @utterlin 19 56:27 4; Westercamp and Tazieff 1 980: I 23).

La Désirade is an 11 km long and 2 km wide table mountaia with a volcanic substratun¡

dominated by a 6.5 km long uninhabited limestone plateau, La Montagne. This plateau reaches 276

m in its westem part and 775 m in its east part. At the western part of the island it is bordered by

limestone hills, upto 150 m in height, and at the eastern part it is bordered by different plateaus,

with heights varying between 35 and 95 m (Barrabe 1954:6T4;Lasserre 1961b:885).

The north coast of the island is rather inaccessible due to its abrupt cliffs, some of them

exceeding a height of200 n¡ and the strong and unpredictable sea currents. The south coast, on the

contrary, is characterized by a more gentle slope between the plateau and the southem coastal plain

that extends between the two extremities of the island. This coastal plain is sheltered from the vvind,

and the reeß, that border the coastline, protect it from strong sea-currents. Therefore, it is a
preferable place for habitation2o (Lasserre 1961b:887). AtLaDésirade, 17 pre-Columbian sites have

been discovered uptil now (see appendix 1). Nine ofthem are situated on the southern coastal plair¡

four on the central plateau, and four on the slopes and plateaus in between @odu 1984, 1985"').

2.t.3 Petite-Terre de Dósirade

The archipel of Petite-Terre (fig. 5, page23) belongs to the municipality of La Désirade. It consists

oftwo west-east oriented islands, separated by a small and shallow channel. Situated approximately

12 km south from the Pointe des Colibris (Désirade) and at 7.5 fun south-east from the Pointe des

Châteaux, it is part of the continental platform of Grande-Terre Firk 1972:274). The islands

consist of one coral bank of which the central part has been immersed, and they are bordered by

reeß.

The highest elevation (8 m) is to be found at the 2.5 km long and 600 m wide southern island,

Terre-de-Bas. The west and north coasts of Terre-de-Bas are low, and they are bordered by salinas.

The south and east coasts are rocþ with modest limestone slopes. The northem island, Terre-de-

Flaut, is l.l km long and 200-300 m wide. Its main part is rocþ with modest limestone slopes.

20 La Désirade's 1600 inhabitants live in six hamlets, extending along the Route Départementale 207:
Les Galets, Les Sables, Le Bourg or Grande Anse (capital), Le Déserl Le Souffleur and Baie-Mahault.
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Nowadays, the islands of Petite-Terre are uninhabited, but in pre-Columbian times they may have

been exploited for their nutritional resources, and in the eighteenth century they were used for

growing cotton (Lasserre I96Ib:916). Uptil now, five pre-Columbian sites have been discovered

(Nicholson 1975; Bodu 1985). They are all situated at the north and south coasts of Terre-de-Bas

(see appendix 1). According to Bodu (1985), these sites seem to have been occupied temporarily

and simultaneousþ in late pre-Columbian times by small groups, looking for shelter or a stopping

place on their way between Marie-Galante and La Désirade. Although fresh water sources are

lacking, the islands could have been attractive because of their abundances of sea-turtlest', fist¡

shellfist¡ and land crabs, especially in the small channel separating the two islands. Because neither

artefacts nor detailed archaeological records are available, reconsideration of earlier reports, and

more detailed studies are needed to come to a better understanding of pre-Columbian occupation

and/or exploitation ofthe two islands.

A N

500 M

Ter-r-e de Haut

:-::-

-Ter-re de Bos

Figure 5. Tlrc arclúpel ofPetitç-Terre
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See paragraph 2.4.1
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2.2 GT,OLOGY

2.2.1 Geology and morphology

The geolog}r of La Désirade (fig. 6) is described here in order to create a framework for the occur-

rence and the use of exploitable raw stone material. The geological significance of La Désirade lies

in its igneous basement which is better exposed than on any other island capped with limestone

(Fink 1972:275). The basement complex occurs as lava with greenschist, interbedded chert and

radiolant&2, the latter showing the sub-marine origin of the lava @arrabé 1954; Fink 1972; Don-

nely 197 5'.67 2-67 4;Uchupi T97 5.28).
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Figure 6. Geological map of La Désirade (After Weyl 1966:259)

The volcanic rocks eroded into a platform on which a 50 m cap of limestone was deposited.

Tectonic movements lifted it to more than 200 m height, folded the limestone and creat€d cracks

that border the central plateau to the west and connect the Rivière and Morne Cybèle ravines. A
thick limestone comice borders the plateau @anabé 1942150; Mitchell 1953;Butterlin 1956:278;

Lasserre 1961b: 887; Weyl 1966: 259-261);(frg.7 , page 25) .

22 Hills befween La Pointe Mansénilier and Baie-Mahault, in the south-east part consist of radiolarite
(Westercamp T978:5; Westercamp and Tazieff 1980:126-127).
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Parts of the comice and the plateau were hollowed by carstification processes. Basins, which can

coîserve rain water for a long time, were created. Some of these worn out surfaces have been

covered with dispersed and shallow decalcification clay occuffences (Lasserre 1961b:889-890). At
the eastern part of the island, coastal platforms eroded at 35 n1 75 m and 95 rn, consisting of
limestone that covers accumulations of volcanic boulders in limestone and coral cement @arrabé
1954:618; Lasserre 1961b:887). The northern and eastern part of the island consist of volcanic

material. The southern coastal plairq on the contrary, has a limestone covering and consists of
elevated reeß (Westercamp and Tazieff 1980:125).

2.2.2 Sedimentology and coastal dynamics

Sea-movements cause erosion of coastal lines. Unfortunately, the magnitude and the veloclty ofthis
process at La Désirade is not known.

At the plateau, the thin layer of loose soil, covering the limestone bedrock, is not protected by
dense vegetation. Therefore, erosion easily takes place. The eroded sediments of the plateau are

mainly deposited on the slopes and partially they move further down. At the southern coastal plain

sedimentation seems to take place very slowly. Only a very thin sedimentation layer can be found
there.
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No information on coastal dynamics and changes in sea level is available. Yet it is important to

know to what extent the landscape has changed the last 1500 - 1000 years to get to an

understanding of changes in the presence of natural resources, the accessibility of the shore and the

preservation of archaeological sites, caused by erosior¡ sea level changes, and tectonic movements.

2.3 NATURAL SETTING

2.3.1 General information

No information is available on seasons, precipitation, insolation, temperature, humidity and winds in

pre-Columbian times. It is generally assumed that no great changes have taken place the last 1500 -

1000 years (Keegan lgg2'"). Therefore, modern data arepresented here to create an image of the

environment in which the pre-Columbian occupation of the Petite Rivière site could have taken

place.

The Antilles are útuated in the zone of the north-Atlantic trade-winds with dominating winds

from north-east to south-east direction. For the Guadeloupe archipel, three seasons can be

distinguished. The first is a dry and rather fresh subtropical season with a moderate north-eastent

wind from January to April. The second is a tropical season with moderate rainfall with strong

eastern winds in May and June and finally the rainy period, is an extremely warrn and humid

subequatorial season, with subsiding trade-winds between July and December @ouchet 1992:3).

The island of La Désirade receives approximately 1036 mm/year from precipitation. The faø

that an evaporation average has been measured to 1830 mm/year explains the great dryness of the

island. La Désirade and the other annexes are also the warmest parts of Guadeloupe as there is

more insolation and less nebulosity. The annual average temperature is above 27' C and stable

during the year, while the relative humidity of the air is rather higb \¡/ith an average of SlYo

(Lasserre 1961':143 -2lA; l96tb :7 67 -806;Bouchet 1992.3 -6).

2.3.2 E nvironmental changes

Changes in climate, soils, vegetation and sea levels that might have taken place since pre-

Columbian times are difficult to estimate. Still, these changes are important when considering pre-

Columbian exploitation of the environment.F;arly colonial descriptions might reveal information on

this subject. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the small annexes of Guadeloupe were
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alteady known to be the'arid rocks' as we know them now. La Désirade was thought to be ignored

and only to be good for lepers.23

Recent information on coastal dynamics and climatological and environmental changes since pre-

Columbian times was not available at the 'Organisation de Recherche Scientifique pour les

Territoires Outre-Mer' (O.R.S.T.O.M.) in Pointe-à-Pitre, nor at the 'Institut de Géographie

Nationale' (I GN ) in Paris. As for coastal changes, studies have been made for the Bahamas (e.g.

Keegan 1992b). Keegan (1992b5) examines long-term processes of coastline development, which

relate to patterns of settlement, and short-term changes that have affected the survival of
abandoned sites. Six coastline types were identified and studied. These included eolianite, fossil

coral reef, beach rocþ salinas, tidal creeks, and sand beaches. Eolianites and fossil coral reeß

seemed to have undergone only minor changes during the past 500 years, and for beach rock

formations no evidence of tectonic uplift could be found. For the salinas, forming a dynamic border

between land and sea, it could not be assumed that they have remained unchanged, even over a

period of 500 years. Relative sea level changes seem to be insignificant for the period AD 700 to

1500, so prehistoric living surfaces have not been inundated. However, erosion of sediments is

thought to have had a destructive effect on prehistoric sites (Keegan 1992b:8-10). For La Désirade,

this situation could be similar. If accepted that fossil coral reef, constituting important parts of the

island, has undergone minor changes the last 500 years, and, tf accepted that sea level changes

probably are insignificant for this period, it can be assumed they caused no site destruction.

Howeveq influence from tectonic movements can be expected as Grande Terre (Guadeloupe),

which is on the same plate asLa Désirade, is slowly submerging. The only changes might have

taken place at the salinas near the capital Beauséjour, and as they cover a modest percentage of the

island, even their influence might be considered non-important. However, at the plateau serious site

destruction has taken place due to erosion of sediments, containing archaeological material, except

for those in natural depressions in the limestone bedrock (Flofrnan and Hoogland 1994). An other

important phenomenon is the caving in of the coast as a result from strong wave action which

always occurs around La Désirade. This might have greatþ influenced the landscape and the

presence of archaeological sites.

As for the Guadeloupe region no data are available on what the situation in pre-Columbian times

might have looked like, modern data on hydrography pedolory and vegetation are presented here

to get a better understanding ofthe natural setting3a.

23 " Je crois que cette île est la plus misérable des Antilles, et celle où la terre est la moins capable de
production" (Chevalier de Boudamaque, L763, lulémoire abrégé ou réflexions sur l'état actuel de la
Guadeloupe eÍ des changements que l'on estime devoir faire dans ce g(ruvernement pour le bien de

l'Etat et la Colonie. Archives Nationales, Basse Terre).
27
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2.3.3 Hydrography

The hydrographical network of La Désirade has adapted to the geological structure. Mountain

streams of the southem part of the Plateau have an inegular water outlet and stream to the north

and to the east. Furthermore, some permanent water resources exist under the cornice and near the

coasts (fig. 8, page 29), and those of Baie-Mahault, Cybèle, Rivière and near lEmballage are still

being used (Lasserre 1961b:890-891; Petit 1989:3).

As a result from transportation through limestone, this water is calcareous, chlorous, and rich

in minerals. Sometimes it exceeds the maximum admissible concentrations. In its present state, only

the water from the Baie-Mahault sources is potable, except for the Ravine Bouille source. The

other sources do not have a sufficient bacteriological quality (Petit 1989:11), although it might have

been better in the past because of less environmental pollution. Several sources are known to have

been used and to have supported the needs of La Désirade's 1600 inhabitants far into the 1960's

(Petit 1939). Therefore it can be assumed that its pre-Columbian population might well have been

provided with potable water. Furthermorg there is no reason to assume that above mentioned

sources did not exist in pre-Columbian times, although the possibility that water courses of potable

sources changed or disappeared as a result of environmental changes should not be excluded.

2.3.4 Pedology

As a pedological map ofl-a Désirade does not exist, information on pedology is limited.

Soils at La Désirade are poorþ developed, because of warmtt¡ dryness, strong winds and the

limestone subsoil. They are clayisb which implies that they do hold water, but they do not release it

to the plant roots easily. Furthermore, they do not drain well and they are sticþ when wet and

brick-hard when dry (Sealey 1992.86). The plateau and the southern coastal plain, where cultivated

zones are located (fig. 9, page 29), can not be used intensively because of the poverty of the soils,

but they could have been used for slash-and-burn agriculture. Slash-and-burn agriculture at the

plateau was cornmon practice until the late 1960's @ariteau 1968:21-22) and now and then is still

used. At the southern coastal plain small fields are being cultivated for household use.

Regarding the fact that probably no great climæological changes have taken place, it is likely

thatLaDésirade's pedological conditions do not differ greatly from those in pre-Columbian times.

Extensive slash-and-burn agriculture, coûrmon to agricultural Amerindian societies, will have been

possible, especially at the central plateau.

24 Although very sffrce since La Désirade is thought not to be important enough to be intensively

sfudied.
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Figure 8. Map of the fresh water sources at La Désirade (After Petit 1989)

Figure 9. Map of the soil use at La Désirade (After Lasserre 1961b:905)
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2.3.5 Vegetation

La Désirade's limited precipitation and poorly developed soils strongly influence the characteristics

of its vegetation. The plateau, to begin witb is densely covered by a vegetation that prefers

moderate circumstances. On the other hand, the limestone slopes are sparsd covered by a low

vegetation that prefers dry and rocky environs, e.g. rosemary and heliotrope. This vegetation is

followed by a small shrub zong that dominates almost the whole island except for the southern

coastal plain. This plain is sparsely covered by a coastal vegetation that prefers dry and sunny

circumstances, which is characteristic for the limestone islands. It is composed of smallleaved

thorny brushwood and cactaceous and herbaceous sorts. At the sandy beaches on this plaln, a

vegetation preferring acid circumstances, like lianas can be found @ouchet 1992:ll-12).

Climatological and pedological changes will not have influenced the vegetation greatþ since

pre-Columbian times. It is assumed that by then it was also low, rather dispersed and adapted to dry

circumstances @ouchet personal communication 1995). However, the vegetation will have

diminished due to larger scale habitations, cultivated areas, and the introduction of grazing

domesticated animals,like sheep and goats, in colonial times.

2.4 COLONIAL AND RECENT INFORMATION

2.4.1 Short colonial history

The colonial history of La Désirade is hardly known and sparsely documented. Some authors (e.g.

Lasserre 1961b:884) claim that Ckistopher Columbus discovered La Désirade on his second

journey in November 1493 and named the island Desirada', the desired one". In the journals of
Columbug howeveç the discovery of La Désirade and/or Petite Terre is never mentioned (Jane

1930). It is only in the seventeenth century historic account of Father Breton that Petite Terre and

La Désirade occur in the description ofthe islands surrounding Guadeloupe.

25 Dési¡ade, située au vent des autres Antilles fut la première que Colomb découwit, à son second
voyage, le 3 novembre 1493: c'est ce qui lui fit donner le nom de Désirade @oyer-Peyreleau, E.8.,
1825, Les Antilles françaises, particulièrement La Guadeloupe, depuis leur découverte jusqu,au I"
novembre 1825:j22).
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"Il y a autour de la Guadelouppe nonrbre de petites îles fort agréables. Les Saintes sont les plus

belles, où les sauvages mesme ont encore quelques jardins à cotton. Les habit¿nts de la Guadeloupe y

vont varer et tourner la tortue. Marie-Galande et La Désirade n'en sont pas loin ny la Petite Terre

esquelles nous allons aussy dans la saison pour tourner les tortues" @reton 1647:32).

Other references, although very basic, can be found in the French-Carib and Carib-French

dictionaries of Father Breton (1665, 1666). In these dictionaries, the islands of les Saintes

(Caaratcaéra)'u and Marie-Galante (Afchi) are described for their economic importance to the

Amerindian inhabitants of Guadeloupe (Caloucaera); (Breton 1665.211,280,409-4lA

1666T16,352). On the contrary, Petite Terce (Cayohori)t' and La Désirade (Oualíri)28 are only

mentioned once. The attention of the European newcomers was mainly focused on the island of
Guadeloupe (Jane 1930:319). As for the islands in which the Europeans were interested, various

historic accounts on the Island Caribs are available (e.g. de Rochefort 1658, de La Borde 1674).

Not many documents on Amerindian and colonial occupation of La Désirade can be found in

the archives2n. This documentation starts in 1648, when La Désirade was annexed by the

'Compagnie des Isles de I'Amérique' and subjected to the government of Guadeloupe. By then, no

Amerindian or European occupation was known at La Désirade. The only importance of La

Désirade in colonial times was its use as exile for lepers between 1728 and 1958, and for'mauvais

sujets'(unacceptable subjects) of France between 1763 and 1767 (Lasserre 1961b:891-894). The

determining factor in colonial occupation was set in the difficulties incurred for agriculture and the

unsuitability for sugar plantations because of the poor soils. The soils, however, are appropriate for

cotton cultivation and cotton plantations have been in use from the end of the sixteenth century

until the abolition of slavery in 1848 @ariteau 1968:6-7;Lasserre 19ó1b:896).

2.4.2 Recent population

Nowadays, La Désirade is one of the least developed islands of the Caribbean. It has a rural econo-

my. Fishing plays an important part in the basic daily food economy, and agriculture and breeding

are the most important sources of income for own consumption. Agriculture offers a year-round

yield, but nevertheless, many people work on Guadeloupe. At the poor and sandy terres d'en bas',

extending on the southern coastal plain, millet, matze, beans, manioc, cucumbers, and sweet

Carib name.

"Islet entre la pointe de Ia grande terre & la desirade" @reton 1666:379).

"oualíriche-éntina, i'ay passé par la Désirade" @reton 1666:274). Oualíri was translated as 'Les
nieves, les Anglais y sont' @reton 1665:416)- Nevis was translated as hueléme @reton 1666:259).
Hoff(personal communication 1996) assum€s that Breton made a mist¿ke and that Ouallri refers to La
Désirade.
Les Archives Nationales de La Guadeloupe, Basse-Terre.
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potatoes are cultivated. The soil is fertilized with seaweed, manure or ashes. At the 'terres d'en haut'

on the hifs and the plateau, where a thin clayish layer assures good yields, cottor¡ maize, beans and

manioc are cultivated (Bouchet 199214).

2.5 CULTURAL SETTING

2.5.1 Introduction

In the early 1930's professor Irving Rouse (Yale University) started to build a chronological

framework for the cultural developments in the Caribbean, which he described from a cultural-

historical point of view on the basis of pottery, estimatngthat pottery comprises 90 percent of the

artefacts recovered from pre-Columbian sites in the Antilles (Rouse 1977). He used groups of
pottert'o to delimit material cultures and people behind cultures and their cultural development was

based on the development of style3l (Rouse 1964; Hofinan 1993:26). A pottery sryle, complex or

phase is defined as the entire repertoire of a people built into its pottery during one single cultural

period. A style is characterized by a specific material, shapq decoration or v/are and technology.

These characteristics are used to define areas, periods, peoples and cultures (Rouse 1964, Hofrnan

1993'.26). A series of sryles, named after the type-site with the suffix -oid, is a resemblance of styles

within one line of development. Local divergents are called subseries, named after the type-site with

the suffix -an @ouse 1964, 1986,1989,1992; Vescelius 1980; Hofrnan 1993.26).

Rouse explains the pottery developments and their dispersions tkough the region by

migrations of Ceramic people from the South-American Orinoco regior¡ through the Lesser

Antilles to the Greater Antilles. He explains different stages by boundarieslcontactzones between

Ceramic and pre-Ceramic people (Hofrnan 1993:27;Rouse 1986,1992).

Since most archaeological studies have focused, until recently, on the refinement of the

chronological frameworþ the current state of affairs ofthe Ceramic series will be described with an

emphasis on decorative characteristics. From the Petite Rivière site at La Désirade Suazoid

ceramics, belonging to the so-called Post-Saladoid series, had been reported (Petitjean-Roget

1983). Until recently, it was thouglrt that the most northward distribution of Suazan ceramics had

been found in the southern part of Martinique, and not further north than the Windward Islands

Uptil now it has been impossible to fit other material categories into the chronological framework for
the Ceramic period. They will be described in chapter 4.

Cfr. Childe, V.G.,1929, The Danube in Prehistory. Clarendon Press, O:f,ord.
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(Allaire 1991). Therefore, the emphasis of the description (based on Hofman 1993) will be on the

Post-Saladoid series ofthe Windward Islands.

2.5.2 Saladoid series

The Saladoid series, named after the Saladero site (Venezuela), is the earliest pottery tradition in

the Orinoco region. The Saladero sryle evolved from the Ronquinan Saladoid, which had

developed in the middle Orinoco near the town of Parmana in the second millennium BC

@oosevelt 1980:193-196). During the first millennium BC, the people producing Ronquinan

Saladoid pottery which is characterized by bell-shaped bowls with red or white-on-red painted

geometric desþs, curvilinear incised lines, wedgeshaped lugs and modelled-incised adornos on

lugs, strap handles and vessel walls, are thought to have moved into the Guyanas, where a

Cedrosan Saladoid subseries developed (Rouse 1986, 1992). Cedrosan Saladoid and Huecan

Saladoid subseries, local divergents of the Saladoid series, are the earliest pottery traditions on the

islands.

2.5.2.1 Huecan Saladoid subseries

Recent research has led to the postulation of a migration of people with a pottery culture from the

South-American mainland towards the Lesser Antilles as early as 500-350 BC, preceding the

Cedrosan Saladoid. This pottery for which dates range from 500/350 BC-AD 100, has been named

Huecan Saladoid, after the La Hueca site (Vieques). Except for Vieques, Huecan Saladoid

ceramics have been found at Grenad4 Union Island (Grenadines), St. Vincent, Martinique,

Guadeloupe, Marie Galante, St. Martin (flofrnan in press) and Puerto Rico (flofrnan 1993:29-30).

Characteristic are the zoned-punctatior¡ zoned incised crosshatching (zic), curvilinear incisio4

incisednubbins and small zoomorphic adornos (figs. 10-11); (ChanlatteBaik 1981, 1983; Rouse

1992; Hofrnan 1993 :29 -3 l).

2. 5. 2. 2 Cedrosan Saladoid subseries

Cedrosan Saladoid pottery (figs. 10-12), for which dates range between 200 BC-AD 600/850, has

been named after the Cedros site (Trinidad). On the Lesser Antilles it has been found from Trinidad

on, upto the Virgin Islands and part of the Greater Antilles (Puerto Rico and the eastern point of
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Hispaniola);@ouse 1989, 1992; Hoûnan 1993:29). Cedrosan Saladoid consists of three phases32.

Characteristic for Early Cefuosan Sqladoid (250 BC-AD 400) is a combination of plai4 ac and

painted white-on-red ware, with curvilinear and linear incisions, modelled animal or human heads

on tabular lugs and nubbins (Rouse 1952,1986:741,1992.81; Rouse and Alegría 1990). Cefuosan

Satadoidwith Barrancoid influenceÊ'(AD 300-500) is restricted to the l{indward islands and is

charactenzed by areal painting, curvilinear incisions and modelled-incised anthropomorphic and

zoomorphic adornos (Rouse 1989). Finally, Late Cefuosan Saladaid (AD 400-600/850) is

characterized on the Greater Antilles by changes from white-on-red painting to straight parallel

lines and to an overall coating with red slþ, and on the Lesser Antifes by the increase in complexity

of white-on-red painting and the appearance of polychrome painting (Rouse 1992; Hoûnan

7993:32-34).

2.5.3 Post-Saladoid Series

Around AD 600/850 the Cedrosan Saladoid subseries comes to an end and divergent local

developments start to take place on the Antilles (Hofrnan 1993:35). Therefore, a description is

made of the Post-Saladoid series on the Greater Antilles, the Leeward Islands and on the

Windward Islands.

2.5.3.1 Post-Saladoid on the Greater Antilles (fig. I0)

On the Greater Antilles the Ostionoid series, divided by space and/ar time into four subseries,

develops. The Ostionan Ostionoid subseries (AD 600-1000) is named after the Funta Ostiones site

(Puerto Rico) and has been found on the western part of Puerto Rico and in the Dominican

Republic. Ostionan pottery comprises a number of styles, occurring on the Dominican Republic,

Haiti, Jamaica and Cuba. Ostionan pottery is thiq hard, smooth-surfaced plain pottery with red-slþ

ware and decoration in red painted bands and geometric modelled figures (Rouse 1992:95,109).

The Elenan Ostíonoid subseries (AD 600-1200) is named after the Santa Elena site (Puerto

Rico). Similarities between Ostionan and Elenan Ostionoid make it hard to distinguish the two

styles. The Elenan subseries developed on eastem Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands with a

Montserrate style (AD 600-800) with painted strips in red, buffor black in negative geometric

Mattioni and Bullen (1970) distinguish an Insular, Modified and Terminal Saladoid for the Lesser

Antilles.
The Barrancoid series developed on the lower part of the Orinoco from 1500 BC onwards (Hofman
1993:33).
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designs and the smudging technique and a Santa Elena style (AD 800-1200) with thicþ coarse

pottery painted plates/griddles, zoomorphic and anthropomorphic modelling and parallel incised

lines (Rouse 1952.3 44-3 46).

scrics qpe sitc orig¡ dating

Grcatcr Chican-O Boca Chica, Dom. Rcp. Ostionoid 1000-1500 A.D.
Antillcs

Mcillaca¡-O Mcillac, Haiti Ostionoid 850-1000 A.D.

Ostionan-O Punta Ostioncs, Pucrto Rico Ostionoid 600-1000 A-D.

Blcnao-O Santa Elcna, Pucrto Rico Ostionoid 600-1200 A.D.

Ccdrosan-S flacicnda Grardc, Puêrto Rico Ronquinan$,
Ccdros

200 B.c.{m
A-D.

Huccan-S La Hucca, Vicqucs Mainland,
Guapoid ?

200 B.c.-100
A.D.

Figure 10. Chronological chart for the Catiffiean, the Greater Antilles (AfterHoûnan 1993:47)

The Meillacan Ostíonoid subseries (AD 850-1000), named after the Meillac site (Ilaiti), evolved

around AD 800 from the Ostionan Ostionoid to the west. The north-eastern part of Hispaniola has

been suggested as its place of origirl with a spread to Cuba and Jamaica (Rouse 1992). Within the

subseries a number of styles are distinguished on the northern Dominican Republic, south-west

Haiti, Jamaica and Central Cuba (Hofrnan 1993:37). Meillacan Ostionoid pottery is characterized
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by zoned, obliquely hatched lines or punctated bands, anthropomorphic and zoomorphic lugs

(Rouse 1992).

The Chican Ostionoíd subseries (AD 1000-1500), named after the Boca Chica site (Domini-

can Republic), developed in the Dominican Republic out of the Meillacan and Ostionan subseries.

Several local variations exist on the Dominican Republic, Hispaniola, Puerto Rico, the Virgin

Islands, Haiti, and eastern Cuba (flofrnan 1993.40). This pottery is characterized by Meillacan style

incision and Cedrosan Saladoid modelled incised lugs @ouse 1952,I992;Hofrnan 1993:36-40).

2.5.3.2 Post-Saladoid on the Leeward Islands (frç. 1I)
scftcs typc sitc origin dating

L¡cward
Islands

F¡ccmao's B8y, A¡tigua

M¡mora Bay Antigua

Mill Rccf, A¡tigua

Elcnan-O ? Elcnan-O
V¡rgi¡¡ Isl, cast P.R

850-úæ A-D.

C-cd¡osan-S Ocdros, T¡i¡idad Ronquinan-S 200 B.c.a50
A.D.

HuccanS lr Hucca, Vicqucs Maioland,
Guapoid

500 B.c- 100

A.D.aæ:=-\ ã_flffi
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Until recently, the Post-Saladoid developments on the Leeward Islands have been attributed to

Elenoid or Elenan Ostionoid subseries. However, recent studies (Flofinan 1993) revealed strong

Chican Ostionoid influences from AD 1300 onwards, at that time the dominant subseries on the

Greater Antilles and the Virgin Islands (Hofrnan 1993:156). Recently, Rouse (et al. 1995) have

proposed to include the Leeward Islands complexes within an enlarged Troumassoid series divided

into a Mamoran subseries in the Leeward Islands and successive Troumassan and Suazan subseries

in the Windwards. Mømorøn Troumnssoíd (AD 500/600-1500) is named after the Mamora Bay

site (Antigua). It comprises three styles. The Mill Reef style (AD 500/600-800/1000) consists of
pottery with straight parallel painted white-on-red designs, two parallel incised lines on the inside of
inward thickened rims, with scratching and vestigial handles (Rouse 1992; Hofrnan 1993:38). The

Mømora Bay style (AD 300-1200) is characterized by pottery with red slipped surfaces replacing

bicolour and polychrome painting, broadlined curvilinear or parallel linear designs on the outside

wall of shallow vessels, scratched zurfaces, folded/thickened rims, and rare lugs and no handles

(Rouse 1992). The Freemøn's Bay style (AD 1200-1500) consists of pottery with deeper and

naffower? more irregular and U-shapes incised lines, scratched surfaces and dimpled bases (Rouse

et al. 1995).

2.5.3.3 Post-Saladoid on the Windward Islands (rtç. 12, page 40)

Troumassoid series

On the Windward Islands, the Cedrosan Saladoid developed into a Troumassoid series around AD

500/600. Some scholars consider the Troumassoid series to be a local development from the

former Cedrosan Saladoid subseries, based on similarities in red, black and white painted

decorations and wedge-shaped lugs (Rouse 1986149, 1992).

The Troumassoid series (+ AD 700-1000) is named after the Troumassée site (St. Lucia).

The fust to define the series was McKusick (1960), who originaily distinguished a Troumassée A

phase (median date AD 43}),later identified by Rouse (1992) as Cedrosan Saladoid with Barran-

coid influences, and a Troumassée B phase (median date AD 730), later identified as the

Troumassoid series on the Windward Islands.

Figure I I (page 36). Chronological chart for the Caribbean, fhe Leew¿rd Islands (Afrer Hofman 1993:46)
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These dates were based on samples from Grande Anse, Troumassée and Giraudy on St. Lucia

(Rouse and Allaire 1978.462). Bullen and Bullen (1972) called this latter phase'CalMnoid',

after the Caliviny Polychrome decoration which is typical for this phase and which they had

identified at the Caliviny site (Grenada).

Troumassoid pottery is characterized by thick, coarse and soft ceramics with inward

thickened rims, legged, pedestal or annular bases, legged griddles and triangular griddle rims,

scratched surfaces, polychrome painting with white, red and black or red and black combined

with curvilinear incisions and modelled-incised designs on lugs. Clay spindle whorls make their

first appearance, explained by an increasing production of cotton (Allaire 1997, Rouse

1992:129). Troumassoid vessel shapes comprise boat-shaped, kidney-shaped, bottomless, double,

hemispherical, inverted-bell shaped bowls, cylindrical pot stands, jars and effigy bowls (Hofrnan

1993.39).

Troumassoid pottery is found widely over the southem Lesser Antilles. Bullen and Bullen

(1966) also found evidence of 'Caliviny' traits in the Cupecoy Bay complex of St. Martin (Haviser

1987). Most Troumassoid sites are coastal sites located on dry and infertile parts of dry islands, for

example the Troumassoid sites on Martinique, St. Luci4 and Barbados (Allaire 1977, l99l;
Friesinger et al. 1986; Drewett l99l; Harris and Hinds 1995).

Suazoid series

The Suazoid series (+ AD 1000-1500) is named after the Savanne Suazey site on Grenada (Bullen

1964). McKusick (1960) had previously named this series Micoid on the basis of his archaeological

studies on St. Lucia. He distinguished two styles, namely Choc and Fannis. However, as mentioned

above, it was recently proposed to distinguish Troumassan Troumassoid and Suazan Troumassoid

subseries (Rouse et al. 1995).

In fact, not much information is available on the Suazan Troumassoid subseries, which has

been considered until recentþ as a Suazoid series. Debates are continuing on the subject of its

origin. Some authors (Allaire 1977, 1984; Davis and Goodwin 1990; Haag 1965.244; Rouse

1986:15l; 1992l3l) are convinced that the Suazoid series developed locally from its Saladoid

ancestor. Their hypothesis is based on similarities in iconography. According to Rouse (1992:130-

131) it can be seen as the climax of a continuous period of local development. Others @ullen and

Bullen 19767-8; McKusick 1960) reasoned, however, that the Suazoid series resulted from a

population movement from South-Americ4 that it can be related to Island Carib occupation, and

that it marks an abrupt break with the preceding Saladoid series (Bullen 1970). Boomert (1987'.24-

26), on the contrary, is convinced that Suazoid series developed out of the Troumassoid series.
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This hypothesis is based on great similarities he noted in Troumassoid pottery co-occurring with

Suazoid pottery.

The non-ceremonial component of the Suazan pottery is among the least finished and crudest

pottery of the Antilles (Floûnan 1993.42). Suazan ceramics are characterized by scratched and/or

finger-indented surfaces, linear or areal red painting, simple parallel incisions, circles, scrolls,

anthropomorphic adornos and figurines, clay pestles and legged vessels and griddles (McKusick

1960;Allaire 1977;Hofman1993.42). There are local forms of lugs, includitrg pegs and heads with

flat faces, applique noses and eyebrows, punctated or slashed mouths, nÕstrils and eyes and pierced

ears. Other types of clay artefacts include pot stands, spindle whorls, stamps, figurines and pierced

cylinders known as loom weights (Allaire 1977). Tempering materials include crushed shell and tiny

pebbles (Rouse 1992.129).

Suazan pottery is most abundant on Barbados, where it occurs at several sites (Bullen and

Bullen 1966, 1968"; Hackenberger 1986; Drewett and Flarris 1987; Drewett 1997, T995). It also

occurs at the Fitz-Hughes and Indian Bay sites on St. Vincent, and at the Banana Bay and Savanne

Suazey sites on the Grenadines and Grenada @ullen and Bullen 1968b, T972;Kkby 1976), at sites

on Tobago (Kirby 1976; Drewett l99l), at several sites on St. Lucia (McKusick 1960; Bullen and

Bullen 197A,1976; Bullen et aI. 1973; Kirby 1976; Rouse and Allaire 1978; Friesinger et al. 1986),

at the sites ofMacabou, Pacquemar, and Anse Trabaud onMartinique (Allaire 1977,1991), at sites

on Carriacou (Sutty 1976, 1985), at Mustique (Flinds and Harris T995), at St. Croix (Bullen and

Bullen 1974), and at St. Kitts (Allaire 1974). Until recentþ it seemed that Suazan pottery was not

recorded north of the southern part of Martinique (Allaire lggl). Recent studies revealed that

Suazan pottery occurs on the annexes of Guadeloupê, ê.9. at Folle Anse on Marie-Galante (Allaire

1992), at Grande Anse on Terre de Bas, les Saintes and at the site of Morne Cybèle-2 on La

Désirade (Hofrnan 1995). At Guadeloupe itse[ Suazan pottery has been found at the sites of
Anse-à-lEau, Couronne, Morel lV, and Gros Cap @ullen and Bullen 1973; Nlane 1992) and Anse

à la Gourde @loo in prep.).

Most Suazan sites, like Troumassan sites, are coastal sites that are situated in dry and infertile

environments on dry islands, for example the Suazoid sites on Martinique, and Barbados (Allaire

197 7, T99l;Drewett 1991).
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Windward
lslands

Moruc Clbèlc Mornc Clbèlc, Dési¡adc Mainland ? 1200-1500 A"D.

c-ap CE/o, St. Vinccnt Koriabo, Gr¡yana 1200-1500 Á.D.

Suazoid Sarra¡nc Suazcy, Glcnada local f¡om
Troumassoid

1000-úæ A-D.

Troum¡seoid Trounaséc, SL L¡cia local f¡om S¡ladoid æ0-f0æ A"D.

C.nirsan-S Cædm, Tänidad RonquiaaaS
+ Barrinfl.
trom 300 A"D.

200 B.c.{00
^A.D.
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Figure 12. Chronological chart for the Caritbean, the lVindward Islands (After Hofinan 1993:45)

Cayo complex and the Suazan influenced style of Morne Cybèle

The Cayo complex (AD 1250-1500) developed in the southern Windward Islands of Tobago, St.

Vincent (KiúV 1974), the Grenadines and Dominica @oomert 1986, Allaire and Duval 1995) at

the end of the pre-Colurnbian period. Cayo pottery, named after the Cayo river on the northeast

coast of St. Vincent, is characterized by incisions on a flat rim, cone shaped collar and body,
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perlorated small adornos, multi-convex vessels with anthropomorphic faces and caraipe tempeÉa

Qlofman 1993.42).

The existence of Cayo should be seen as independent from either Troumassoid or Suazoid

associations (Allaire and Duval 1995'.255). Cayo, associated with the Island Carib population and

representing an offshoot of the Koriabo complex of coastal Guyanq is assumed to have replaced

Suazoid onthe Windwards @oomert 1986:56).

In 1984, the late pre-Columbian sites of Morne Cybèle were discovered on the island of La

Désirade by Piene Bodu (1985), and more recentþ excavated by Hofrnan and Hoogland (1994).

Morne Cybèle pottery differs from the Cayo pottery in atl respects, but stylistic similarities to the

Suazan decorated pottery should not be overlooked (Hofrnan 1993.42). The Ceramic assemblage

of the Morne Cybèle-2 site, which has been dated at AD 1230-1326, belongs to the Suazan

Troumassoid subseries with its scratched surfaces and incised decorations of broad and shallow

lines. The Morne Cybèle-2 ceramics can be clearly distinguished from the ceramics from the Morne

Cybèle-l sitg which has been dated at AD 1440-1460. The latter are decorated in most cases by

geometric, anthropomorphic and zoomorphic adornos often embellished by punctation, suggesting

a later and local development (Hofrnan 1995":7-10). Recentþ, similar ceramics have been found at

the site ofAnse à la Gourde (Hofrnan personal communication 1996).

2.6 FINAL REMARKS

The described natural and cultural setting determines the framework in which studies at the pre-

Columbian Petite Rivière site are to be fit. Its location on the dry and infertile island of La Désirade,

with its modest precipitation and high evaporatior¡ and its poor soils and vegetation" causes

restrictions for use and exploitation of the island and for pre-Columbian subsistence. Howeveq no

severe restrictions appear to have been opposed by the hydrographical network. For this reason, it
will be interesting to study exploitation and subsistence by the pre-Columbian inhabitants of the

Petite Rivière site.

As for the Petite Rivière pottery which will be described in chapter 4, post-Saladoid ceramics are

of special interest. Unfortunately these are difficult to distinguish because only a small percentage

of the pottery is decorated. Therefore, solid information on its characteristics and distributions has

34 Caraþ temper is drie{ charcoaled and crushed bark of the Licania apetala or Kwepi tree @oomert
re86).
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to be gained. Furthermore, data on site locations and subsistence of other post-Saladoid sites will

have to be compared with those from the Petite Rivière site in order to be able to place this site in a

regional cultural and environmental context.
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3 SURVEY AND TEST EXCAVATIONS

3.1 ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON LA DESIRADE

3.1.1 Introduction

Archaeological research on La Désirade in general has been small-scaled and poorþ documented.

Therefore, it has been and is still necessary to re-examine sites with surface-surveys and additional

test-units. Few detailed studies have been made ofthe archaeological material from earlier legal and

illegal surveys and excavations. These materials have been deposited in the depot of the

archaeological Edgar Clerc museum in Le Moule, Guadeloupe. Only the collections from the

Pointe Doublé, Morne Baie-Mahault @odu 1984), Morne Cybèle (Hofrnan 1995") and Petite

Rivière (de Waal this volume) sites have been studied in more detail.

3.1.2 Earlier research35

From the early 1950's onwards the Fathers Pinchon and Guilbert and other local inhabitants of La

Désirade have been collecting surface finds, mainly pottery of different archaeological sites. Even

some illegal test units have been made, e.g. at the Voûte à Pin site. Father Maurice Barbotin (1991)

and Edgar Clerc, the latter being the founder of the Guadeloupe Ffistorical Society and since 1972

director of Antiquities, were the first in the 1950's to document their archaeological visits, findings

and test units, although very superficial. Moreover, most of the documentation has been lost in the

course of time. An other small-scale archaeological visit has been reported by Nicholson (1975).

Henri Petitjean-Roget (1983), director of Antiquities between 1984 and 1992 and curator of the

departmental Schoelcher (Pointe-à-PitrÐ and Edgar Clerc museums, visited some archaeological

sites on La Désirade. He allowed Pierre Bodu, a French archaeologist, to work on Guadeloupe and

its annexes in 1984 and 1985. At La Désirade, Bodu discovered and surveyed the archaeological

sites of Les Sableç, Pointe Mansénilier, Léproserie, Pointe Doublé, Morne Baie-Mahault, Le

Cocoyer, Grotte de Grande Anse/Beauséjour, Anse des Galets, and Trou Canard and he executed

35
See appendix I
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test units at the sites of Anse Petite Rivière, Morne Cybèle-2, and Les Sables (see appendix I and

frg.77a).

In 1992, a regional archaeological service was created which was a part of the 'Direction

Régionale des Affaires Culturelles'(D.R.A.C.) of Guadeloupe and André Deþech was appointed

as regional archaeological curator. From 1993 onwards, the D.R.A.C. works in conjunction with

Leiden University (The Netherlands) at the realisation of an archaeological map of Guadeloupe and

its annexes. Within this frameworþ Hofrnan and Hoogland (T994) and de Waal (this volume)

executed surface-surveys and test units at the sites of Morne Cybèle-l and -2, Pointe Doublé,

Morne Baie-Mahault, and Anse Petite Rivière on the island of La Désirade.

3.2 SETTING

The pre-Columbian Petite Rivière site is located near Anse Petite Rivière (fig. 13), Baie-Mahault,

La Désirade. The main part of the site is the properlry of the local Lallanne family, but the part with

the densest surface distribution, approximately 80 m, is French tenitory. The site was discovered in

1952 by the Desiradian Father PinchorL and it was rediscovered in 1983 during construction

activities. Late Saladoid and Suazoid pottery was reported and it became clear that the site was

threatened by illegal collectors and by various building activities (Petitjean-Roget 1983:7-9).

Figure 13. I¡cation of the Petite Rivière site
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Petite Rivière bay consists of a sandy beact¡ a flat intermediate level and a coastal plain that consists

of a compact clayish soil with some herbs and thomy bushes, covering a limestone bedrock. The

Petite Rivière site is situated on the coastal plain. At the northern side it is enclosed by the Route

Départementale', on the southern side by the beach and the sea. Near the site two gullies are

situated. One is a permanent water course which results from the Petite Rivière source. The other is

nowadays dry. It runs over the central part of the site but it has its origin on the slopes of the

plateau. Probably, these circumstances created a preferable situation for pre-Columbian occupation.

Moreover, the Petite Rivière bay is protected from the seq that is always very turbulent around La

Désirade, by a coral barrier with a reef Therefore, possibilities for easy fish and shellfish gathering

are created and the open sea is easiþ accessible through openings in the barrier.

3.2.1 Earlier Research at the Petite Rivière site

Local inhabitants have been colleøing surface finds from the Petite Rivière site since the site was

discovered. Some of these artefacts have been deposited in the depot of the Edgar Clerc Museum.

Presumably, some unregistered or illegal small-scale excavation units have been made.

In 1984, a rescue excavation was executed by the French archaeologist Piene Bodu and a few

local volunteers. The aim ofthis excavation was to study the stratigraphy of the site and to collect a

sample of archaeological material in context. In April, May and June 1984, 11 units (2x2m) were

excavated, separated by 1 m wide banks that were left unexcavated in order to collect stratigraphic

information @odu personal communication 199ó). The units were located along the west-east axis

ofthe site next to a section made by a bulldozer during contruction activities in 1983 (fig 14, page

46). Unforhrnately, no detailed excavation report with information on excavation stratery,

techniques, stratigraphy and results is available. The interpretation of the remaining excavation

photos is hindered because of changes that have taken place since 1984, for example by the Hugo

hurricane, which passed over Guadeloupe and La Désirade in 1989 and by construction activities.

The 1984 excavation resulted in the finding of an abundance of ceramics, worked shell material,

flakes of flint and radiolite, animal bones, coral fragments, and two human burials. These finds were

deposited inthe Edgar Clerc Museum.

In 1994, the Petite Rivière site was revisited by the author to obtain an insight into the

situation. The site, covered with fragments of pottery stone, shell and coral, extended wider than

previousþ described by Petitjean-Roget (1983), and it was threatened to be disturbed by future

building activities. The regional archaeological service of Guadeloupe, in cooperation with the

Archaeological Centre of Leiden University (The Netherlands), decided that if was necessary to

obt¿in more information on this site and to study the excavated archaeological material from the
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1984 units in order to prevent the further loss of contextual information from the 1984 excavations.

As a result, a survey and additional shovels (50 x 50 cm test units) were executed in July 1995.

Figure 14. l¡cation of the 1984 units at the Petite Rivière site. From left to right unit 42, F.2, C2,D2,82,F2, G2,
Ín,Iz,J2,andK2

In 199;4, the Petite Rivière site was revisited by the author to obtain an insight into the situation.

The site, covered with fragments of pottery, stone, shell and coral, extended wider than previousþ

described by Petitjean-\oget (1983), and it was threatened to be disturbed by future building activi-

ties. The regional archaeological service of Guadeloupe, in cooperation with the Archaeological

Centre of Leiden Universþ (The Netherlands), decided that it was necessary to obtain more

information on this site and to study the excavated archaeological material from the 1984 units in

order to prevent the further loss of contextual information from the 1984 excavations. As a result, a

survey and additional shovels (50 x 50 cm test units) were executed in July 1995.
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3.3 1995 FIELDWORIft THE SURVEY

3.3.1 Strategy

The survey had two objectives. First, information should be obtained on the dimensions and limits

of the site. Furthermore, a topographical map should be created (fig. 15, page 48). Unfortunately,

the topographical map could not be connected to the general coordinate system of the department

of Guadeloupe. Therefore, fig. 16 (page 49), representing an aerial view of the Petite Rivière site, is

important for the understanding of the topographical map, to which it can be easily related.

Secondly, information was obtained on the distribution of archaeological material on the surface.

The visibility of archaeological material on the surface was hardly hindered because of the

sparse vegetation on the site, and a surface survey could easily be executed. A systematic survey

method was chosen in order to be able to make more comprehensive generalisations over the

complete surface distribution. Finally, because of the limited available time and number of people, a

quick coverage ofthesite was required.

3.3.2 Method

In order to provide a quick and systematic survey of the site, it was chosen to examine specific

parts of the surface of the site, separated by systematic intervals. First, the central part of the site

was measured. Its dimensions are 25A mwest-east to 20A m south-north. Considering the time and

number of people available, it was thought that a maximum of approximately 100 parts could be

reached. Then, with an infra-red theodolite, iron pickets were placed systematically with west-east

intervals of 25 m and south-north intervals of 20 m. During the survey of the site, it became clear

very soon that tluee concentrations of surface material were present on the site. In these

concentrations, pickets were placed with west-east intervals of 12.5 m and south-north intervals of
20 rn, in order to provide a more precise presentation of the surface distribution. In order to

standardize the a¡eas surveyed, alarge nail, which was fastened to a rope with a length of 1,13 nç

was used to draw circles with a 4 rn-- surface around each picket (frg. 17, page 50). For each circle,

the surface visibility was described: ground cover þercentage and type), slope, texture of soil,

humidity (absent) and remarks on disturbances. Theq pottery, stone, shell, bone, coral and colo-

ntal/recent material was collected per circle. The quantities and weights of the different categories

were calculated in order to make maps with the distribution for each category over the site.
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Figure 15 (page 48). Topograplúcal map of the Petite Rivière site

Figure 16 Aerial view of the Petite Rivière site

The weights of the different categories have not been weighed relatively because distributions per

category are set out and not in comparison with other categories. Finally, the material, found during

the survey, was analysed, and it was deposited in the depot ofthe Edgar Clerc Museum.
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Figure 17. Circles surveyed in 1995 at Petite Rivière

3.3.3 Results

During the survey 110 circles were surveyed, of which 95 provided archaeological material,

consisting of fragments of pottery, stone, shell and coral. TraditionallS dense concentrations are

being interpreted as refuse areas. The distribution of the pre-Columbian surface material was used

to delimit the site, where absence of surface materiai was taken representative to demonstrate thæ

the limits of the pre-Columbian site had been reached. This approact¡ however, might exclude

habitation and burial areas, which are usually less well represented by archaeologlcal surface finds.

Tlree surface concentrations (ûg. 18, page 51) could be distinguished. Distribution maps of
the weights of pottery (fig. 19, page 51) and stone (frg. 20, page 52) show them most clearþ. One

is to be found in the enclosure of fences on the central part of the site, a smaller concentration is

enclosed by the road to the beach and the eastern gully in a worked garden and the third on an

elevated plateau at the easternmost part of the site. Shell (fr9. 21, page 52) and coral material (fig.

22, page 53) is more dispersed over the site, and especially dense in the western part of the site.

Still, the densest distributions of these categories fall together with the three main concentrations.

Further dispersion of shell and coral material can be explained by colonial or present distribution of
these naturaþ occurring materials. As for the colonial material, weight distributions are modest

over the central part, and non-existent for the eastem part of the site (fig. 23, page 53).
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Figure 18. Total artefact weiglrt G) found during tlre 1995 survey at Petil€ Rivière

Figure 19. Petite Rivière potæry weight (g) found during the 1995 survey
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Figure 20. Petite Rivière stone weight (g) found ú¡ring tlrc 1995 survey

Figure 21. Petite Rivière shell weight (g) found dr¡ring the 1995 survey
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Figure 22. Petite Rivière coral weight (g) found ú¡ring tlrc 1995 survey

Figure23. PetiteRivière colonial møteialweight (g) foundduring the 1995 survey
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As natural factors might influence the artefact distribution over the surface of the site, data on

ground cover percentages, ground cover types, slope and texture of soil were collected in the field.

The ground cover percentøges (table 1) were rather low in general. In the western part of the site,

the percentages hardly exceeded 5%.In the east part of the site the ground cover became denser

and here the percentages ranged between 60 and I0A%. The different ground cover percentages do

not seem to have influenced the amounts of artefacts and ecofacts gathered from the surface. The

westernmost part of the site yielded hardly any finds, although ground cover percentages ranged

from 0 to 5o/o here, and although most of this ground cover consisted of low grass.

ground cover 7o score oá

>A -25Vo

> 25 - 50Vo

> 50 -75Yo

> 75-lO0Yo

59.3

19. I

9.0

12.6

Table 1. Ground cover percentåges of the Petite Rivière site

The ground cover types (fable 2) represent an open vegetation. On the western part of the site the

vegetation consists of low grass, on the central part high grass and shrubs or weeds appoar and on

the eastern part cultivated plants and trees cover the surface. Of these ground cover typès only the

latter seem to have influenced the visibility of artefacts, because their cultivation caused disturbance

of the archaeological layer.

ground cover type occurrence 9'o ground oover type occurrence %o

low grass

high grass

grass and shrub

grass and weeds

shrub

64.6

5.5

6.4

10.9

2.7

weeds

cultivated plants

trees

sand

2.7

2.7

2.7

1.8

Table 2. Ground cover types of the Petite Rivière site

As for the slope (fr}.24, page 56), the terrain is smoothly descending from the northwest part of
the site towards the beach. Steeper slopes are to be found in the gully that results from the Petite

Rivière sourse, and at the southern part of the site whçre'three-pointed contourlines reflect a steep

rocþ descent, between the site and the beach. West ofthis descent, a steep slope divides the beach

from the intermediary plateau, and a second, more modest slope divides this plateau from the site.
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Surprisingly, hardly any surface finds were made in the gullies, where denser artefact concentrations

could be expected because of erosion from higher parts of the site. The steep slopes between the

three levels Seatly influenced the find distribution and was also badly aggravated by the destructive

building activities which took place atthat part of the site. Since the site was so badly disturbed

here, the slope between the site level and the intermediary plateau was taken to be the limit of the

surface survey. In general, no great influences because ofthe slopes on surface distribution could be

demonstrated and they are not likely to have occurred.

The texture af the soil (table 3) consists on the western part of the site of gravel in a cþ matrix, on

the central part of gravel in a sand matrix and on the eastern parÍ a clay matrix with humic elements

is to be found. A rather loose sand matrix is often associated with recentþ brought up sand for

constructions (beach sand), although on the central part of the site sandy matrices occur naturally.

In the field, the soil texture appeared to have had no influence on artefact concentrations and their

visibility

texture of soil occurring 7o

gravel in clay matrix

clayish matrix

gravel in sand matrix

sandy matrix

60.9

18.2

3.6

17.3

Table 3. Texture of the soil at the Petite Rivière site

3.3.4 Conclusions

Based on the data from the survey the Petite Rivière site seems to be a large (* 250 x + 200 m)

pre-Colurtrbian coastal site which refuse area is represented by three patchy surface concentrations.

It was decided to execute some additional test pits.
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Figure 24 .Contour map of tlre Petite Rivière site
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3.4 1995 FIELDWORK: THE TEST UNITS

3.4.1 Strategy

Additional test pits were made in order to provide a better general, contextual understanding of the

site. The excavation had three objectives. First, the geological and archaeological stratþaphy of
the site should be studied. Secondly, a sample of diagnostic archaeological material should be

obtained in context. It should then be tried to get an insight in the context of the archaeological

material from the 1984 excavations. In order to complete the information on the site, a contour

map (fig 24)was made with an infra-red theodolite.

3.4.2 Method

For a better understanding of the site, small but dispersed shovels were preferable. A total of 13

shovels (5ûx50 cm)'were made. The dimensions were limited by the time and number of
participants, the attempt to limit the destruction of the terrain and the very hard and compact clay

soil. The shovels were excavated per stratigraphic layer. Shovels 1-7 were excavated into the

bedrock. As the stratigraphy of those shovels was simple and without variation, it was decided to

excavate shovel 8-13 into sterile layers and to use an auger with a diameter of 10 cm to reach the

bedrock. All the material that was excavated from the shovels was wet-sieved in the sea on a 2.8

mm mesh sieve, a time and energy consuming process. One shovel, however, was wet-sieved on a

2 mm mesh sieve in order to obtain an accurate sample of faunal remains. The archaeological

material was then washed if necessary, dried, labelled and put in bags. Finall¡ when each shovel

was finished, photos and drawings oftheir sections were made.

3.4.3 Location of the test units

The first shovels were located in the concentrations at the surface to see whether the surface

concentrations corresponded with the vertical distributions. Shovels 1,2 and 3 were made on the

central part ofthe site, shovels 5 and 6 on the elevated plateau at the eastern part ofthe site (shovel

5 was not finished because of recent disturbances) and shovel 7 in the worked garden. Shovels I
and 9 were made to delimit the richer archaeological are4 which was closest to the 1984 test units.
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In this area, shovels 4, 10, ll, 12 and 13 were made adjacent to shovel 1, in order to create a

stratigraphic section of I x 1.5 m and to collect a sample of archaeological material (fig 25)

Figure 25. L¡cation of tlrc 1995 test units

3.4.4 Stratigraphy of the site

Sections, providing characteristics ofthe stratigraphy ofthe site, were obtained from the shovels. In

general, it was uncomplicated and the sequence of the strata was the same in all the shovels (frg.26,

page 59). The first 15-34 cm consisted of a compact and dry clay, containing the artefact

concentration. The next stratum with a thickness varying between 4 and 28 cm consisted of a very

compact clay layer with a modest artefact concentration, separated from the substratum by a very

compact layer without finds and with thicknesses varying between 2 and20 cm.

During the excavation it became clear that the topsoil had been rooted up superficiatly by

agricultural activities on the site. Although only one layer with archaeological material was

discovered, Late Saladoid as well as post-Saladoid ceramics were found. As this pottery appeared

to be rather mixed up in the upper layeq it has been impossible to distinguish different occupation

levels during the 1984 excavations (Bodu personal communication 1996) and the 1995 fieldwork.
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Figure 26. West sections of shovels 1 1 and 4 (scale I : 10)

ã Worked topsoil, consisting of conpad, dry clay, with the artefact conc€rúration. Colour: dark reddisfr brown (5YR.3/2)36

ffi U* **act clay layer, with a modest artefad conceritration. Colour: dark reddish brown (2.5YR,3/3)

ffi Conpuc clayish lørs. Cofour: pinkish grey (5YR 6/2)

ffi U* **act clay layer, with dralk fragnants fromfhe bedrock without finds. Colour: weak red (2.5YR,4/2)

F n"dro"¡., consisting of compact dralþ without artefacts. Colour: pinkish grey (5YR,8/2)
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3.4.5 Post-depositional Processes

Some stratigraphic sections of the Petite Rivière site show features that might be explained as the

results of cultural or natural (chemical, biotic, climatological, and geological) processes that took

place after the initial formation of the site. These post-depositional processes (Schiffer 1987), cause

deformations vyithin the site.

Cultural influences involve the deliberate or accidental activities of human beings (Renfrew and

Bahn 1991:44). At the Petite Rivière site they involve the later ocqrpation of the site, the cultiva-

tion of cotton, small-scale agricultural activities in pre-ColumbiarL colonial and recent times and

recent constructions. The features caused by these activities contain regularly formed depressions

3'7 Munsel Soil Color Chart.
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like postholes, storage pits and ditches, and the post-depositional dispersion of artefacts especially

over the surface of the site and through the different layers. Natural transforms are the chemical,

biotic, climatological, and geological processes that govern both the burial and the survival of the

archaeological record (Renfrew and Bahn 1991:44). Features caused by these processes contain

often irregularly formed depressions and the post-depositional dispersion of artefacts especially

through the different layers.

Some ofthe Petite Rivière sections contain features that might be explained as being the results

of post-depositional processes. Stratig¡aphic information suggests that they probably took place in

pre-Columbian times. The north section of shovel ? (frg.27qpage 61), for example, first contains a

line of stones, which shows vp at 24 - 33 cm. It is also characterized by a shallow but extended

depression from 33 - 49 cm. Fluman activities could not be demonstrated to have caused these

features. Furthermore, the east section of shovel 2, shows a shallow but extended depression, for

which human influences could not be demonstrated either. To finish the description of the features

of shovel 2, it should be mentioned that the south section ofthis shovel shows a lens of pinkish grey

(5Y&6/2) compact clay at 17 - 23 cn¡ and a shallow deepening fromZ3 - 25 cnywhich is probably

natural. Human influences could not be demonstrated either to have caused the north section of
shovel I (fr9.27b, page 61), which shows an even deepening which descends from 33 - 49 cm. The

south section of this shovel (fr9.27c, page 61), however, shows a deepening from 32 - 51 crn"

followed by a deepening in the upper stratun¡ which diminishes obliquely through the shovel.

Those features seem to be too abrupt to be natural deepenings.

3.4.6 Results

For the 1995 project, small but dispersed shovels were executed to examine the vertical distribution

in comparison with the horizontal distribution. A larger-scale and more time-consuming excavation

(also in low density areas) might have revealed more information on patterns and structures within

the site, but this was impossible within the scope and the timetable ofthis project.

The contents of shovels 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 did not correspond with the promising artefact

density on the surface. As for shovel 7, this could be explained by agrrcultural activities. Shovels 5

and 6 showed that the east plateau had been recently disturbed. Neighbours declared that this part

of the site had a rich surface concentration of pottery fragments before a bulldozer smoothed the

terrain. The largest part of the site is represented by a thin and disturbed archaeological layer, due

to cultural influences as described above.

Shovels 1,4,I0, ll,12 and 13 contained more archaeological material, with Late Saladoid

and post-Saladoid ceramics among other find categories. The stratigraphic sequence of these

shovels resembled that ofthe 1984 units @odu personal communication 1996). This part ofthe site

belongs probablyto the margins ofthe refuse midden, in which the 1984 test units were situated.
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During the excavation, the archaeological sequence of shovels 1,4,10,11, 12 and 13 proved to be

disturbed. Post-Saladoid pottery was often found below Late Saladoid pottery. Probably, this can

be caused by a slow geological sedimentation and post-depositional processes during different

periods in prehistory colonial, and recent times. The slow sedimentation process is shown in the

archaeological layers (in general 15 to 34 cm thick) in the stratigraphic sections, whereas the Late

Saladoid and the post-Saladoid pottery indicate a sedimentation period of approximateþ 300 to

500 years. Post-depositional processes as digging ditches and postholes, and the vertical movement

of artefacts through the layers by trampling of humans and animals living on the site cause fi.rther

displacement of artefacts.

Probably, the most important part of the site has been destroyed by construction activities,

when 15-20 Amerindian burials were found and removed according to neighbours. Thus, the

present site of Petite Rivière is probably not representative for the site as it may have been in pre-

Columbiantimes.

3.4.7 Radiocarbon dates (table 4o page 63)

Two unmodified Cittarium pica shell, samples were obtained from the 1984 test units, from level 0-

10 cm in unit A2, and from level 25-35 cm in unit C2 (fig. 14). An other Cittarium pica sanryle w¿Is

obtained from the archaeological level of shovel 13 during the 1995 fieldwork (frg. 25, page 58).

These samples were obtained from units that were situated very near to each other and from the

same archaeological level. They were sent to the Laboratory for Isotopic Research in Groningen

(The NetherlandÐ. The BP dates have been calibrated with the Groningen calibration programme

CAL 15 using the calibration curve for marine shell3T The calibrated radiocarbon dates with a

68.3% security level suggest that the site was at least occupied between 600-652 cal AD, between

1072-1042,1096-1114, and/or 1144-1154 cal AD, and between l3l2-T350, and/or 1390-1402 cÂl

AD.

3'l Stuiver and Braziunas 1993
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Provenance

(unit, level)

Number Material BP date38 cal AD
(e5.4%)

cal AD
(68.3%o)

C2,25-35 cm

13,0-30cm

42, 0-10 cm

GrhI-20878

GrN-22114

GrN-20877

Cittarium pica

Cifiarium pica

Cittarium pica

1440 +35

990 + 30

595 + 30

554-580

590-662

998-1060

1076-1124

1 134-1 160

ß42-1366

r376-1412

600-652

t0n-rc42
1096-l I 14

1144-11s4

1 3 t2-1350

1390-1402

Table 4. Petite Rivière rådiocarbon dates

3.5 CONCLUSION

The Petite Rivière site must have been an important pre-Columbian coastal ssttlement, with a

possible occupation area aÍ the southern coastal plain, a considerable refuse-area and a large burial

area. Nowadays, the site is represented by a thin artefact layer which is distributed over alrnost the

whole site. The surF¿ce is disturbed due to agricultural activities. Important parts like refuse area

and burial area have been destroyed by bulldozer groundworks. The measures for protection as

proposed by Petitjean-Rogef (1983:7-9) did not achieve the preservation of the most important

parts ofthe site.

Indications for human occupation in the form of pre-Columbian postholes and house structures

ïvere not found during the 1995 project. Those might be found on the extended flat terrain north of
the debris zone and information on this might be revealed by larger-scale excavations. Permanent

pre-Columbian occupation of the site seems to be possible due to the various exploitable resources

on and around the island ofl-a Désirade. Furthermore, the archaeological material and the presence

of an extended refuse area and burial area do not suggest temporary occupation in the form of a

non-permanent special activity or a resource extraction site.

38 Substraction of400 years has taken place in order to cope wtth the reservoir effect.
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4 ARCHAEOLOGICAL MATERIALS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, the archaeological materials that were found during the 1984 and 1995 fieldwork at

the Petite Rivière site are described as part of the excavation report of the Petite Rivière site. This

was done for the Direction Régionale des Affaires Culturelles' (D.R.A.C.) of Guadeloupe in order

to provide a contribution to the realisation of the archaeological map of Guadeloupe and its

annexes. The 1995 fieldwork had taken place within this framework. Not all of the materials do

provide information on pre-Columbian subsistence and diet. The excavated materials include

pottery, stone artefacts, shell food remains and shell artefacts, coral ûagments and coral artefacts,

faunal remains, and human skeletal remains. The materials that do provide information on pre-

Columbian subsistence and diet will be studied in more detail in chapter 5. Archaeological materials

from the 1995 and/or 1984 excavations were included in the analysis, depending on the quality and

quantity of the material per category. Since the 1984 units were situated next to each other, thç

material they provided could easiþ be studied as a whole. Their position related to the

archaeological midden may explain the differences in the quantities of their material. Unit F2

contained most material as it must have been situated in the densest part of the midden. The

excavated materials from the 1995 units were also considered as a whole, as they originate from

dìfferent concentrations belonging to the same site, that were separated as a result of recent

disturbances. Units 1,4,1A,I1,12, and 13 provided most excavated material as they were situated

next to the 1984 units and near the midden. Differences in quantity of material may also be

explained through different densities of the midden. Units 2, 3,6,7,8, and 9 contained less material

as they vrere more removed from the midderL but they are included in the analysis as they belong to

the same site and the same archaeological context. Unit 5 was excluded from all analyses as it

appeared to have been recentþ disturbed. The materials that were included in the different analyses

were washed, dried, bagged and labelled, and sent to the Netherlands, where they were studied in

the laboratories of Leiden Universitt'e. The data were processed in DBase lV and Harvard

Graphics. The other materials were stored in the depot of the archaeological Edgar Clerc Museum

in Le Moule (Guadeloupe).

39 Afrer the analyses, the material will be sent to the archaeological museum on Guadeloupe.
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4.2 POTTERY

4.2.1 Provenance of the pottery

Pottery excavated during the 1984 and 1995 excavation campaigns was included in the analysisaO.

The 1984 material was dry-sieved on 5 mm mesh sieves. Most ofthe pottery was found in unit F2,

which produced 56.3yo of the excavated pottery in 1984 (frç.28, table 5). A sample of the 1984

pottery was studied. The pottery of the 1984 units 82,D2,F2,H2, and 12 (fig.14, page 46) was

studied in detail and subjected to a fitting session. The pottery of units A2, C2,82, Crz,12, andK2

was only used to investigate special, additional pottery characteristics that had not been found in the

other units.

The material from the 1995 units (fr9.25, page 58) was wet-sieved over 2.8 and,2.0 mm mesh

sieves, and afterwards dry-sieved over a 5.6 mm mesh sieve in order to obtain a determinable

sample of pottery which was also subjected to a fitting session. Most of the pottery was found in

units l, 4, and 13, unit 1 being the most prominentþ represented (frg.Z9,table 6).

Thousands
'160

140

12A

'100

80

60

40

20

aì

A2 82 C2 D2 E2 F2 G2 H2 12 J2 K2

Figure 28 .Petite Rivière pottery weight (g) per 1984 unit

More detailed information on the 1984 and L995 excavations can be found in chapter 3
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uilt weight (g) % unit weight (g) o/

^,
B2

C2

D2

E2

lt 1-

oail 1

10010

9739

9304

t9426

146017

3.8

3.9

3.8

3.5

7.3

56.3

G2

H2

I2

J2

K2

total

8199

22717

19190

4373

808

259224

3.2

8.8

7.4

1,7

0.3

100.0

Table 5. Petite Rivière pottery from the 1984 excavations

Figure 29. Petite Rivière pottery weight (g) per 1995 unii

Thousands
12

10

I

6

4

2

0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 I 10 11 12 13

unit weight (g) o//o urut weight (g) o/

1

2

-'t

4

6

7

8

1 1079

1709

924

2931

40

524

710

4t.4

6.4

3.5

10.8

0.2

2,7

9

10

11

12

t3

total

1066

I 553

i618

1448

3187

26789

4.0

5.8

6.0

5.4

i 1.8

100.0

Table 6. Petite Rivière pottery from the 1995 units
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4.2.2 Description and ânalysis of the pottery

The interest of Caribbean archaeologists has been focused traditionally on the description and

regional chronological classification on the basis of shapes, rimprofiles, and decorationsar of
pottery. Different schemes have been proposed for the classification of post-Satadoid pottery.

Allaire (1977), for example, has set up a classification for the post-Saladoid decorated pottery on

Martinique on the basis of vessel shape and decoration modes. An other example is the

classification of Goodwin (1979),that is based on different clay and temper classes for Saladoid and

post-Saladoid material. He had to concludg however, that his classification was too ambþous and

subjective (Flofman 1993:53-54). As for more descriptive reports, those of McKusick (19ó0),

Bullen (1964,1970), Bullen and Bullen (1970), Bullen et aJ. (1973), Allaire (1977;1992), Harris

(1991"; 1991b), and Hofrnan (1995) are among the best known.

The objective for the pottery analysis presented here was to get an insight in the Petite Rivière

pottery and in its place in the cultural chronological framework. It is an "analysis of stylistic and

morphological features of the pottery" as proposed by Hofrnan (1993:55). Detailed technological

or funøional information was not obtained, and quantitative analyses could not be executed as a

result of the incomplete nature of the studied sample. In order to standardne the recording of the

different stylistic and morphological characteristics ofthe pottery, a description fornL that has been

designed by Hofman (1993) for the study of Saban pottery assemblages, was used. The form con-

sists of two pages. On the first page, the numbers and weights of sherds of respectiveþ bodies,

rims, bases, griddles, and appendages or other categories are recorded. It is also recorded how

many sherds of these different categories are smaller or larger than 5 cm. Ther¡ the number of
sherds finished with a red or beþ slip or paint, and the number of sherds representing different

decoration modes can be recorded. Finally" special attention is paid to the number of different base

shapes and griddle rim shapes represented, and the number of appendages or other pottery items in

the sample. On the second page of the fonn, the rims larger tþan 5 cm are studied and their

characteristics, concerning vessel shape, wallprofile, lipshape, rimprofile, wall thickness, orifice

diameter and its percentage represented, decoratiorç munsell chart colours, firing atmospherq

surface finishing, and the presence of red slip, are coded.

41 Goodwin (1979:232) argues that the analysis of only decorated sherds might not be representative, as
decorated pottery might belong to a limited social group or reflect special occasions.
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4.2.3 Results of the pottery analysis

4.2.3.1 Introduction

A total number of 8940 sherds was analysed, representing a weight of 286 kg. The fragmentation

of the pottery is modest, considering that the average sherd weighs 32 g.It should be noticed,

however, that the majority of sherds (62.7%) is smaller than 5 cm (table 7, page 70). These small

sherds are mainly found in the body sherd category while in the other categories the majority of
sherds is larger than 5 cm. The sherds measure 5.6 mm at least, since all the excavated material has

been sieved over 5.6 mm mesh sieves in the laboratories of Leiden University.

4. 2. 3. 2 General pottery characteristics

The Petite Rivière pottery consists of a very small Late Saladoid component and a large post-

Saladoid component. Unfortunately, the pottery from both periods appeared in the units in one

layer and completely mixed up. A total of 12 sherds, decorated by fine incisior¡ and two rims could

be attributed to Late Saladoid pottery. This is only 0.2o/o of the total sample. The main part of the

pottery appeared to be post-Saladoid. The study of post-Saladoid pottery is often problemæic. In

this period, local developments influenced the pottery and only a minor part of the pottery is

decorated. Moreover, some decoration modes appear over great ranges of time and over large

areas. This disadvantage, combined with the still not very abundant knowledge on this late pre-

Columbian pottery in the Caribbea4 causes great uncertainties in assigning pottery to different

post-Saladoid series. Therefore, it is not tried to assþ the Petite Rivière pottery to a series. The

objective of the pottery analysis is to describe the pottery as accurately as possible, in order to be

able to compare the Petite Rivière pottery with post-Saladoid material, excavated at other sites in

the region.

The frequency distribution per category is presented in fig. 30 and table 7 (page 70).It shows that

most of the sherds were body sherds, representing 74.1o/o of the sample in number. This was to be

expected as bodies form the largest parts of vessels. Rims represent smaller parts and they are

consequentþ reflected in the sample by 15.2o/o. Bases and griddles are usually more difficult to

identify, unless they are represented by large fragments, griddle rims, or specific features such as the

rough bottoms which griddles often have. These categoríes are less well represented in the sample,

only by 4.9o/o and 4.8olo respectively.
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Thousands
7

o

5

4

3

2

1

0
body nm base griddle other

Figure 30. Petite Rivière pottery øtegories

Table 7. Petite Rivière pottery categories from the 1984 and 1995 excavations

4. 2. 3. 3 The'Appendnges/Other' cøtegory

Only 1.0% of the total sample consisted of the category'AppendageslOther'. The diferent pottery

features identified in this category are represented in figs. 3l-36 and table 8. In total 7.lo/o of tltts

category could not be identified. A diagnostic feature of the Petite Rivière pottery is represented by

lugs Q3.5Yo). Lugs are usually considered to be representative for post-Saladoid pottery in general,

but for Troumassan and Suazan Troumassoid pottery in particular (Rouse 1992127-130).

Different types of lugs can be identified. Some large lugs, can be thought to have functioned, except

câtegory N Va weight (g) N<5cm N>5cm

body

rim

base

griddle

ofher

total

6623

1368

435

429

85

8940

74.1

15.2

4.9

4.8

1.0

100.0

t24004

48457

22636

19842

5271

220210

4617

633

t32

195

30

5607

2406

735

303

234

55

3333
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for a decorative use, as handles. Their lengths vary from 60 to 88 mrn, their widths fuom 62 to 130

mnU their thicknesses from 10 to 4l mrr¡ and their weights from 65 to 298 g. The smaller lugs

represent rim modifications. Rim modifications are seen as characteristic for Suazan Troumassoid

pottery. The Petite Rivière specimens resanble, for example, those represented as Suazey modified

rims at Caliviny island (Bullen and Bullen 1968b), at the sites of Lavoutte and Giraudy on St. Lucia

(Bullen and Bullen 1970; Bullen ef aL. 1973), and at Suazoid sites on Martinique (Allaire 1977).

Recently, however, it became clear that rim modifications can not be restricted to Suazoid pottery

on the V/indward Islands. They also occur on the Leeward Islands, e.g. in the post-Saladoid Saban

sites of Spring Bay-3 and Kelbey's Ridge-2 (Flofrnan 1993:figs. 361 7ac).

The presence of griddle legs (4 7%) in the sample, also demonstrates that the pottery is post-

Saladoid. They are thought to be characteristic for Troumassan and Suazan Troumassoid pottery

on the Windward Islands, although they also occur on the Leeward Islands, e.g. on Antrgua (Rouse

1992:129). The rough and heavy Petite Rivière griddle legs resernble those presented as Suazey

griddle legs ofthe Giraudy site on St. Lucia (Bullen et al. 1973.212), andthose represented as post-

Saladoid for sites on Martinique (Allaire 1977:249). Finer examples, however, were also found.

Atotal of six modelled-incised zoomorphic and anthropomorphic representations (figs. 33-34,

page74-75) were found at Petite Rivière. They are not represented in table 8, as they do not belong

to the coded pottery sample. Three of them are zoomorphic, representng a bat, an unknown

animal, and an unidentified animal. The others are anthropomorphic. Their heights range from 37 to

66 mrn, their widths from 23 to 73 mrry and their thicknesses range from 22 to 36 mm. Their

weights range from 18.5 to 99 g. One of them must have been attached to a rim (fig. 34a). For the

two others it is not possible to see whether they were attached to a vessel or whether they

functioned as independent features. The lengfhs of these representations vary between 37 and 88

mm. Their widths range from23 to 75 mm, while their thicknesses are between 11 and 36 mm. The

weights are between 18.5 and 302 g. The zoomorphic and anthropomorphic representations seem

to belong to the post-Saladoid pottery, although further specifications can not be made. Similar

human representations have been found at Union Island, the Grenadines (Sutty 1987:fig. 23-25).

A total of 30 potstønd fragments" which is 35.3Yo of the total sample, was found. In general,

their dimensions are rather modest, being approximately 80 mm high and 10 to 20 mm thicþ

covering a diameter of 12 cm. Several smalT clay discs t¡nth an unknown function were found

(12.9W. Furthermore, a total of seven fragments (8.2%) of hqndles were found. Two different

types could be distinguished, flat and broad, and very rounded handles. Finally, four spindle whorls

(4 7%) were found. Tkee types are represented. Two spindle whorls are flat, with a diameter of 50

mm and a height of 54 mm. These specimens are convex, as if they have been made out of a former

body sherd. A third spindle whorl is conical and heavier, with a diameter of 60 mm and a height of
60 mm. Similar conical spindle whorls were reported for the Morel lll site on Guadeloupe and the

7I
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Troumassoid Paquemar complex on Martinique (Allaire 19924). The fourth spindle whorl is a

more or less triangular and perforated object. Its height measures 60 mnL its base 57 mnL and the

top 22 mm. The perforation has a diameter of l1 mm. A similar spindle whorl from the Giraudy site

on St. Lucta was presented as being Suazey @ullen et al. 1973.211). Both this and the Petite

Rivière specimen have large incisions at the base, a feature which might suggest that they were also

used as body stamps.

Of some items, only one fragment was found, such as of a body stamp, a sptut, and an

applique . The latter is similar to the applique found at the sites of Spring Bay- I c (Hofrnan 1993 .frç.

64e) and on Kelbey's Ridge-2 on Saba (Hofrnan 1993:fig. 67b), although the Petite Rivière

specimen was not notched.

35

30

25

20

15

10

5

0 12345678910

1.handle. 2.lug, S.potstand, 4.spindle whorl, S.griddle leg
6.bodystamp. T,applique. 8.clay disc. 9.spout. l0.unidentified

Figure 31. Petite Rivière 'appendages/other'

appendage/other N % appendage/other N o/70

handle

lug

potstand

spindle whorl

griddle leg

spout

7 8.2

23.5

35.3

4.7

4.7

1.2

20

30

4

4

I

body stamp

applique

clay disc

r¡nidentified

total

1

1

11

6

85

1.2

1.2

12.9

7.1

100.0

Table 8. Petite Rivière'appendages/other'
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Figure 32. Petits Rivière 'apendagelother' (scale l:2): A lug; B. rim modifications
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Figure 33 Petite Rivière zoomorphic representations: A bat (scale 1:4); B. unknown animal (scale I :2);

C. unidentined animal (scale 1:2)
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B
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A

B

Figure 34. Petite Rivière anthropomorphic representations (scale 1:2)
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Figure 35 Petite Rivière 'appendages/other' (scale 1:2): A potstanq B. clay disc; C-D handles
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A

B

C

D

Figure 36 Petite Rivière 'appendages/other' (scale l:2): A spindle whorls; B. body stamp; C. spout; D. dppliqr¡e
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4.2.3.4 Decoration

A total af 125 sherds (] 4W was decorated" and a number of different decoration techniques could

be distinguished (figs. 37-3g,table 9). The most frequently occurring decoration (76.0W consisted

of the incision of broad shallow lines (fig. 38, page 80). This decorative technique was also found

to be characteristic for the Suazan Troumassoid assemblages of the sites of Grande Anse on Terre

de Bas, les Saintes, and Morne Cybèle-2 on La Désirade (Hofrnan 1995n), Pointe Helleux on

Grande Terrg Guadeloupe (Hooedand 1995), and for pottery from the Pointe de la Couronne

Conchou site on Guadeloupe ftlofrnan personal communication 1996). It has also been reported

for this period at different sites on Martinique (Allaire 1977). Similar incisions, however, have also

been found at sites on the Leeward Islands" and can therefore not be used to assþ the pottery to a

series. A total of 12 sherds (9.67o) was finished with a red slip and decorated bv narrow incisions

(figs. 39a-b, page 8l) or by bicluome slip. Those sherds belong to Late Saladoid ceramics. A total

of four sherds had been decorated by fine incision and punctation (¡g. 39c). This decoration mode

is thougdrt to be characteristic for the Mamoran Troumassoid subseries (Hofrnan personal

communication 1996).

Only one example of finger indentation was found (0.8olo). Finger indentation is usually

considered to be one of the most prominent characteristics of Suazan Troumassoid pottery.

Another decoration mode consisted of polychrome painting (13.6%). Polychrome painting seems

to occur only on body sherds. Incised modelling with anthropomorphic representations made up

0.8% of the decorations and zoned-incised crosshatching or zic made up another 0.8yo. A total of
4.8o/o of the sample was decorated by geometric modelling (û9. 39d), 1.6%by a side 1ug (.fig. 39e),

and an other l.60/o by punctation (fig. 39f) Finallv, a total of 1415 sherds (15.8yù was covered by

a red slip or paint, while a total of five sherds (0.17o), was covered by a beige slþ or paint.
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Figure 37. Petite Rivière decoration modes

Table 9. Petite Rivière decoration techniques

deooration modes N% decoration modes N o/o

polyohrome paint

7]c

lnclslon

geometr. mod.

mod. ino. anth¡

t7

1

95

6

I

13.6

0.8

76.0

4.8

0.8

punotatron

finger indent.

side lug

total

2

1

)

1.6

0.8

1.6

100.0125
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Figure 38. PetilÊ Rivière rim sherds decoratedþ broad shallow incision (scale 1:2; excep A. 1:4)
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Figure 39. Petite Rivière decoratod sherds (scale 1:2): A-B. sherdandgridle rim fragment furatedþ n¡urow
incision; C. rim sherd decorated þ narrow incision
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4.2.3.5 Base shapes

Hofinan (1993:69) defined fourbase shapes (fig. 40).

Fig'.ue 40. Base shapes (f{oûnan 1993:7I\: A flaq B. convex, C. concave; D. Sestal or annular

For 23.4Vo of the base fragments it was impossible to identify the shape, as the dimensions were too

modest. Most identifiable base shapes consisted of flat shapes, representing 69.0yo (frgs. 41-42,

table 10). The remaining bases were c,onvex (3.2yo), concave (2.3%), concave high (1.6%), and

pedestal/annular Q5%). Diameters and thicknesses <¡f the base fragments from the T995

excavation units wereïecorded, although it must be remarked that only a few fragments were large

enough to be informative. Diameters appear to range between 6 and 24 crn, while thicknesses range

between 5 and 16 mm.

350

300

250

200

150

100

50

o
1 2 3 4 Ê 6

1.flat. 2.convex. 3,concave, 4.concave high
5. pedestal/annular. 6. unidentif ied

a

c

b

d

Figure 41. Petite Rivière base shapes
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base shapes N i//o base shapes N %

flat

convex

concave

concave high

300

t4

t0

7

69.0

3.2

2.3

1.6

pedestal/annular

unidentified

toþ1

2

102

435

0.5

23.4

100.0
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Table 10. Petite Rivière base shapes

A

B

c

D

Figure 42. Petite Rivière base shapes (scale 1:2): A convex; B. pedestal or annular; C. fla{ D. flat
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4.2.3.6 Griddle shapes

Hofman (1993:70) defined five griddle rim classes (fig. a3).

Figure 43. Griddle rim shapes (Iloñnan 1993:71): A perpendicular raiseü B. triangular raise{ C. overhanging
raiso{ D. rounddraise{ E. unthickenedorflat

Most of the shapes (57.1W could not be identified (figs. 4445, table 11). The identified shapes

were straight (16.1%), triangular (I7.3%), Q3yù, rounded (0.9yù, unthickened

(A5%), and footed (¡ I'1"). Dameters and thicknesses of the griddle fragments from the 1995

excavation units were recorded, but most gdddle sherds were too small to be informative. Most of
the plates ofthe griddles are between l0 and 16 mm thicþ while their rims are between 2A-24 mm

thick. Their diameters are most often 4244 cm.
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100
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0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 .straight. 2.triangular, S.overhanging. 4.rounded
S,unthickened. 6,footed. 7. unidentified

b

e

c

d

Figure zt4. Petite Rivière griddle rim shapes
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griddle shapes aï o//ú griddle shapes N o//ú

straight

triangular

overhanging

rounded

69

74

t0

16. r

17.3

2.3

0.94

unthiokened

footed

unidentified

total

2 0.5

5.8

s7.l

100.0

25

245

429
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Table 11. Petite Rivière griddle shapes

A

B C

D
E

jr

G

Figure 45. Petite Rivière gtddle rim shapes (scale 1:2): A smigh! B. overhanging; C. rounde{ D. perpendicular
raise{ E. perpendicular raise{ F. straight; G. legged or footed
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4.2.4 Coding of rim fragments larger than 5 cm

4.2.4.1 Introduction

Only rims larger than 5 cm were actually coded. Hofrnan (1993:62) defines this procedure as

"recording by numerical code, the quantitative variations of different morphological, stylistic and

technological attributes for each rim sherd". The coding procedure is mainly focused on the general

vessel shapg although other attributes, such as wall profile, lipshape, rim profilg wall thickness,

diameter, decoratio4 colour, firing colour, surface finishing, and the presence of slþ, are also

coded in order to provide information on the morphological, stylistic and technological treatment

(Hofrnan 199362).

4.2.4.2 Iüall profiles

In order to be able to infer vessel shape from rim sherds, Hofrnan (1993:62-65) used the

classification, based on vessel contour, that was developed by Shepard (1963). Vessel contour is

based on the combination of vessel profile and the symmofy about the vertical axis of the vessel,

and the orifice. Shepard distinguishes simple, composite, inflected, and complex vessel contours.

Simple contours are defined as smooth, unintemrpted straight or curving walls, without angle and

inflection points. Composite contours have an angle poing and inflected contours have an inflection

point in their contours. Complex contows have more than one angle or inflection point. For vessel

orificeg Shepard distinguishes unrestricted, simplg dependent restricted and independent restricted

forms. Unrestricted vessels have an open orifice and an end-point tangent that is vertical or inclined

outward. Simple and dependent restricted vessels have a tangent at the end-point that is inclined

inwards, but the corner lacks a constriction marked by a corner or inflection point. Independent

restricted shapes have a corner point or an inflection point above a major point. Hofrnan (1993:64)

added a sub-division in dish-shaped pottery, including vessels with a heightldiameter ratio less than

0.30, bowl-shaped pottery, including vessels with a height-diameter ratio between 0.30 and 0.50,

and jar+haped pottery, including vessels with a height/diameter ratio greater than 0.50.

Using this classification of these two methods, the Petite Riviere pottery can be divided into

nine mainvessel shape categories (fr5.46, page 87).
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Unrestricted orifice

1
4a

2 5

4b 6

3

Resticted orifice

7b 8a

7a

8b

Independent rcstric'ted o¡{fice

lOa

lOc

10b 10d

Figure 46. Vessel shape categories andtheirvariations (t{oñnan 1993:65)

For a total of 658 rim sherds the vessel shape could be identified (figs. 47-50, table l2). The Petite

Riviere vessel shapes are mainly representd by bowls with an unrestrictd simple contour (40.3%).

Less represented are dishes with an unrestricted simple contour (19.87o)" jars with an unrestricted

simple contour (18.4%),and bowls with a restrictd simple contour (11.8%). Minor percentages

were found for dishes or bowls with and unrestricted composite contour (s.7\,jars with an

umestricted composite contour (0.8%), bowls with anunrestricted inflected contour Q.I\,bowls
orjars with a restricted composite contour (0.87o), and bowls or jars with an independent restricted

inflected contour (03Vù.
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:,'i:
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vessel shape N Vo vessel shape N Yo

1
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_t

4

5

130

265

t2l

38

5

19.8

40.3

18.4

J. t

08

6

7

8

t0

total

t4

78

5

2

658

2.t

11.8

0.8

0.3

100.0

Figure 47. Petite Rivière vessel shapes (After Hofinan 1993:65).

Table 12. PetiteRivière vessel shapes (AfterHoûnan 1993:65).

L Dish vyithanuffesEicted simple contour

2. Bowl with an uffesfücted simple contour

3. Jar with an unreshicted simple contour

4. Dish or bowl with an unrestricted cornposite conûour: a. with a concave proûle above the oorner

poinl b. with a stmightproñle above the comer point

5. Jar with an unresEicted composite oontour

6. Bowl with an unresüicted inflected contour

7. Bowl with a restricted sinple contour: a. with the largæt diameter above the half of the heigþt,

b. with the largest diameter below the half of the heigþt

8. Bowl (a) or jar (b) with a restricfed oomposite contour

10. Bowl or jar with an indepen&nt restricted inflected conûour: a. bowl with a staight necþ b. bowl with

an oufflaring necþ c. jar with a straight necþ d jar with an outflaring necka2

42 Bowls with restricted conrplex contours (vessel shape 9) and bowls or jars with an independent
restricted, compex contour (vessel shape 11) were not encountered.
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Figure 48. Petite Rivière dishes andbowls with unrestricted simple contours (scale 1:4)
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Figure 49. Petiúe Rivière dishes and bowls with unrestricted composite conúours (scale 1:4)

Figure 50. Petite Rivière bowls: A. bowl with in&pendent restrict€d, complex contour (1:2); B-C. bowls with
independent restricte{ inflected contoun (1 :4)
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4.2.4.3 Lipshapes

Lipshapes are often used in pottery analyses (e.g. Allaire 1977). The Petite Rivière pottery has

rounded, flattened, inwardly thickened rims, outwardly thickened rims, double thickened rims, and

flanged or bevelled lips.

b dc e f c h

J k m o p

q r s w x

Figure 51. Main þ shapes and their variations ftIoûnan 1993:66).

- Rounded lips: a. unmodifid b. bilaæral taper, c. external taper, d" internâl tâper

- Flanged lips: e. bevelled labial flange

- Flatæned lips: f. unmodified

- Bwelled lips: g. extôrnâl bvelled" h. int€rnal bevelled

- Inward thickened lips: i. internal semicylin&ical bolstÊr, j. inærnal bolsær, taper, þ inward thickend l. inward

thickend rounded, m. inwardthickend border, n. inwardthickend broadwedge, o. inwardthickened, wedgg

p. inward thickend rounffi short

- Outward thiclcened lip: q. external semicytin&ical bolster, r. external bolger, taper, s. outward thickend tape¿

t. outwardthickened wedge, u. outwardthickened, flat

- Double thickened Iips: v. double thickened flat, w. wedge, bilateral, x. &uble thickened lips.

Lip shapes could be identified for 685 rims larger than 5 cm (fig. 52, table l3). Mostly represented

are rounded lips (69.6%d. A second category consistd of inwardly thickened lips (15.9olo).

Inwardly thickened rims are often considered to be characteristic for Suazoid pottery (e.g. Allaire

1977). Minor percentages consi$ted of flattened lipshapes (6.4W, outwardly thickened lipshapes

(63o/ù, double thickened lipshapes (1.2%), and bevelled lipshapes (0.6"/ù. Except for the inwardly

thickened rims, no diagnostic lipshapes were encountered. Rim profiles are predominantly straight

andvertical (75.8%).
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lipshape N % lipshape N õJ/o

rounded

flattened

inward thickened

outward thickened

477

44

109

43

69.6

6.4

15.9

6.3

double thiokened

bevelled

total

8

4

1.2

0.6

100.û685
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Table 13. Petite Rivière lip shapes

Figrre 52. PetiteRivièrelipshapes (scale 1:2): A inwardlythickend B. inwardlythickend C. bevelle{ D. rounded
and flattend E. outwardþ thickened

4.2.4.4 Wall thickness

The thickness of the vessel was measured 2 cm below the lip portion. Hofrnan (1993:67) defined

four main classes in order to facilitate the processing of the data. They range from I to 5 mnr, 6 to

8 mr4 9 to ll mrn, arÅ 12 to 15 mm. For the Petite Rivière pottery which is rather heavy, wall

A

C

B

E
D
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thicknesses are predominantly 6-8 mm (45.2%) or 9-l I mm (43.6%). Thicknesses of l-5 mm and

12-15 mm are only represented by 2.9o/o and9.3Yo respectively (table 14).

Table 14. Petite Rivière wall thicknesses

4. 2.4. 5 Orifice diameter

The orifice diameter was calculated with a diameter templatg which was also used to calculate the

percentage of the rima3. Seven classes were distinguished. They range from I to 10 crn, 11 to 20

crn"Zl to 30 cn¡ 3l to 40 cm, 41 to 50 cnr, 51 to ó0 cnr, and 6l ta 70 cm. Orifice diameters could

be identified for 693 sherds. The diameters range between I and 62 cm (table l5). Most of the

vessels have an orifice diameter between 2l and 30 cm Q9.3W.Others had diameters of 31-40 cm

Q0.6o/o),1-10cm (17.0o/ù,ll-20 em(15.2%), or4l-50 cm(13.7o/o) Onlyafewvessels (4.2%)

had an orifice diameter larger than 50 cm.

ori-fice diameter N % orifice diameter N o/o

1-10 cm

11-20 cm

21-30 cm

31-40 cm

118

105

203

143

17.0

15.2

29.3

24.6

41-50 om

51-60 cm

61-70 cm

total

95

27

t3.7

3.9

0.9

100.0

,)

693

Table 15. Petite Rivière orifice diameters

In the case ofincurving rims or boat-shaped and kidney shaped vessels, the diameters ofthe orifice
are not informative for the diameters of the vessels (Hoûnan 1993:67).

93

wall thickness N v,

1-5 mm

6-8 mm

9-11mm

12-15 mm

tc¡ta1

19

298

288

55

660

2.9

45.2

43.6

8.3

100.0
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4.2.4.6 Surface colour

As Hofrnan (1993:67) sufltmarizes, "the colour of a sherd can be the result of the cþs used to

make the vessel, the conditions of firing, the addition of cþ slþs, and of alterations during use and

in the post-depositional environment (Rice 1987:343-345)".In order to create a standardized

analysis, the colours of both the outside and inside surfaces were described with the help of a
Munsell Color Soil Chart (table 16).

Table 16. Munsell colour groupß of the Petite Rivière outer and inner surfaces (After Hoftnan 1993:67).

1. grey (Hue 10YR 5/I, 4lI; Hue 7.5YR N6l, N5/; Hue sYR 4/1,3/1)

2. very dark grey/black (Hue 10YR 311,zl\,Zl2;Hae 7.5YR N2l, N3, N4; Hue 5YR 2/l)
3. light brownish-greylgreyish-broryn (Hue 10 YF.6l2, 512;IIue 7lI, 6ll, 5ll)
4. dark greyish-brown (Hue 10YR 412,312)

5. light brown/brown (Hue 10YR 613,513, 4/3;Hae7.5YP.6l4)

6. dark brown/very dark brown (Hue 7. 5YR 5 I 2, 5 I 4, 4 I 2, 4 I 4, 3 / 2)

7. reddish-greyldark reddish-grey (Hue 5YR 512,4/2)

8. light reddish-brown/reddish-brovyn (Hue 5YR 613, 614, 513, 514, 413, 414,312,313, 314,212; Hue 2.5YR 5/4,

516, 5/8, 414, 4/6, 418')

9. red (Hue 2.5YR 514,516, 518,4/4,416,4/8,6/6; Hue 10R 3/6, 516,5/8,416,4/8; Hue 7.5YR 5/6,518,416,

418)

For 687 sherds the outer surface colour could be described, and for 688 the inner colour. Most of
outer surfaces of the Petite Rivière pottery are red (31.2yo), reddish-brown Q9.0o/ù, and dark

94

outer colour N% iÍurer colour N %

l.grey

2. dãrkgreyôlack

3. brown grey/grey brown

4. dark greyish brown

5. light brown-brown

6. dark brown-very darkþrown

7. reddish grey-dark reddish grey

8. reddish brown

9. red

47

t2

4

l6

29

t25

40

199

214

6.8

1.8

û.6

2.3

4.2

18.3

5"8

29.0

31.2

1.gr"y

2. dark grey/black

3. brown grey/grey brown

4. d¿rk greyish brown

5. lightb'rown-brown

6. dark brown-very dark brown

7. reddish grey-dart reddish grey

8. reddish brown

9. red

1.7

0.6

0.6

1.0

3.1

15.3

2.6

32.6

42.5

12

4

4

7

2t

105

18

224

293

total 687 100.0 total 688 100.0
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brown-very dark brown (1S.3%). The inside zurfaces are also predominantly red (42.5Yù, reddish

brown (32.6W, and darkbrown-very dark brown (15.3%). Red slþped zurfaces are considered to

be characteristic for Suazan Troumassoid pottery (e.g. Allaire I977,Hofrnart1995r.

4.2.4.7 Firing colour

The firing colour of sherds is zupposed to relate to firing conditions (Rice 1987.345). The colours

of the core and the sub-surfaces can be studied from a freshly broken cross section. The colours of
the Petite Rivière cross sections can be divided in ûve categories:

I red core and sub-zurfaces, resulting from complete oxidation

2 grey, brown, or black core and brown or reddish-brown sub-zurfaces, implying that the pottery

is incompletely to relatively well oxidized

3 dark grey or black core and red or light gey zub-zurface, resulting from incomplete oxidation

4 light gey core and zub-surface, resulting from incomplete oxidation or reduction

5 dark grey orblack core and zub-surface, resulting from complete reduction

For 6.4Yo of the rim sherds the ûring colour could not be identified. The rest of the sample (table

17) l:mrd predominantþ grey, browrç or black cores and brown or reddish brown sub-surfaces

(83.1%), and were probably incompletely to relatively well oxidized. The presence of inegulady

fued pottery was demonstrated by asymmetrical sub-surfaces (16.17o).

Table 17. Petite Rivière core colours

95

core color¡r N%

grey, brown, or black core and brown or reddish brown sub-surfaoe

dark grey or black core and red or light grey sub-surface

light grey core and sub-surface

dark grey or black core and sub-surface

572 83. I

0.5

4.2

12.2

5

29

84

total 688 100.0
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4. 2.4.8 Surface rtnishing (table I 8)

The following modes of surface finishing were distinguished after Hofrnan (1993:68):

I unfinished crude surfaces" which are left unfinished, possibly with visible coils

2 smoothed surfaces, which have a regular matt appearance

3 lightly burnished surfaces, which show a light combination oflustre and matt which is the result

of incomplete burnishing

4 highly burnished surfaces, which show a light combination of lustrg with the appearance of
striations, and matt

5 polished surfaces, which are regularwith a uniform lustre

For 588 sherds the surface finishing of the outer zurface could be analysed. The outer zurfaces are

mainly highly burnished (48.8%). The pottery is not as crude as is sometimes suggested for post-

Saladoid pottery. Only 1.0% of the pottery has really crude zurfaces. Other rims are finished by

light burnishing (16.5Yù and some zurfaces are smoothed (133W. A total of 8.7Ya of the pottery

has been finished by polishing and ll.7% of the pottery has lightb scratched zurfaces on a highly

burnished surface. The inner surfaces are also predominantþ higtly burnished (39.80/0), while an

other large goup has been lightly burnished Q3.l%). Other sherds were smoothed (12.1yù,

polished (I4.3W or lightly scratched (9.3yù.Ard,y I.4% ofthe inner zurfaces is crude.

Table 18. Surface ñnishing modes of the Petite Rivière inner and outer surfaces

9{t

inner surface N o/o outer surface N %

crude

smoothed

lightþ burnished

highly bumished

polished

scratched

total

8

69

132

221

82

53

571

1.4

12.1

23.1

39.8

14.3

9.3

100.0

crude

smoothed

lightly bumished

higblybumished

polished

scratched

total

6

78

97

287

5l

69

588

1.0

13.3

16.5

48.8

8.7

tr.7

1Oct.0
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4.2.4.9 Slip

The presence of red slþ can be explained as a decoration technique or as a surface treatment.

Hofrnan (1993:69) distinguishes different parts of the vessels red slþ was applied to:

I overall

2 the exterior

3 the exterior and the lip

4 the interior

5 the interior and the lip

6 thelip

As for the Petite Rivière pottery, 38.2% of the rim sherds larger than 5 cm had a red slþ finishing

(table 19). It can be concluded that rims bear a red shp more often than the other parts of the

pottery, considering that only 15.8% ofthe total Petite Rivière sample was finished by a red slþ. As

for the rims, most of the slþ was applied overall (sz.}yù,while slþ applied to the interior and the

lip occurred tn23.sa/a of the sample. For l5.7Yo of the rim sherds, the application of slþ was

limited to the interior zurface ofthe sherd. The application of red slþ is a feature that is well known

from post-Saladoid ceramics, and especially from the Suazan Troumassoid sub-series (Ìúlatre 1977;

Hofrnan 1995").

Table 19. Red slip on Petite Rivière pottery

4.2.4.10 Decoration

The coding of decoration on rim sherds will not be described in detail as decoration as a general

feature was already described in paragraph 4.2.3.4. Decorations on rim sherds will be only

described in order to examine whether they ditrer from decorations occurring in the complete

studied pottery sample. A total of 3.3Yo of the rims are decorated (table 20, page 98). This

percentage is rather similar to the percentage for decorated pottery (.4Yo). The decoration modes

97

red slip N o/ù red slip N%

overall

exterior

exterior and þ
interior

146

l0

ll
44

52.0

-,.t

3.8

15.7

interior and lip

lip

total

66 23.5

1.4

100.0

4

z8t
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are also similar. Decorations predominantþ (79.5W consist of linear incisions (fig. 53). Only one

rim was found with geometric modelling (4.I%), an other wíth an anttropomorphic modefed-

incised applique (4.1W" and one with finger indentation (4lW A total of two rim sherds were

decorated with side lugs (8.2%). Finger indentation is usually seen as an important characteristic of
Suazan Troumassoid pottery (Drewett 1991; Hanis 1991", 1991). In the Petite Riviere sample it is

only marginally represe,lrted.

Figure 53. ktite Rivière rim sherds decorated þ incision (scale 1:2)

Table 20. Decoration modes of the Petite Rivière rims larger than 5 cm

4.2.5 Conclusions

The three Cl4 dates obtained &om the 1984 and the 1995 excavations (see paragraph 3.4.7)

suggest that the site was at least occupied between AD 600-652, between AD 1012-1154, and

between AD 1312-14O2.The first range can be considered to coincide with the Late Saladoid

I

decoration mode N o//o

incision (linear or curvilinear)

modelling (geometric)

modelled incised applique (antkopomorphic)

finger indentation

side lugs

total

t9

I

I

1

,,

24

79.5

4.1

4.1

4.1

8.2

lû0.0
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period and the second range may be considered to belong to the period of the first Suazan

Troumassoid phases. The third range may be contemporary with Late Suazan Troumassoid.

As mentioned earlier, the Petite Rivière pottery does not allow easy affiliations to the Ceramic

series of the cultural chronological ûamework. A minor component of the pottery can be

contributed to Late Saladoid ceramics on the basis of its fine incisions. This component could very

well be correlated to the range of AD 6A0-652. The remaining pottery is post-Saladoid, although

no clear distinctions can be made of what series or zub-series influenced it. This is especially

difficult for the plain ware, which comprises the main part of the pottery found in this later phase

(Bullen and Bullen 1970; Bullen et aL 1973:200). The dates of AD L0I2-1154 and AD 1312-14A2

might correlate with this late pre-Columbian pottery. These dates might be compared with the

following dates:

AD 900 for the Suazan Troumassoid component of Morel lV on Guadeloupe (Allaire

Tee2)

AD 1028-1179/AD 1188-1208, AD 1230-1326 for the Suazan Troumassoid site of Pointe

Helleux on Guadeloupe (Hoogland 1995)

AD 1010 for Caniacou on the Grenadines (Brilet, Bullen and Branford 1973)

AD 1100-1500 for Chancery Lane on Barbados (Drewett and Flarris 1991)

AD I 100 + 150 for the Greenland site on Barbados @ullen and Bullen l9ó8)

AD 1158-1278 and AD 1160-1280 for the Suazan Troumassoid site of Grande Ansg Terre

de Bas, Les Saintes (Hofrnan 1995"ô)

AD 1230-1326 for the Suazan Troumassoid site of Morne Cybèle-2 on La Désirade

(Hoftnn 1995)

AD 1250 for the Lavoutte site on St. Lucia @ullen and Bullen l97t).

It must be remarked, however, that most ofthese dates will not be very reliablq as their provenance

is unknown. The provenance ofthe dates provided by Hoogland (1995) and by Hofrnan (1995"-b) is

known. They were obtained from Cittarium piea ar crab remains from clear archaeological

contexts. The samples w€re analysed in the Laboratory for Isotopic Research in Groningen (The

Netherlands), and the BP dates far Cinarium pica lnve been calibrated with the Groningen

calibration prograrnme CAL 15 using the calibration curve for marine shellaa.

The post-Saladoid Petite Rivière pottery appeared to mainly consist of bowls, jars, and dishes

with an unrestricted simple contour, and bowls with a restricted simple contour. The vessels have

predominantþ rounded or inwardly thickened lips, and straight, vertical rim profiles. Most

thicknesses of the vessels fall into the range of 6 to l l mnL while most orifice diameters range

between 2l and 30 cm. The inner and outer surfaces of the Petite Riviere pottery are mainly red,

44 Stuiver and Braziunas 1993
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reddish-brown, and dark brown to very dark brown. Most of the irmer and outer surfaces have

been highly or lightly burnished. The sherds had predominantþ grey, brown, or black cores and

brown or reddish brown sub-surfaces, implylng that they were incompletely to relatively well

oxidized. A total of 16.10/o of the sherds had been irregularly fired. A total of 38.2o/o of the rim

sherds larger than 5 cm had a red slþ finishing, in most cases covering the overall rim and the

interior and the lip to a lesser extent. Decoration mainly consists of incision.

The post-Saladoid component of the Petite Rivière pottery, exhibits some features that might

provide more specific information. Bodu (personal communication 1996) assigned this component

to the Suazoid series. The Petite Riviere pottery has indeed some characteristics that are considered

by some authors to be diagnostic for the Suazan subseries, but they have not been found in

impressive quantities. Some of those characteristics are not uniquely found on the Windward

Islands. The Petite Rivière rim lugs and rim modifications, for example, are very similar to those

described as Suazoid by Harris (1991^:41;19911') and to examples from sites on the Leeward

Islands, e.g on Saba (Hofrnan 1993). Therefore, the presence of lugs can only be used to

demonstrate that the pottery is post-Saladoid.

Finger marking is considered to be one of the most prominent characteristics of Suazan

Troumassoid pottery (McKusick 1960). It has abundantþ been found at archaeological sites on

Barbados, for example at the Chancery Lane and Silver Sands sites where it was assigned to

Suazoid pottery ft{arris 1991":95), and at the sites of Hillcrest and Heywoods where it was

assigned to Troumassoid pottøy (Harris l99lb:524). At Petite Rivière it occurred only once.

The many red slþped surfaces of the Petite Riviere pottery could be cornidered to be

diagnostic for Suazoid pottery. Red painted and broadly incised pottery with Suazan thickened

rims, has also been reported from the Suazoid (components of the) sites of Lavoutte on St. Lucia

(Bullen and Bullen ß7}),Macabou on lvfartinique (Allaire 1977 l9Q), Morel 1V, Anse-à-lEau, and

Gros Cap on Guadeloupe, from Folle Anse on Marie-Galante (Allaire 1992.4), Pointe Helleux,

Sainte Anne on Guadeloupe (Floogland 1995), Grande Anse on Terre de Bas, Les Saintes and

Morne Cybèle-2 on La Désirade (Hofrnan 1995^:2-4), and from Pointe de la Couronne Conchou

(Hofrnan personal communication 1996). However, characteristics in the form of fingernail

impressions and heavily scratched zurfaces are lacking for the Petite Riviere pottery. Scratched

pottery, however, is also raÍe on Barbados in complexes that are thought to be Suazan

Troumassoid (F{anis 1991":39). For the Lavoutte and Giraudy sites on St. Lucia scratched pottery

and decoration by finger indentation have also been reported to be present but rare (Bullen and

Bullen 197069; Bullen et aL. 1973.2AA). Moreover, Bullen (1970:150) reports that "Suazey

scratched" is known as far northward as the Cupecoy Bay site on St. À4artin. The pottery also

shows resemblances with pottery of the Leeward Islands in the applique (fig 36d) and the

punctated rim (fig. 39f).
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The non-containers could not be assigned to a series either. The presence of footed griddles only

demonstrates that the pottery is post-Saladoid. Small human representations are considered to be

characteristic for Suazan Troumassoid pottery but only a few sites, such as the Lavoutte site

@ullen and Bullen 1970J1-77), and the Pointe Helleux site (Hoogland 1995) produced real

figurines, for which the exaggeration af the eyebrows and noses is characteristic. The

representations of human faces that were found at Petite Rivière resemble those found on the Mss
Pierre site on Union Island, the Grenadines (Sutty 1987:frgs.23,25). Similar spindle whorls as those

of the Petite Rivière site were reported for the Morel lll site on Guadeloupe and the Troumassoid

Paquemar complex on l\{artinique (Allaire 1992.4}, and the Giraudy site on St. Lucia (Bullen et al.

1973.211).

As a final concluding remark it cari be said that the Petite Rivière pottery consists of a very small

Late Saladoid component, and a large post-Saladoid component. The latter can not be defined

more specifically, it can only be coneluded that influences Êom both the Leeward Islands as from

the southern Windward Islands are visible. It even shows resemblances with Saban pottery

assemblages (Hofrnan 1993).It is clear that Suazan Troumassoid pottery is not entirely uniform in

the Windwards (Allaire 19929). Allaire (1992:2-5) expresses the opinion that Guadeloupg being

the northernmost of the Windward Islands, must have been closely involved with the Leeward

Islands and that late Cerarnic similarities also hint to the Mamora Bay and Freeman's Bay

complexes of Artþa (Rouse 1976; Rouse et al. 1995) and related assemblages from St. Martin

(Bulten and Bullen 1966,lg74). This might be confirmed by four sherds from the Petite Rivière

sitg which have been decorated by fine incision and punctatior¡ and by red slipped sherds that were

decorated by broad shallow incision. These decoration modes are thought to be characteristic for

the Marnoran Troum¿ssoid subseries o{, for example, Antþa (Hoûnan personal communication

1996). The whole northern Caribbean seems to contrasts with the southernmost Windward Islands

(Allaire 1992:13) and the Petite Rivière pottery fits this picture.
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4.3 STONE ARTEFACTS

4.3.1 Introduction

At most pre-Columbian sites in the Caribbean stone artefacts can be found. According to \üalker

(1985:182), however, it appears to be a general phenomenon that there are few lithics in relation to

the other ceimponents of a site's assernblagg although due to preservational bias, durable stone

might be expected to be overrepresented instead of underrepresented. Quantities and the

morphological and technological characteristics of stone artefacts vary with the different pre-

Columbian time periods, with the geology of a particular island and of the immediate environs of a

particulm site. This diversity results from differences in cultural preferenceg levels of technology,

and availability of stone resources.

Stone artefacts are usually defined as lithics which show traces of having been worked or used

(Flaviser 1992), zuch as tools and ornaments. Stone artefacts and stones that do not occur naturally

at the site have been ürcluded in the sample studied. At the Petite Riviere site stone artefacts are a

rather small category although raw materials that are suitable for their manufacture are abundantly

available on the island (see par4graph 2.?.1).

Several reports are available on stone artefacts from pre-Columbian sites in the Ca¡ibbean.

They are especially numerous for pre-Ceramic sites (e.g. Davis 1974, Nicholson 1976). Fewer

reports exist for the Ceramic period. Unforhrnately" they often describe only small samples of lithic

artefacts that were found during test-excavations, and they often lack essential drawings of the

material (Knippenberg 1995157). Most of the reports on stone tools focus on technology and

morpholory (e g. Haag 1970; Walker 1980, 1985; tlanis 1983; Allaire 1985; Ituippenberg 1995;

de Waal in press). Others are mainly occupied with functions of artefacts (e.g. Barbotin 1973;

fhewett 1991). The present study focuses on manufacture technology and the morpholog¡r of stone

artefacts. Since the sample is smalt it is to be expected that no general insigbts are provided. This

study of stone artefacts should thus be considered as a descriptive inventory of the lithic assernblage

ofthe Petite Riviere site.

4.3.2 Provenance of the stone artefacts

As the Petite Rivière site did not provide much lithic artefacts, it was decided to include the material

of both the 1984 and 1995 excavations in the analysis. The sieving and collecting strategies were

rather similar. The 1984 artefacts were obtained after dry sieving on 5.0 mm mesh sieves, and the
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1995 units were wet sieved over 2.0 and 2.8 mm mesh sieves, and then dry sieved over a 5.6 mm

mesh sieve.

A total of 70 stone artefacts were included in the analysis (fig. 54, table 21). The 1995

fieldwork provided most of them (68.50lù. In 1984, only 23 (31.5%) stone artefacts were found,

mostlyinunit F2. Of the 1995 units, units 1,2,12, and 13 provided most of the artefacts. The

remaining units provided minor percentages. Almost all the stone artefacts were recovered from the

upper layer of the units, which contained the densest artefast concentration. Only one stone

artefact, however, was recovered from the second layer in unit 3. A tot¿l of two artefacts were

found in the third layer of unit I I, and two others in the third layer of unit 4.

20

15

10

5

0
D2H2 F2surf 1 2 3 4 7 8 910 11 12 13

Figure 54. Petite Rivière stone artefacts per unit

T¿ble 21. Petite Rivière sfone artefacts from the 1984 and 1995 units

unit N Yo unrt N% urut N /o

1984

D2

112

F2

I

4

1.4

5.7

24.4t7

I

2

J

4

7

I

8

7

.J

.t

2

I

I 1.4

10.0

4.3

4.3

2.9

r.4

9

10

l1

l2

13

total

-t

4

4

5

5

4.3

5.7

5.7

7.1

7.1

100.07t

1995

surface 4.3
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4.3.3 AnalysÍs of the stone artefactsas

4.3.3.1 Introduction

The objective ofthis study is to make a descriptive inventory of the Petite Rivière üthic assemblage.

The stone artefacts were described with the help of a description form. Several variables were

recorded, such as findnumber, identification ofthe rocklype þased on macroscopic characteristics),

dimensions (mm), weight (g), presence of cortex, presence of weathered surfaces, presumed

artefact type, presence of use-wear, and descriptions of technological features. For flint artefacts,

some additional variables were recorded, such as presence of a cone of percussior1 bulb of forcg

conchoidal fracture marks on the bulb, and butt. Finally, a descriptior¡ based on macroscopic

characteristics, rryas made ofthe structure and the texture ofthe flint flakes, and oftheir colours.

4.3.3.2 Rocktypes identified at Petite Rivière

Table 22 presents the numbers and percentages of raw materials of the stone tools per excavation

unit. Most stone artefacts (32.9%) were made of basalt. Flint artefacts were also well represented

Q7.l%\ An other important raw material is sandstone {15.7Y$. For six (8.6%) artefacts the

rocktype could not be identified. Other rockçes occurred less abundantþ such as limestone

Q.f/o), pumice (1.4%), diorite (4.3W, radiolite Q.f/o), quartz (1.4%), granite (1.4Yfi, and

quartzite (1.4%).

rocktype NT % rocþpe N %

limestone

pumice

basalt

flint

sandstone

diorite

2

1

23

19

11

3

2.9

1.4

32.9

27.1

15.7

4.3

radiolite

quartz

granite

quartzite

unidentilìed

total

2

1

1

1

ó

2,9

1.4

1.4

1.4

8.6

100.07t

Table?2. Petite Rivière stone raw materials

45 Based on Knippenberg (1995).
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Basalt, pumicg diorite, granite, and quartz are volcanic rocks that developed as a result of the

coagulation of liquid rock m¿ss. Basalt and pumice are finely structured because this process took

place on the surface of the eartl¡ as a result of which the magma cooled down rapidly. Diorite,

granite and quartz originated through the coagulation of magma deep under the zurface of the

earth. The structure ofthese rocks is rougher, which renders them suitable for grinding purposes.

Sandstone, radiolitg limestone, and flint are sedimentary rocks. They consist of different layers

and sometimes they have fossil inclusions. One of the most common sedimentary rocks is

sandstone. Sandstone consists of quartz sand and it has a rough structure. Therefore it suits

grlnding purposes. An other sedimentary rock is radiolite. Radiolite consists of quart4 radiolarian

skeletons and cþ minerals. It is rich in silica and it produces sharp, concave flakes. It was often

used for the manufacture of anes, e.g at the Hope Estate site on St. Martin (de Waal in press).

Unforhtnately, it breaks easily. Waterworn radiolite zurfaces are smooth and could serve as

poüshing stones for pottery. A third sedimentary rocktype is limestone" which consists of finely

structured calcite. Fossils might be included and their quantity and dimensions determine the texture

of the rock. The last sedimentary rock found at Petite Rivière is flint, which is a siliceous material

that produces sharp, concave flakes.

Quartzite is a layered metamorphic sandstone which consists of quartz granules. Its texture is

moderateþ graine{ while the structure is massif Qr¡artzite is very hard and therefore it is zuited for

the manufacture of arces. However, the Petite Riviere specime,n includes qnrtz veins which weaken

the strong and hard structure ofthe rock considerably.

4.3.3.3 Availability of raw materials at La Désirade

All the raw materials of the stone artefacts occur naturally at La Désirade. Most of them even occur

in the near surroundings ofthe site. The hard volcanic rocþ such as basalt, pumicg dioritg qtnrtz,

and granite, can be found in the volcanic basement complex of the island. This complex surfaces in

the eastern part of the island and north of the site. Volcanic rocks are easy to obtain at La

Désirade. Sedimentary rocks, zuch as limestone, sandstong flint, and radiolite cover the volcanic

basement. They can be found everywhere on the island. Metamorphic quartzite deposits are known

to be located near Grande Anse and Pointe du Désert, which is at the western part of the island.

This location is not very near the site, but only one artefact was found that had been made of this

material.
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4.3.3.4 Stone arteføcts identified at Petite Rivière

Different types of stone artefacts were distinguished, such as $'iaterworn pebbles, ginding stones,

pebbleg rubbing stones, polishing stones, preforms (of an æce and a bead), flakes, a flaked core, a

flake toof beads, and zemisa6 (figs. 55-58, tables 23-24).

artefact type N o//ù artefact t1,pe N %

waterwom pebble

g¡inding stoue

pebble

rubbing stone

polishing stone

preform

flake

22 31.1

12.9

8.6

1.4

2.9

2.9

24.3

9

6

1

)

2

17

flaked core

flake tool

bead

zemi

unidentified

total

1

1

2

2

5

1.4

t.4

2.9

2.9

7.1

I00.07A

Table 23. Petite Rivière stone artefact types

A total of 22 (3l.lfi waterworn pebbles were found. Most of them (72.7%) are from basalt.

Others are from radiolite (9.1%) and an unidentified raw material (lS.zW. The rocktype of
waterworn pebbles is clitrcult to analyse geologically, because waterwom surfaces hinder the

visibility of grainsize and types of grains (Knippenberg 1995:99). Waterworn pebbles were not

worked as their surfaces had been smoothed and polished naturally. However, they do not occur

naturally at the site. They might have been gathered in the gully next to the site (see paragraph 3.2).

The waterworn pebbles are rather small. Their lengths range betrveen 6 and 56 mnl their widths

between 3 and 36 mñ\ their thicknesses between I and 30 mnl and their weights are between 0.5

and 64.0 g. Some ofthem might have been used as polishing stoneg that were used to srnooth and

polish pottery surfaces in order to make them stronger and to give them a brilliant lustre. Longterm

use as polishing stone results in the presence of use-wear in the form of long parallel striations.

Only one specimen shows this use-wear. An other specimen has a pitted surface which resembles

hammering usÈwear (fiS. 56q page I l3). For the other waterworn pebbles the function remains

unknown. The reason for deposition is not clear, as they are not broken or damaged. Possibly the

value ofthese stones was considered low, as they could be found nearby, and were they disposed of

46 Zemis (three-pointed objects) are considered to be the predecessors of the large zemis from stone, wood
or even cotton, of the Tainos of the Greaær Antilles. Zemis arc believed to represent the divine forces
of nature (Hoogland 1996).
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after having been used. A short-term use also explains the lack of use-wear on the surfaces.

Pebbles \¡/ere represented by six (8.6%) specimens in the sample. They are all from basalt.

They are similar to the waterwom pebbles, except for that their surfaces are less smoothed. They

have not been worked, and they do not occur naturally on the site. They are rather small. Their

lengths range between 16 and 27 mry their widths between 12 and 22 nn4 their thicknesses

between 7 and 17 mn¡" and their weights are between 0.5 and I g. The function of these artefacts is

not known. Their rough zurfaces might have beçn used for gn"ding or rubbing purposes.

A total of nine (12.9%) grinding stones (fig. 56b, page 113) were found. Most of them are

from sandstane (66.7Y$. The other ginding stones consist ofbasalt (11.1%), diorite (ll.l%), and

granite (11.I%). These rocktypes have a natural abrasive structure. This structure is smoothed by

repeated use but it can easiþ be roughened. Grinding use-wear consists of partially smoothed or

hollowed zurfaces. This was only found on a few specimens. Grinding implements were not

extensively worked. They were simply cut out of abrasive rocks ærd they were probably formed

during Snnding activities. They do not have standardized forms. The dimensions of the different

ginding implements vary considerably. Their lengths range between 23 and 192 mnç their widths

between 12 and 145 mrn, their thicknesses between 8 and 60 mnU and their weights are between 4

and 1985 g. As for their functions, grinding stones can be divided in'manos' and 'metates'. Metates

have flat or concave surfaces that were used as underlying zurface for grinding activities. Manos are

mortars that were used for grnding on a metate. Most of the Petite Riviere gr"di"g stones

probably functioned as manos. Gdnding stones are known to have been employed for pounding

cassava and other vegetable foods. They might also have been used to prepare fibres and to grind

pigment (Joyce t973:240). The Petite Riviere gindins stones had not been smoothed very much.

Thus, they will not have been in use for long. They were probably not considered to be valuable.

Not much effort had been put into their manufacturg and they might have been discarded after use.

A total of 17 Q4.3%)flalæs (frg, 57b, page 114) were found which are all from flint. Their

dimensions vary considerably. Their lengths range between 13 and 28 mnL their widths between 7

and 27 mnl their thicknesses betrreen I and l8 mnl and their weights are bet\¡reen 0.2 and 4 g.

Differences were present in the colour, stnrcture and purity of the flint. One group consisted of
fine-grained flint flakes without macroscopically visible fossils. The colours in this group arc

between beige, light greyish beige, beþ with (reddish-)brown, and dark greyish-brown. A total of

nine flakes belonged to this goup. An other group has a fine-grained structurg with some

inclusions. The colours ofthis group range between beige, beþ with orange-browr¡ and dark grey

with black. A total of three flakes belonged to this goup. The last group of flakes is characterized

by a coarser grain-size and inclusions in the flint matrix. The colours in this goup range between

b.ige beige-brown, reddish-brown with greyistr, and dark gey. A total of six flakes belonged to

this group. Several manufacturing phases could be distinguished (Ifuippenberg1995:100-101).
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First, the raw material had to be selected and acquired. The types of flint that were found are

known to occur on the eastern part ofthe island. The second phase consists of preparation and core

reduction (Walker 1980). The absence of cortex on the outer zurfaces seerns to indicate that

primary reduction of the flint nodules did not take place at the site. It was probably done at the

resource area*. The occurrence ofboth fllnt cores and flakes might suggest local flmt knapprng. At
Petite Rivièrg however, only one flaked core has been found.'while flakes are more abundant. This

suggests that flakes were produced at the resource area and then taken to the site where they were

used. Because of their thin and sharp edges, flint flakes a¡e zuited for cutting scraping. and drilling

activities. They might have been used to process fish work shell and wood, and vegetable foods

zuch as manioc. Atotal of eight flakes have abulb of force, and most of them also have conchoidal

fracture marks. Only fwo of the flakes have a cone of percussion, while only one flake has a butt.

The presence of pronounced bulbs of force might suggest freehand and hard percussion (Walker

1985:184). The flakes without bulb of percussion and butt might have been made through indirect

or soft percussion. At Petite Rivière, the flake technolory resulted in an amorphous set of small

flakes which indicates that the method of flaking was non-systematic. No standardized tool-shapes

and no signs of intentional retouch were found. The objective of the manufacture of the flakes

seemed to have been more the production of zuitable working edges rather than the manufacture of
specific tool-shapes.

Other artefact types were represented by lower numbers. Only one Q.aYfifiaked core of fltnt

was found (frg. 57a page 114). It belongs to the roughly grained flint type with macroscopically

visible inclusions. Its colour is dark grey and beige-brown. It is the largest of the flint artefacts with

its dimensions of 58x38x18 mm. Its weight is 32 g. It served for the removal of several flakes.

Exhaustion ofthe materiat to produce more flakes might have been the reason for its discard. Only

one (1.4%) flake totil offlint was found. It belongs to the finegrained flint type with inclusions. The

colour of this tool is beige with orange-brown. Its dimensions are 44x3k9 mnl and its weight is 12

g. The prese,nce of a pronounced bulb of force and conchoidal ûacture marks suggest that it
probably was made by hard and free-hand percussion. This artefact might have been used as a

cutting and scraping instrument. As this artefact and the other flint flakes are still sharp, the reason

for their discard is unknown. Only one (1.4YQ rubbing stone wus found. This specimen is from

pumice which makes it zuitable for rubbing or very soft grinding purposes. Its dimensions are

24v2tx6 mnl and its weight is 2 g.It has not been worked. It orobably served for short-term use

and was discarded afterwards. A total of two Q.9/o) polßhing stones were found. One of them

was from limestone (50yù and the other from a very soft and finely structured sandstone (5ú/a)

4'7
Special activity areas for the manufacture of stone tools might have been situated at the sites of Pointe
Doublé and Morne Baie-Mahault (Bodu 1984). Unfortunately, no Cl4 dates are available for these
sites (see also appendix l).
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Their dimensions are 25x23x15 mm and 81x42x18 mm. Their weights are l0 and 64 g. They had

not been worked, but their very smooth and soft zurfaces demonstrate their use as polishing stone.

They migtrt have been used to polish artefacts from shelt wood, animal bone, or stone.

Most of the stone artefacts lryere probably tools. Some artefacts, however, have a more decorative

function. For example, two Q.gW beods were found. It was impossible to determine their raw

materials, as a result of their limited dimensions and their worked and smoothed surfaces. The

smallest bead has a diameter of 4 mm and a thickness of I mm. Its weight is 0.2 g. The larger

specimen is a cylindrical bead with a length of 17 mm and a diameter of I mm (fig. 57c, page 114).

It was perforated through the length of the bead and through the upper part of the diameter. The

bead had been carefi.fly smoothed and polished. No products or other traces of bead production

were identified, which (not regarding the small size ofthe sample) might suggest that finished beads

were brought to the site. Finally, a total of two Q.y/o) zemis (fig. 57d, page I 14) were found. One

of them is from limestone with marine skeletons included and the other from very soft sandstone.

The dimensions of the limestone zemi are 58x42x23 mnr, with a weight of 52 g. The sandstone

specimen measures 63x34x22 mrq with a weight of 48 g. The zemis had been carefully finished by

soft grinding or polishing. The zemis had no bases. Both of them have a shallow deepening at the

bottom. Neither the treads, nor the zemis had been damaged and therefore loss is proposed as the

reason ofdiscard.

For the preforms and for some other stone artefacts it proved to be rather difficult to identify the

artefact type. A total of two Q,.f/o) prefarms were found. One is an a:<e-like object (fig. 584 page

115), which had been partiatly outlined by a flaking technique out of quartzite with quartz veins.

The surfaces had not yet been ground or smoothed. Its dimensions are 140x60x40 mrq and its

weight is 618 g. Axes do often occur in archaeological sites in the Caribbean. As a function, heavy

wood working activities are often zuggested. At the Petite Rivière site, however, only this non-

finished specimen was found. The other preform probably represents the rough outline of a bead or

a pendant-like object (ûg. 58b, page 115). The dimensions for this specimen are36fl9x27 mm

with a weight of 54 g. It had been cut out of qrartl and its surfaces had been smoothed and

polished. A modest beginning had been made for a small perforation. The surface of the preform is

slightly damaged. This may have been tJrc reason for its discard. Furthermore, a total of five (7.|W
artefacts were found. Their lengths vary between 45 and 77 mrn, their widths between

27 and48 mrn, theirthicknesses between 12 and32mmç and their weights are between 24 and 170

g. These objects consisted of sandstone (6trlo) and diorite (4ú/o)
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4.3.4 Conclusion

In the Petite Rivière sample, several types of stone artefacts were represented. 
'Waterworn 

pebbles

are the most abundantþ represented among them (72.7%), followed by flakes, gnnding stones,

pebbles, and unidentified artefacts Rubbing stones, polishing stones, flake cores, flake tools, zemis,

and beads are represented by minor percentages.

La Désirade has locally available hard rocks of volcanic, sedimentary and metamorphic origi4
th¿t are suited for the manufacture of tools and ornaments. The raw materials that were

encountered in the sample consist of basalt, pumice, diorite, qvart4 ganite, limestone, flint,

sandstone, radiolitg and quartzite. They can be easily obtained in the vicinity of the site, and they

were probably chosen as a raw material because of their characteristic hardness or roughness, or

their aesthetic appearance. Basalt had been used for (waterworn) pebbles and grinding stones,

because of its smooth and fine strucn¡re. Sandstone specimens were found in the form of grinding

stones, a polishing stong a z.entr, and unidentified objects. As a rezult of its rough quartz sand

structure, sandstone is very zuited for grinding purposes, while smoother sandstones can be used

for polishing activities. Limestone had been used for a polishing stone and for a zemi. Limestone is

finely structured and rather soft, which makes it easy to be polished and zuitable for polishing

activities. Flint had been used for the manufacture of flakes, a flake core and a flake tool. Flint

consists of siliceous material, which produces sharp, concave flakes. It is easily worked. Flakes can

be used as tools that serve a range of different purposes, such as cutting scraping drilling and

puncturing activities. The material is very durable and easily resharpened. Other raw materials had

beenused in minor percentages.

Due to the small sample studie{ not much information on manufacture technology could be

acquired. The Petite Rivière lithic assemblage can be considered as poor. For examplg the flake

technique does not seem to have been very elaborate. From the Suazoid Macabou site on

Martiniqug a more advanced technology was reported. It had been used to flake cores with a free-

hand and better controlled percussion (Allaire 1985:309). The flaking technology is rather similar to

the one that was distinguished at the pre.Ceramic sites of Norman Est¿te-l and -2 on St. Martin

(Knippenberg 1995:105). The aim oftlis flaking technology was to produce flakes which could be

randomly used as "tools in a non-systematic, non-preferential manner"as. The other tools had not

been worked precisely either. They had only been roughly formed. The zemis are the most carefully

smoothed and finished artefacts. Since the manufacture technique of the stone tools is not very

48 Bartone R.N. and J.G. Croclc, 1993, Flaked stone industry at the earþ Saladoid Trants site,
Montserrat, lVest Indies. In: Prodings of the Fourteenth International Congress for Caribbean
Archaeology.
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elaborate, and suitable raw materials abundantly occur in the immediate surroundings of the sitg

the artefacts can be expected to have been disposed ofafter short-term use.

The PCIite Riviere tool types and their marnrfacturing technologies are coilrmon from most

excavations that provide stone tools. Similar axe-forms (although finished axes have not bee,n found

at the Petite Riviere site), polishing-rubbing- and grinding instnrments have been found at pre-

Colurnbian sites on Ba¡bados. Locally available sandstones had been used here since ha¡d volcanic

rock does not occur naturally on Bæbados @rewett 1991). The lithic technology for Ceramic sites

in the Caribbean is known to be not very elaborate (de Waal in press), but the lithic assemblage of
the Petite Rivière site seerns to be even more poor than thât of other Ceramic sites.

ØUnidentilied

N Quartsite

ffiGranite

þi Quartz

ffi Ra¿iotite

ffiDiorite

Esandstone

N rt¡nt

E Basalt

WPumice

I Limestone

0 ABCDEFGH IJKL
A: waterworn pebble. B: grinding Eton€. C: pebble. D: rubbing stonê. E: bead. F: polishing stonê.
G: zemi. H: preform. l: flake. J: flaked core. K: llaketool. L: unidentified

Figure 55. R¿w materials usedfor Fetite Rivière stone artefacts
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Table 24. Raw materials used for the manufacture of Petite Rivière stone artefacts.
A: waterworn pebble

B: grinding stone
C;pebble
D: rubbing stone
E:polishing stone
F: preform
G:flake
H: flaked core
I: flake tool
J: bead
K: zemi
L: unidentified
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1
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2
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Figure 56. Petite Rivière stone artefacts: A basaltwaterwom pdoble with hammering use-weâr (scale l:2); B. basalt
grinding stone (scale 1:4)
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Figure 58. PetiteRivière stone arteftcts (scale 1:1): A preform ofa quaûit€ axe; B. preformof aquarØ bead
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(:
Figure 57. Petite Rivière stone art€facts (scalq"l?, except C. scale 1:l): A flint flaked core; B. flint fla*es; C. bead of

an unidentified rockqpe; D. zemis of sandstone (left) and limesüone (right)
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C

B
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4.4 SHELL FOOD REMAINS AI\TD ARTEFACTS

4.4.1 Introduction

Shellfish has been a major foodsource for coastal pre-Columbian Amerindians and shells were also

often used as raw material for the manufacture of tools and ornaments. At many pre-Columbian

sites, the debris of the shellfish consumed has formed a shell-midden. At Petite Rivière shellfish

constitutes an important part ofthe excavated material.

4.4.2 Provenance of the shell food remains and artefacts

The analysed shell food remains were all found during the 1995 fieldwork. Those found in 1934

have not been included in the analysis, as it was not certain that all the shell fragments had been

collected. Moreover, no great differences were expected between the 1984 and 1995 material. The

studied shell artefacts were found during both the 1984 and 1995 campaigns. This was done

because hardly any shell artefacts were found during the 1995 campaigr¡ and becar¡se they can be

expected to h¿ve been collected more accurately than the shell food remains in 1984. The shell

material was found uniquely in the upper layer of the units. The shell material was recovered by

sieving over 2.8 mm and 2.0 mm mesh sieves, but only the food remains left over after siwing over

5.6 mm mesh sieves were analysed. The artefaøs also include material from the 2.8 and 2.0 mm

sieves.

Atotal of33,665 gofshellfoodremainswasstudied. Oftheunitsexcavatedin 1995,units 1,

4, Ll,12, and 13 provided most of the shell food remains, represe,lrting respectively 12.5yo,13.3o/o,

19.84/0, ll.\ya, and l5.0Yo of the total sample (table 25'¡. T\e remaining units provided minor

perc,entages. Unit L0 Q.4Yo) was located in a rather dense find concentr¿tion but it produced

almost as few shell remains as did unit 2 (7.S%),which was more removed from this concentration.
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umt total

weht (e)
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3.0
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I

9
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0

8

1t4
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0.0

û.6

8.2

1.0

13.0

26.3

16.1

7.5
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568

173

4127

-)

80

ll8

378

476

3869

1557

1816

12.1

3.8

t.2

27.6

0.0

0.5

0.8

2.5

3.2

25.8

10.4

12.1

2398

1904

I 148

1501

65

926

1008

1091

1864

2453

2216

3 163

lz.2

9.7

5.8

7.6

0.3

4.7

5.1

5.5

9.4

t2.4

11.3

16.0

total 33665 100.0 l39l 100.0 14982 100.0 19737 100.0

Table 25. Weights (g) and percentages of Petite Rivière shell food remains in totals, complete shells,
individualsae, and fragments per unit

In order to determine the degree offragmentation ofthe material, the counts and the percentages of
the complete shells r€presentd per unit should be regarded (table 26). These data demonstrate that

25.Ayo of the complete shells was found in unit 4, and that units ll, 12, and 13 produced

respectively 12.5yo,72.2yo, and 18.3%. These units also contain the largest numbers of individuals,

l5.1yo, l3.8yo, ll.7yo, and l1.V/a respectively. The other units consisted of more fragmented

material. Due to great differences in weight between shell species, large and heavy species, such as

Cittarium pica and Strombus gigas, might be overrepresented. A more precise assessment of the

different species that contributed to the shellûsh component of the diet can be made through the

count of TWnimum l{umber of krdividuals' (MNI). This count combines the counts of complete

shells and individuals. The largest MM's were found in units 1,2,4, 10, 11, 12, and 13. Thus, units

1,2,4, ll,12, and 13 appear to rçresent the largest quantity and the best quality of shell remaing

whereas the remaining units are of minor importance.

49 Complete shells are not damaged at all, while individuals are not complete but still recognizable as an
individual, for inst¿nce when a complete -triii present.
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Table 26. Counts of complete shells, individu¿ls, and Minimum Numbers of Indiviú¡als (MNI) at petite
Rivière

4.4.3 Ãnalysis of the shell food remains

4.4.3.1 Introduction

The shell food remains were classified on a description form5ü and a mollusc reference collection.

The form lists 0g of the most common shellfish species in the Caribbeaq including 52 gastropods,

13 bivalveg three chiton specieg and one landsnail species. The complete shells, and the Minimum
Numbers of Individuals', were counted and weighed per species. Finally, the weight of the

fragments and t}re total weight was recorded per species.

The form was made by A. Broltce and R. Jansen in order to standardize the description of the shell
food remains at the 1993 Hope Estðte excavations (St. Martin).
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I 1.8
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tot¿l 100.0 100.0296 762 1058 100.0
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4.4.3.2 Petite Rivière shell speciefl

A total of ûve major classes of shellfish occur in the Caribbean Sea" but only three of them were

represented in the Petite Rivière shell food remains (fig. 59, page 121;table 27, page 123). About

75Yo of the knor¡rn West Indian marine shells belong to the class of gastropod4 or snails, thæ live in

fresh water and on land. The members in this class have uzually single spiral shells. Many

gastropods have an operculurr¡ which is a horny or calcareous appendage with which the animal

can close the entrance of the shell.

The second class is formed by pelecypod4 or bivalveq that live in the sea and in fresh \ryater.

The shells of this class are composed of paired valves which are joined by a hinge at one end and

which can be closed by the mollusc. About 2AYa of the known West Indian shells belong to this

class.

The last class of shells which occurs among the shell food remains at Petite Riviere are

amphineur4 or chitons, which mainly occur in the intertidal zone. A chiton's shell consists of eight

interlocking V-shaped plates bound together by a leathery peripheral grdle. This class consists of
two distinct groups. One includes the familiar chitons, while the other includes a group of molluscs

without shells. Archaeologically, only the füst group is important.

Gastropodn

Most of the shell species found æ Petite Riviere belong to the class of the gastropodq in which

Cittwium pica (Limé 1758) is outnumbering atl the other species. A total of 200 MNI's were

counted (18.Y/o). Cittæium pica,with diameters ranging from 5 to 10 cn¡ is the most common of
the larger West Indian gastropods. It occurs in great numbers on and under rocks in intertidal areas,

usually exposed to the open sea. The very large specimens are sometimes found in deeper water.

The shell material of the Cittarium pica is hardly used for the fabrication of tools or ornaments,

because of its bladdery structure. The shells that are found in archaeological context are the left-

overs from food processing. Some of these shells, however, might also have been transported to

the site by hermit crabs (Taverne and Versteeg 1992).

An other species that occurs rather abundant at Petite Rivière is Tegula sp. Tegulø substriatais

present with 36 MNI (3.4olo), and Tegulø erccøvats (Lamarck 1822) is present with 113 MNI
(lO.7W. The total weight of this species, however, is rather modest due to the limited dimensions

of the shells. The shells measure only 2.5 cm. These limited dimensions make it questionable

whether the shells have been used as a food source. This is also the case with Neritø sp. It is also

possible that they were brought to the site on other shells. It should not be forgotterq however, that

Descriptions are based on Humfrey (1975:î7-25).
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the food value of several small shellfishes might be comparable to that of larger ones. They are not

thought to have been the major part of the shellfish component of the diet, but, as a rezult of their

easy collecting and their occurrence in large numbers, they might have made an important

supplement to the di*. Tegula excavafa is very coilrmon on and under rocks in the lower intertidal

areas. It prefers areas directly exposed to the open sea.

Nerita sp. is present with 143 MNI (13.5%).Tl,e shells have modest dimensions. Nerita

peloronto (Linné 1758) is about 2.5 to 3.8 cm long, Neritaversicolor (Gmelin l79l) about 2 ctrq

and Nerita tessellata (Gmelin 1791') about 1.2 to 2 cm. Nerirfl versicolor outnumbers the other

two species. Nerita tesselata only occurs with tvvo W{I. Nerita sp. are abundant on rocks just

above the high tide marþ and in rocþ areas exposed to the open sea. They are easy to collect

which renders them interesting to exploit. Probably, this characteristic can be applied on all the

small species that were found.

A total MNI of 126 (ll.gyù Ndilittorino tuberculata (Menke 1828) were found. The

dimensions of this species are also modest, about 1.2 to 1.9 cm long. It occurs on rocks just above

the tide mark.

Tectarius muricatus (Linné 1758) was found with an MNI of 76 (7.2W. Although its

dimensions are modest, about 1.9 to 2.5 snç it might have been important as it is one of the most

cofirmon and most accessible gastropods. It is abundant on rocks and trees from 0.3 to I m above

the high tide mark.

Only 16 MNI (1.5olo) af Strombus gtgqs (Linné 1758) could be identified. It is the largest

species that is uzually found, with a lengfh of about 12.7 to 31 cm. Thereforg it may have been a

very attractive food source. Nowadays, it is still extensively used as bait and food, and in some

areas it may be quite rare as a rezult of overexploitation. It seems plausible thåt the Amerindians

were able to find it in shallow waters close to the shore. According to Keegan (1982b:82), pre-

Columbian inhabitants might have had an inexhaustible zupply, especially since breeding and

spawning pairs are often found in water below ten meters. The habit¿t of the Strombus gigas is n
seagrass beds in shallow waters, normally about 0.3 ta 2 m. They can be found upto depths of 60

m. The snail can be obtained by making a hole in the shdl and cutting the attaching musclg or by

heating the shell and thus forcing the animal from its shell. The meat of Strombus gzgar is an

excellent source of proteirq and it can be prepared in several ways. It can be eaten raw or cooked

or it can be dried for future consumption (Keegan 1982b:82-84). It has been suggested that the

animals vr€re removed at the beacl¡ while the heavy shells were left on the coast, except for the

useful parts of the shell zuch as the lip (Taverne and Versteeg 1992:90'¡. Thereforg it might be

possible that Strombus gigøs food remains are underre,presented. At the Petite Rivière sitg

however, only a distance of a few meters h¿d to be made.
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Figure 59. West Indian shells: A gastro@ shell; B. bivalve sheil; C. chiûons (Afrer Humfrqy 1975)
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Most of the remaining gastropoda species are small and occur in modest quantities, their MNI's

making up less tl:rrnlYo ofthe total sample. This seems to point to an incidental collection of these

species. Among these are Fiswrella sp., Acmaea sp., Astrea sp., Planmis mrcleus @ruguière
1789), Cerithium litteratum (Born 1778), Strombus ranimus (Gmelin l79l), Cypraea sp., Cassls

flammea (Linné 1758), Cypraecassis testiculus (Linné 1758), Choronia variegata (Lamarck

1816), Tonns macalosa @illwyn l8l7), Purpura patula (Linné 1758), Thais rustica (Lamarck

1822), Pisarcia pusio (Linné 1758), Leucozonia ocellata (Gmelin 17910, Oliva reticularis

(Lamarck l8l l), Olivella sp., Comts nzs (Ilwass 1792), Littorirn sp., and Bursidø sp. They are

cornmon in the West Indies and easy to collect, most of them occuning on rocks exposed to the

open sea in intertidal zones.

Land snsils, occurring in the Petite Rivière sample with a total weight of 197 g (0.57o) were

probably attracted to the midden and not collected on purpose. Their use as food source seems

hiehlyunlikely.

Bivalves

Among the Petite Rivière shell food remaing only five bivalve species were found, narnely Arca

zebra (Swainson 1883), Codokia orbiøloris (Linné 1758), Telliruradiata (Linné 1758), Tellino

fæusta/Arcapagraføusta (Pulteney 1799), Lucirn sp., and Perigllpta listera/Antigorn listeri (Gray

1838). All these species were found in minor quantities. The numbers of these species are so small

that they probably did not contribute to the diet as an important food source. This might be

explained as a rezult of preferences within the food economy. Their lengths range between 5 to 10

cnr, thus their dimensions will not have been the reason for not having been collected intensively.

They occur abundantly and they are not difficult to collect either, as their habit¿ts are in shallow

water. Most of them prefer muddy or sandy Í¡reas, except for Arca zebra which is attached to

rocks.

Chitons

Chitons are abundant among the Petite Rivière shell food remains. A tot¿l of 253 MNI's Q4.lW
could be identified. Acanthopleura grarrulata (Gmelin 1791) Seatly outnumbers Chiton

tuberculatus (Linné 1758) andChitonmarmaratus (Gmelin l79l).Chiton sp. areverycommonin

the intertidal zone on and under rocks on rocþ coasts. Their lengths range between 5 to I cnr,

which renders them a satisfiable food source.
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197

33665

<0.1

0.6

<0.1

<0.1

<0.1

0.1

<0.1

<0.1

<û.1

<0.2

0.1

<0.1

<0.1

0.3

<0.1

<0.1

<0.1

0.4

û.1

6.0

0.5

100.0

I

10

1

2

4

12

0.1

1.0

0.1

0.2

0.4

1.1

36

15

202

0.1

0.3

0.1

3.4

0.1

0.2

0.1

3.4

t.4

19.3

I

J

I

36

1

)

1

1058 100.0

Table 27 . Total weight (g) and MNI represented per shell species at Petite Rivière

The shell species occur in the same order as they are on the description form
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4.4. 3. 3 Concluding remarks

In the preceding paragraphs" a proportional distribution was calculated by MM per species in order

to better understand the food economy. It may remain difrcult to draw final conclusions on the

exact percentual composition of the shellfish component of the diet, because part of the materiat

(e.9. Cittmium pica) nnght have been brought to the site by hermit crabs. Moreover, the sample is

limited. However, since these disadvantages can not be avoided for this study the percentages of
the various shellfish species are estimated on the basis of their MNI counts.

Regarding those percentages (fig. 60; table 28, page 125) it can be concluded that the main

part (23.q/o) of the Petite Riviere shell food remains consists of Chitons. Other major contributions

were made by Cittarium pica (189Y$, Tegula sp. (14.17o), Nerita sp. (13.5%o), Nodilittorina
tuberculaø (ll.V/o), and Tectwius muricatus (7.2Yù.Remarkably, Strombus gtsas was only

represented by 1.5%. Bivalves are also only a very minor component of the diet, although they are

also thought to have occurred in the immediate zurroundings ofthe site. These species can be easily

collected in the Petite Riviere bay near the site. Selection rÌmong shell food resources seerns to have

takor place, as the species that must have becn present in the zurroundings ofthe Petite Rivière site,

were not exploited with the same intension. The size of the shells does not seem to have been a

criterion for selection as small species a¡e rather abundant.

300

250

200

150

100

50

0 123456789

l.Cittarium pica. 2.Tegula sp, 3. Nerita sp, 4.Nodillitorina tuber-
culata. 5.Tectarius muricatus. 6. Strombus gigas. 7. Other
gastropods, 8. Bivalves. g,Chiton sp.

Figure 60. Petite Rivière shell food qpecies (MNt¡
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specles MNI %

Cittcrium pica

Tegula sp.

Neritasp.

Nod i litlorin q tubercu I ata

Tectarius muricatus

Snombus gigas

Other gastropods

Bivalves

Chiton sp.

200

t49

143

126

76

t6

90

5

253

18.9

14.l

13.5

I1.9

,7 ,,

1.5

8.5

0.5

23.9

Total 1058 100.0
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Table 28. Petite Rivière shellfish components

4.4.4 Analysis of the shell artef¡cts

4.4.4.1 Introduction

Artefacts made out of shell are found in most pre-Columbian sites in the Caribbean. Shell provides

a raw material that is very suited for the manufac'ture of tools and ornaments, because of the

hardness, smoothness and bear¡tiful colours of the material. Unforh¡nately, until now it has proved

to be difficult to make regional cultural and/or cluonological typologies for shell artefacts.

Thereforg most reports on prÈColumbian shell artefacts (e.g. van der Steen 1992; Jansen in press)

only describe the morphology and manufacturing technology of shell artefacts. The Petite Rivière

shell artefacts, their quantity being rather limited and their provenance being not completely clear,

can not contribute to the drafting of a regional shell typology either. Thereforg the objective of this

study is to provide a morphological description.
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4.4.4.2 Provenance of the shell artefacts

The artefacts were obtained during the 1984 and the 1995 excavations. The material fram the 1984

excavations was sieved on 5.0 mm mesh sieves, while the 1995 material was sieved on 2.0 and 2.8

mm mesh sieves. Although the 1995 excavations produced hardly any shell artefacts, the fine

sieving did provide some small beads that would have been lost by sieving on 5.0 mm mesh sieves.

The 1984 and 1995 excavations yielded 39 shell artefacts (table 29\. Many artefacts (30.S7o) had

been found on the zurface of the site. A tot¿l of ten artefacts Q5.6%) were found in unit F2, and

five artefacts (12.8%) were found in unit D2. Units C2,F,2,112, andl2, utd units 4, 12, and 13

provided minor numbers of shell artefacts.

Table 29. Petite Rivière shell ¿ræfacts per unit

4.4.4.3 Petite Rivière shell arte.þcts

Introduction

The Petite Rivière shell artefacts u/ere divided in tlree main categories, which will be described

below. These are the categories of shell tools (53.97o), sheil omaments (I2.8yù, and unidentiûed

objects (33.3%). They can be sub-divided in different artefact types (figs. 6l-64, table 3û). Most

common are axe-like tools (33.3 o/o), scrapers (l5.4Vo), and beads (10.20/ù. The remaining artefact

tlpes, such as pointed tools, fish hooks" and zemis were represented by one specimen per category

Q 6%)
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writ N % rxrit N %

surfaoe

C2

D2

E2

F2

r12

t2

1

5

1

l0

J

30.8

2.6

12.8

2.6

25.6

7.7

I2

4

t2

13

total

2

2

I

)

5.1

5.1

2.6

5.3

1û0.039
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4
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0

n Unidentified

NCittarium pica

t Cypraea zebra

WCypraea cinera

I Strombus gigas

1234567

l.Scrapers. 2,Axes. S.Pointed tool. 4.Fish
hook. 5.Beads. 6.Zemi. T.Unknown
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Figure 61. Petite Rivière shell ¿rtefacts

Table 30. Petite Rivière shell artefact categories

Shell tools

The 1984 excavations provided 13 axe-like artefacts (fr5. 62,page 129). They were all made out of
the lip af Strombus gtgas shell. This is a homogeneous material and the thickest portion of the shelt

and it is easy to collect and to shape. Axe-like artefacts can have various names, such as adzes,

celts, chisels, and celt hammers, which all imply different functions. For the Petite Rivière Strombus

gtgas toolg the general name of 'æres'has been chosen since no use-wear analysis has been carried

out. An axe is a tool with a cutting functioq and therefore it neds a sharp, and rounded edge. It is
hafted in such a way that its edge is parallel to the shaft (van der Steen 1992:100). For the Petite

Rivière æ(es, some morphological differences can be distinguished. It is not clear whether those

morphological differences can be ætributed to fi¡nctional differences. One morphological group of

artefaot type N o//4, artefact type N i//o

scrapers

axes

pointed tool

flrsh hook

6 t5.4

33.3

2.6

2.6

l3

I

I

beads

zemi

unknown

total

4

1

t3

39

10.2

2.6

100.0

t27
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five axes is characterized by their heavy and wide appearance, and by their rounded tops and butts.

Only fwo of them were complete. In averagg the dimeruions of the complete axes are

125x54.5x17 mm. Their average weight is 197 g. They have been worked preciselg their edges are

thin and smoothed, and their surfaces have been heavily polished. They might have been used as

cutting and chopping tools. Use-wear, in fine and long striations perpendicular to the working edge

is present. No hafting wear could be found. An other goup of three axes is characterized by the

long and small appearance ofthe anes, and their small and rounded tops and butts. One ofthem had

been left unfinished. Their lengths range between 140 and 168 mrn, their widths between 47 and 52

mnl and their thicknesses betweeri 20 and22 mm. Their weights are between 2A4 g and252 g. The

working edges of the two finished æ<es had been made thin and sharp, and the zurfaces and edges

had been smoothed and polished. The edges of the unfinished specimen had been left thick and

i.egular, and its zurfaces were not smoothed and polished either. They may have been used as

chisels. No use-wear or hafting wear could be found. The last category includes three axes that

have a more or less rectangular working dge. Two of them are complete. One has a small and

rounded top, while the other has a more or less rectangular top. Their average dimensions are

127.5x47 .5x20.5 mm and their average weight is 2L2 g. Those artefacts have also been precisely

worked and finished. The shape ofthe Ð(es suggests that theywere probably hafted. The damage at

the working edges might have rezultd from cutting activities. Finatly, two unfinished specimens

were found. They have been cut out of the lip of the shelt without being formed into their final

shape. These specimens are rather healy, weighing 396 and 272 g respectively. Their average

dimensions are 153x62x29 mm and their average weight is 334 g. Their zurfaces are rough and

bladdery. Their functions can not be identiûed. Similar a¡ces have been found at Chatham Nfidden

on the Grenadines (Sutty 1978:fig. 8), at the Golden Rock site on St. Eustatius (van der Steen

lÐZ:frg.63), at the Hope Estate site on St. Martin (Jansen in press) and at pre-columbian sites on

Barbados (Carh¡rigtrt l99I).
Atotal of six scrapers v/ere found (fig. 63q page t3û). Their lengths range from 37 to 7l mrn,

theirwidths fromZ2to 42mw and their thicknesses ûom 2 to 17 mm. Their weights are between

I and26 g. Three very thin and finely worked specimens were made out of CTpraea zebra she[ by

cutting the shell along its length and removing the inner whorl. Their edges h¿ve been rounded,

smoothed, and polished. Slight use-wear is exhibited on the edges of trvo of them. An other scraper

has been roughly formed out of an unidentiûed shell species. The two other scrapers were ilade out

of Strombus gtgas shell. One is a thick spoon-like artefact, of which the edges have been carefi.rlly

rounded and smoothed. The other one is a thin and ûnely worked specimen. Its edges and surfaces

have been smoothed and polished. Use-wear is present on the cutting edge. At the Golden Rock

site on St. Eust¿tius, Cltpraea zebra súTapers vi€,re the most commonly found artefacts (van der

Steen 1992:95). They have also been recorded for sites on Guadeloupe (Clerc 1974:frgs.D5Ð25),
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and for the Hope Estate site on St. Martin (Jansen in press). Van der Steen (1992:95-96) zuggests

that they might have been used to scrape organic soft material.

..¡ 2

"irr' '( -fl
.t!¡ r

.'i'tt t
'.1 r'!. ¡'l
.:'¡r'

Figure 62. ktite Rivière shell artefacts: Strombus gigas axe (rcale l:1)

The 1984 excavations provided also a pointed tool made out of Strombus St4as (fr9.63b, page

130), and a hook of Cittarium pica (frç.63c, page 130). The pointed tool had been carved out and

polished. Its dimensions are 47x8x5 mr4 and its weight is 4 g. It might have funøioned as a

puncturing or drilling tool. The hook had been carved out of a coÍpact piece of Cittarium pica,

where the bladdery structure, that is characteristic for this shell species, \ilas absent. Its dimensions

are 32>tx7 mnl and its weight is 4 g. It might have functioned as a fishing hooþ or as an

instrument to remove shellfish from their shells.
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A

C

B a

Figure 63. Petite Rivière shell artefac$: A. Strombus g?gds scrapers;B. Stombus gigas pointed ûool; C. Cittarium pica
hook (scale 1:l)
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Shell ornaments

The fine sieving procedures ofthe 1995 excavations provided four beads (frg. 64a, page 133).

No pendants or tinklers were found. Beads have been defined by van der Steen (1992:96) as

"discoidal or cylindrical objects with a hole in the middle and meant to be threaded on a
string". A total of three thin, flat and rounded beads were found. Two of them were small,

with an average diameter of 4.5 Írm, an average thickness of 1.3 mm, and an average

perforation diameter of 1.6 mm. The holes are perfectly round and must have been made by
puncturing a preformed and smoothed shell circle with a thin and sharp tool. The other

rounded bead, of which only half was found, has a diameter of 13 nutL a thickness of 4.3 mm

and a perforation of 3 mm. This specimen has been decorated with incisions on the sides. Also

half of a rectangular bead was found. It measures 9x7x4 mm. The hole in the middle is
irregular. At one side it is 4 mm wide, and at the other side 2 mm. Probably all the beads were

made out of Strombus gigas shell. The manufacturing of shell beads could be reconstructed at

the pre-Columbian Governor's Beach Site on the island of Grand Turk, Turks and Caicos

Islands. This site appears to be a short-term manufacturing centre for disc beads from Chama

sardø and Strombus gigas. Similar beads were produced in an experiment. First, the shells

were reduced into roundish bead blanks with a pressure flaking technique, with a Strombus

gtgas collumella. Then, the two sides of the curved valve were abraded into a flat, smooth disc

in an abrasive medium, such as a slurry of sand and water, on a flat, water retentive surface.

The polished disc is then perforated with pump drills or bow drills, with chert drill bits. Finally,

it may be polished (Carlson 1995). The presence of beads shows that shell artefacts played a

role in personal decoration and ornament. Similar beads were also reported from sites on

Guadeloupe (Clerc 1974.frg. Dl7), the Golden Rock site on St. Eustatius (van der Steen

1992.frg. 73), the Silver Sands site on Barbados (Cartwright 1991":116) and from the Hope

Estate site on St. Martin (Jansen in press).

During the 1984 excavations, a small zemi was found, that had been carved out of
Strombus gtgas shell (fig. 64b, page 133). Its dimensions are 3}x22xl5 mm and its weight is

l0 g. It had been polished, especially at the edges. No carvings were made on the surfaces of
the zemi. It has a slightly concave base.
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Unlcnown shell objects

A total of 13 shell artefacts with an unknown function were found. Among them was a complete

Cypraea cinera shell, with a small incision. Similar objects, but with their complete tops removed,

have been reported for sites on Gradeloupe (Clerc 1974), for Ile des Cailles on the Grenadines

(Sutty 1978:fig. 4), and for the Golden Rock site on St. Eustatius (van der Steen 1992:99). Van der

Steen (1992) considers them to be tinklers. Also unide,ntified are three knobbed objects from

Strombus gtgos.They are triangula¡, with rounded edges and one knob. Similar objects, but with

two knobs, have been reported from the Hope Estate site on St. Martin (Jansør in press), and at

Chatham midden on the Grenadines (Sutty 1978:fig. 8). Among the unidentified artefacts were also

two long small, and polished objects from Strombus gigøs. One of them (fig. &c, page 133) is

broken. It has been shaped so that it can be hold easiþ in the hand.

4.4.4.4 Concluding remarks

Only a few shell artefacts were found at Petite Riviere. They include Ð(es, scrapers, a pointed tool,

a possible fish hooþ beads, az,em\ and unidentified objects. Their manufacture technology can be

described as accuratg with attention being paid to functional requirements and aesthetic standards.

The manufacturing of the beads, for example, demonstrates that very precise and fine working

techniques were employed. Although the beads are very sma[ they have been made symm*rically,

the sides have been rounded and smoothed. One specimen had even been decorated.

Most of the shell artefacts (84.67o) were made ottt of Stromhus gigas (table 3l). The hardness,

the homogeneity, and the beautifr¡l appearance of this material make it zuited for both the

manufacture oftools and ornaments. Atotal ofthree Q 6Vù scrapers, however, were made out of
Clpraea zebra. This is a thin shell which zuits scraping purposes. Cltpraea ciræra and Cittøium
pica we.re re,presented by only one object. These species could probably easily be collected in the

Petite Riviere bay, near the site. They provided all the functional and aesthetic characteristics that

were required forthe manufacturing oftools and ornaments.

strell species N % shell species N %

Strombus gigas

Cypraea cinera

Cypraea zebra

J5

1

J

84.6

2.6

7.6

Cittarium pica

Unidentified

Total

I 2,6

2.6

100.0

1

39

Table 31. Shell species used for Petite Rivière afefacts
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Figure 64. Petite Rivière shell artdacts: A- Strombus gzþas beads except smallest beads scale l:6); B.

Strombus gigas zemi (scale l:l); C. Strombus gigas unidentiñed
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4.5 CORAL TRAGMENTS AND ARTEFACTSs3

4.5.1 Introduction

Corals consist of a wide variety of animals. They include stinging or fire corals, soft corals, and

stony corals. Stony corals consist of more than 6,000 marine species which are normally attached

or non-moving and which have a similar basic structure, the poþ-form. They are the main reef

builders and the most familiar corals. During life stony corals are covered with a thin layer of tissue

that may have any colour, but coral skeletons from archaeological context are white (Steenvoorden

1992:120-721). Coral growth is mainly restricted to sheltered cliffs and cobbly sea-floors, the

leeside of boulderg and to some locations where the bedrock lacks a sandy or muddy cover (Roos

l97l:14). Most Windward Islands are characterized by a similar, scattered coral growth.

Coral fragmørts are found in most archaeological sites, especially in coastal ones.

Unforhrnately, only a few reports exist on coral ûagments found in excavations. Methods for
cleaning and conservation of corals from archaeological contexts are described by Sipe et al.

(1980). A detailed description of the corals of the Golden Rock site on St. Eustatius was made by

Steenvoorden (1992).It is often difficult to determine whether fragments are from archaeological

context or not, as they might have been blown to the land during storms. In some cases, however,

coral fragments in archaeologicat context show working traces and/or use-wear. In this perspectivg

corals might be informative on pre-Columbian technology and on the use and/or exploitation of the

environment.

4.5.2 Provenance of the coral fragments and artefacts

The analysed coral fragments were found during the 1995 fieldwork. The fragments were

recovered by 2.8 mm and 2.0 mm sieving, but only those fragments left over after 5.6 mm sieving

were used in the analysis. In all the units, the fragments were found uniquely in the upper layer. Of
the 1995 units, units 1l and 13 appeared to have produced the larges quantity of coral in weight,

respectively 20.4yo md24.5o/o ofthe total sample represented (fig. 65, table32).

53 Based on Roos (1971) and Steenvoorden (1992).
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Figure 65. Petite Rivière æral per unit

Table 32. Petite Rivière coral per unit

4.5.3 Analysis of the coral fragments and artefacts

Atotal of 3522 g of coral was analysed. Seven stony coral species were represented (fig. 66, t¿ble

33). The predominant coral specieswereAcrapora palmata (50.8olù Siderastrea siderea (18.3%),

and Acropora centicornis (14 ú/o). Other species, such as Montrastres c(Nernoffi, Porites sp.,

Meanfuina meandrites, and Colpophylla rrotans,were represented by minor percentages.

unit weieht (g) i/70 unit weight (g) %

1

2

3

4

6

7

I

115

207

105

480

10

72

275

J.-t

5.9

3.0

13.6

0.3

2.0

7.8

9

10

11

12

13

total

191

320

719

165

863

3522

5.4

9.1

24.4

4.7

24.5

100.0
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l.Acropora csrvicornis. 2.Acropora palmâta. 3.Porites por¡tes. 4.Colpophylla natans
5.Siderast¡ea siderêâ. 6.Montràstrêa cavernosa. T.Meandrlna mêandrites. S.Unident.

I
Figure 66. Petite Rivière coral species

Table 33. Petite Rivière coral species

A total of l0l fragments (6ßa/ù are tools. They show working traces or usÞwear. No decorative

or non-utility objects were encountered. The artefacts will be shortly described per coral species

(figs. 67-69, table 34).

cotal species weight (g) î/
70 coral species weight(g) %

Acropora cen¡icornis

Acropora palmøta

Porites sp.

Colpoplrylla ftatans

Siderastrea siderea

493

1788

255

l0

644

14.0

50.8

7.2

0.3

18.3

Monfuastrea copernôsa

Unidentifred

Meandrina meandrites

total

295

I7

20

3522

8.3

0.5

0.6

100.0
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4. 5. 3. I Acropora cervicornis

Acropora cervicornis is a commonly occurring coral species in the Cæibbean. It has small

branches, that are circular in cross sectiorl with very rough surfaces. The colour of a living colony
ranges from light greyish to yellowish-brown. They occur well below the zurface but not deeper

than 10 m. Their natural habitat is in shallow water in quiet bays and at the lee sides of islands,

where they occur on sandy bottoms. They often occur in clusters of considerable size. They are

generally not found in inner bays. (Roos 197 l:53-55; Steenvoorden 1992124).

Acropora cervicornis artefacts are rather well represented with 37 specimens (36.6%). Their

length ranges from I to 70 mrn" their width from 6 to 18 mn, their thickness from 5 to 17 mrq and

their weight from 1 to 60 g. The limited dimensions can be orplained as a reslt of the high

breaking ratg which is caused by the long thin" and therefore vulnerable form ofthe branches.

On the basis of use-wear, alTAcropora cervicornis artefacts are considered to have been used

as rasps. This use-wear consists of a flattening and smoothing of the naturally rough zurfaces of the

branches. This is caused by rubbing and rasping other substances. Acropora cervicornis provides

usefirl rasps by its natural shape. Stee,nvoorde,n (1992:125) suggests that their use rnay have beeri to

"rasp cassav4 and to file or to polish wood shell, and bone". The Petite Riviàe fragments seem to
have been used predominantþ for rubbing a flat zurface, which renrlted in a flattened side over the

total length of the tool. Their use is different fron¡ for example, the Acropora cervicornis

fragments from the Golden Rock site on St. Eustatius, where the points of the fragments were

mainly used as is evidenced by their worn down, sharpened ends (Steenvoorden 1992:125-127).

The fragments m¿y also have been used for rubbing natural pigments. Steenvoorden (1992:127)

even reports their use in the pottery manufacturing process, based on the finds of black volcanic

sand, quartz, and chamotte in the pores of some of the Golden Rock artefacts. Unbrtunately, no

zurface residues were found on the Petite Riviere specimens.

Some rough fragments also appear According to Steenvoordæ(1992:125) this zuggests that

they were harvested from the ree{, which is their natural sourcÆ. The branches might have been

taken complete to the sþ where they were subdivided in smaller fragments. The straight and thin

fragments seem to have been selected. The useless fragments must have been discarded although

they do not occur frequentþ in the sample. However, the possibility should not be excluded that

fragments have been used that were naturally washed to the beach. These fragments may have been

rather smoothod as arezult ofwave-action.
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4. 5. 3. 2 Acropora palmata

Acropora palmata occurs in encrusting or branched colonies often together with Acropora

cervicornis. Its branches are usually thick and horizontally flattened or frondlike plates, ttnrt ne
sometimes turbinate. This coral is very common in the Caribbean, as it is thought to be the most

adaptive to prevailing water-movements. In very shallow water or in heavy zurf it may be

encrusting and in calm water it spreads its thicþ flattened branches into all directions. It does not

occur in inner bays. This coral species is easy to be collected ftom its natural habitat. Its hardness

and rough surface, which is comparable to the zurface of Acropora cervicomis, make it well suited

for use as a grinder (Roos t97l:55-56; Steenvoorden 1992:121-122).

With 52 artefacts (51.5W, Acropora palmata is the predominant coral species at the Petite

Riviere site. The dimensions of the worked or used fragments range Aom 13 to 84 mm lengtt¡ l0
to 90 mm widtb 8 to 45 mm thicþ and the weight ranges from2 to 200 g. Many fragments are

small, which suggests that many of the artefacts had been broken. The 52 Acropora palmata

artefacts had been used as grinders. This is dernonstrated by the use-wear on the specimens, that

consists of flattened and smoothed parts on the branches. [n most cases the fragments were too

small to distinguish the sort of grinder represented. A total of three fragments are thought to

represent metates, and three others are thought to have served as manos. It was possible for only

€rght Acropora palmata specimens to study the way they had been worked, due to the

Aagmentation of the material. First, the rough form of the artefact had been cut, and afterwards the

sharp and rough edges were rounded and smoothed. Tllre Acropora palmata artefasts may have

been used in the gtnding of for example fibres, vegetal foods, and n¿tural pigmentq although no

residues were found onthe nrfaces.
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Figure 67. Petite Rivière cnrals'. A- Acropora cervicornis,B. Acropora palmata (AfterRoos 1971)
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4.5. 3.3 Porites species

Porites corals grow in massivg encrusting, or branching shapes (Steenvoorden 1992:T28), and

they are common at depths less than 25 m. Most living Pofites colonies are white or grey (Roos

1971:59-60).

Only five (5 V/o) Forites artefacts were found. They probably belong to the Porrtes porites

species. Porites corals have a fine and soft text¡¡re. Thereforg they are easy to worh and they can

be used for fine grnding or polishing activities. They show more use-wear than other coral species.

As a result of soft ginding or polishing activitieg e.g. on wood, bone or shell as proposed by

Steenvoorden(1992:129), polished edges are created. Atotal ofthree specimens can be interpreted

as soft gnnding or polishing tools, on the basis of this use-\¡/ear. The function and use of the

remaining two specimens remains unknowrl as their dimensions are too limited. The worked or

used fragments are between 18 to 88 mm long, 14 to ó5 mm widtb l0 to 25 mm thicþ and their

weights range from 3 to I l0 g. The Poriøs artefacts were probably only roughly shaped.

4. 5. 3.4 Siderastrea siderea

SidBrsastrea siderea occr¡rs in inner bays and the open seq but not on muddy bottoms, nor near the

v/ater surface. It is common at approximateþ l0 m. In shallow waters the coral may be encrusting

but more often hemisphøical masses are encountered. The colour of the living colony is mostly

light reddish brown (Roos 197l:63-64} The fine structure of this species allows soft grinding or

polishing functions.

A total of six (5.9%) Siderastrea siderea artefac{s were found. Five of them are thought to

have been used as a grinder, on the basis of their use-wear. One other specimen is too fragmented

to study its use and function. The lengths of the used fragments range from 15 to 85 mrn, the

widths from 13 to 55 mn¡ their thicknesses from 5 to 38 mnl and their weights from 3 to 103 g.

4. 5. 3. 5 Meandrina meandrites

Meanùirm mean*ites occurs at the lee sides of islands. It does not occur in landJocked bays, and

it is not found dæper than 25 m. Meandroid colonies are mostly spherical or hemispherical. The

colours of the living colonies vary from yellow to browr¡ while white tent¿cles e4pand at night

(Roos 197l:76).

Only one (1.0%) worked or used fragment of Meanùina meandrites was encountered. It was

probably used as a grinder. Its dimensions are 31rJ,8x20 mm. Its weight is 20 g.
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¡

Figure 68. Fetite Rivière corals: A Porites porites; B. Siderastrea siderea; C. Meandrina Meandrites (After Roos
re71)
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Figure 69. Petite Rivière art€fact typs6 per coral species

Table 34. Petite Rivière coral species and their art€facts
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4.5.4 Concluding remarks

Regarding the species represented by a site's coral artefacts, it should be possiblg not regarding the

limited size of the sample, to identify what zones around the island were exploited, and whether

there was an emphasis on specific zones or on specific coral species. It must be zupposed then that

natural conditions allow the same circumstances as in pr+Columbian times, and that the coral

species used originate from the immediate environs ofthe island.

The emphasis in the use of corals was probably onAcropora palmata (5I.5%), and Acropora

cervicornis Q6.6%). The other species, Porites sp, Siderastrea siderea, and Meqn*ina
meanùites are represented by minor percentages. Acropora palmata and Acropora cervicornis

may be considered to be the dominant corals in almost all reeß (Milliman 1973:14-15). For most

pre-Columbian sites in the CaribbearL Acrapora cervicornis, Acropora palmata, and Porites sp. are

the most conrmon species reported (Steenvoorden 1992:137). The species found at Petite Rivière

are widely occuffing throughout the Caribbean. The natural conditions in which they flourish have

some similarities. In general, corals are greatly influenced by light Therefore, corals are often

restricted to clear waters and to the uppermost parts of the seas and oceans @oos 1971:93). The

Petite Rivière corals are all occuning in shallow waters. The waters near the coastline at the lee side

ofl-a Désirade are not very deep. Thus, coral growth will not be limited because of the light. lVater

movements also effect coral growth (Roos 1971:95). Only Acropora palmata resists strong water

movements. At the north coast of the island, extensive coral growth can hardly be expected. The

lee side of the island is protected from strong water movements by extended reefs, where corals

flourish. Those reeß protect the bay of Grande Anse, and the complete south coast extending from

Le Désert, via Le Soufleur, towards Anse Petite Rivière. Anse Petite Rivière itself is one of the

most protectd and shallow bays on the island. The corals found at the site may have their origins

here. Acropora cervicomis, Meanfuim meanùites, and Porites sp might occur on the bay side of
the reef, where sandy bottoms can be found. Siderwstrea sidereq might oc,cr¡r on both sides of the

reef as long as it is not on muddy bottomg nor near the water surface. Acropora palmata might be

also found on both sides of the reef, as long as the water is less than I m deep. For this species

however, it is to be expected that the bay side of the reef has been e4ploited more easiþ then the

ocean side ofthe reef

Thus, the pre-Columbian inhabitants of the Petite Rivière site seem to have focused on the

exploitation and use of corals that could easily be used as tools, as a result of their physical

characteristics and which could easiþ be acquired as a result of their accessible habitats near the

site.
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4.6 FAUNAL REMAINSs4

4.6.1 Introduction

The excavations of the Petite Rivière site provided several vertebrate and invertebrate faunal

remains. A sample of this material was selected and zubjected to zooarchaeological analyses. This

sample was sent to Cayenne (French Guyana) where it was studied by S. Groua¡dss. In the present

study, a provisional report on these faunat remains is presented. A more detailed study of the Petite

Riviere faunat remains will be published in a Ph.D thesis at the University of Paris I (Grouard in
press). It ìÃ/ill be tried to get an idea of what animals occurred in the food economy, of what

habitats were exploited and ifhunting specialisation could be distinguished.

4.6.2 Provenance of the faunal remains

The 1995 Petite Rivière units provided a total of l2l7 g faunal remains (table 35). The largest

quantities were found in units 4 (l8.5yo),12 (19.4%), and 13 (18.3%). Smaller, but srill significant

quantities were found in units 3 (8.0olù l0 (10.3%), and 1I (ll.g\. The remaining units were

represented by minor percentages. It is remarkable that faunal remains were also found in levels 2

and 3, especially in unit 4 where level 2 contained 17.3% of the faunal remains. This was not the

case for the other material categories. This may be explained as a result of post-depositional

processes. Due to their limited size and weight, faunal remains are easiþ transported through

different levels by movements of animals, water or by trampling.

The 1995 units were wet-sieved over 2.8 mm mesh sieves, except for unit 4 that was wet-

siwed over 2.0 mm mesh sieves. Afterwardg they were sieved over 5.ó mm siwes and sorted out

in the laboratories of Leiden Universþ. A sample was chose4 including the faunat remains from

the 2.0 mm sieve residue ofunit 4 and from the 5.6 mm sieve residue of unit 12.

Petite Rivière shell and coral remains were described in the previous paragraphs.
Direction Régionale des Affaires Culturelles, Cayenne (French Guyana).
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8
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9

9
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I

2

1

2

1

)

I

)

I

2

1

11

<1

51

<l

116

l0

125

2l

235

<l

228

1217

0.9

<0.1

4.2

0.1

9.5

0.8

10.2

1.7

19.3

<0.1

18.3

100.0

Table 35. Petite Rivière faunal remains from the 1995 units

4.ó.3 Analysis of the faunal remains

Unfortunateþ only a part of the results of the analyses r¡ras sert in time to the Netherlands to be

included in this study. Moreover, no MNI counts could be attained as the information concerning

the species represented in the sample was not detailed enough. Probably, the dimensions of the

1995 units \ilere also too limited for reasonable MNI counts. The fauna represented in the sample

could only be deduced to the level of the family (Grouard personal communication 1996).

Therefore, only a zuperficial image can be presented here on the faunal families that are represented

in the part of the sample analysed. The results of the analyses are re,presented in table 3656. The

numbers of fragments per famfy have been used as the only possibility to come to a simpliûed

frequency distribution as no MNfs rilere counted and weiglrts were not obtained for all the families

represented. Unfortunately, the number of fragments per family is not very informative becar¡se of
ditrerential presenration. Bones of large animals survive better than those of small ones, some

animals have more teeth and bones than others, and the degree of Êagmentation varies with the

species (Renfrew and Bahn 1991:25A). On the basis of these v€ry limited rezults it will be tried to
come to some general insights in the fa¡¡nal assemblage represented at the Petite Rivière site.

56 A more d€tailed table is presented in appendix 2.
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The vertebrate remains of the Petite Riviere faunat assemblage include mammals, birds, reptiles, and

fish57. Atotal of 3.}Yoofthe fragments could be assigned to mammals. Among these, only rodents

could be identified, e.g Oryzomyini sp. or rice rat (1.2%). A totat of l.AYo of rodent fragments

could not be identified and0.4%;o belonged to unidentified mammals.

Birds might have been exploited for their feathers rather than their meat, depending of the

species involved. They might also have been brought to the site by animat predators or they might

have inhabited the site and its environs (Renfrew and Bahn l99l:258). Finds of bird remains are

relatively scarce in prehistoric sites (Wrng and Reitz 1982:20). At the Petite Rivière sitg birds were

only representedby Z.lYo of the total sample. The main part ofthese could not be identified. A very

small group could be assigned to Passeriformes. This is a very large family, of which 75Yo of the

species can not be identified. A minor percentage belonged to Columbidae. This is the family of
pigeons and doves. Their species could not be fi¡rther identified.

Reptiles \¡/ere represented by l.4Yo of the sample. The main part of these belonged to
Chelonüdae, which are sea turtles, and Polychridag which are lizards. For these families, the

species could not be identified in more detail. Sea turtles are present at almost every archaeological

site (Wing and Reiø 1982:2A). They can be caught from march until july when the females lay their

eggs on beaches at night. Iguana iguøn is only represented by 0.2Yo ofthe total sample.

The main part of the faunal remains consists of fish (81.2Ws8, most of which could not be

identified Q8.5%). The identified fish are predominantþ perch-like (40.9/o), including several

families that can not further be identified. Other fish are Carcharhinidae (sharks), Myliobatidae

(rays), Holocentridae, Serranidag Lutjanidae, Flaemulidae, Sparidae, Scaridae, Albulidag

Sphyraenidae, Acanthuridag Balistidag and Scombridae. These occltr in minor percentages.

- Albdidae (Albula wlrys), or bonefislr, occur on sand or mud flats in shallow bays, lagoons

and mangroves. When they are not feeding they may be observd on coral rubble flats between

shallow patch reeß or in passes between fringe reeß.

- Holocentridae (Holocentrus sp.), or squinelfis[ are noctumal coral reef fish with moderate

sizes andwith pre-dominantþ red colours. They feed on invertebrates.

- The family of Serranidae (groupers) is important and diverse. The sizes of these species vary

considerably. They are solitary carnivores that live in coral reeß.

- Lutjanidae (Lutjarrus sp.), or snappers, are fish with a moderate size. They live near coasts and

reeß but many ofthem can be found at considerable depth, rangrng between 90 and 360 m.

- Snappers are noctumal predators that fd on cruståceans and small fish. Some of its sorts tend

to be solitary, others often congregate.

It may be remarked that some of the bone fragments were burnt (table 36). This was mainly the case
for ñsh. No burnt fragments betonging to invertebrates were found.
The weights offishes have not been calculated.
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- Haemulidae (grunts) a¡e fish with a moderate size. Young individuals are often found on

marine bottoms, where they eat plankton. Most individuals gather during the day near shelters.

At night, they disperse in order to feed at extended sandy bottoms or bottoms covered with

seaweed. They congregate during the day in the shadows of reeß. At night, the nocturnal

feeders scavenge the sand flats and grass beds near reeß for crust¿ceans.

- Sparidae (porgies) are large fish species, most of which occur in tempered zones. They are

carnivores that eat invertebrates. Poryies are solitary, and they occr¡r close to bottoms where

they feed on shellfish and crabs.

- Sca¡idae þarrotûsh) are fish with moderate lengths. They are herbivores that eat algae on

rocks and dead corals. Some species also eat living corals. They are dominant on reefs.

Sphyraenidae (barracudas) are silvery fish that voraciousþ predate small fish. During the day

they live in groups. They are to be found in shallow waters. They occur in various habitats.

- Acanthuridae (surgeon-fish) are reefinhabitants that often move in loose aggregations, feeding

on algae.

- Scombridae (tuna and mackerel) are fish with a moderate length. They are the main deep-sea

predators. They travel solitary or in groups. They are predominantly open-water fisb but

sometimes they do occur near reefs.

- 
Balistidae (trigger fish) are solitary fish frequenting the reeß. 'Ihey fed on a great variety of

invertebrates. However, some among them eat algae or zooplankton (Humann 1994; Lieske

and Myers 1995).

Invertebrates are represented by LT.f/o ofthe sample. These include different crab species, such as

l.4Yo of Coernbita clypeotus (hermit crab) 2.lo/o of Calinestes sp. (sea crab), and O.7Yo of land

crab. Hermit crabs may be intrusive in the remains. They may have been attracted to the midden to

feed and to get shells to live in. They may also have been used as bait as is done nowadays

(Nokkert 1995:53). However, the main part(6.2%) ofthe crab remains could not be identified. The

remainder of the identifiable invertebrate remains consists of Echinoid (sea-urchin) fragments

(15W. Sea-urchins may be underrepresented as a result of their very fragile exo-skeletons

(Nokkert 1995).
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VERTEBRATES taxon N ûagments o/o ûapats N burnt

Unidøt. Unidøt. 15 0.4

MAMMALS

Rodmts

Rodeüts

Unident.

Tot¿lmm¿l

Oryzomyini sp.

Unident.

Unident

48

57

t4

119

1.2

t.4

0.4

3.0

3

10

t3

BIRDS

Aves

Aves

Columbidæ

Totsl bird

Unident.

Pæserifome

Unident.

73

7

1

8¡

1.8

0.2

<0.1

2.1

I

I

REIT'lrES

Chelonidae

Polyrhridae

þmiilae

Total reptile

Unident.

Uridat.

Igrma iguna

27

??

I
57

0.7

0.5

0.2

1.4

3

3

FISH

Unident,

Carcharthid¿e

Mylobatidae

Holooentridae

Perch-like

Smmidae

Lutjmidae

Haqnulidae

Spridae

Scuidas

Albulidae

Sphyraenidae

Acanlhuid¡e

Balistidåe

Scombriil¿o

Totalfish

Unideût.

Aetob¿tis ¡ari¡¿ri

Holocenhus sp.

Lu{onus sp.

Albulawlpes

tt54

I

4

169

1657

13

28

69

61

3

2

32

6l

l3

3Z9t

28.5

<0.1

0.1

4.2

q.9

0.6

0.3

0.7

1.7

1.4

0.1

û.1

û.8

1.4

0.3

81.2

56

15

134

2

t

6

214

IN\,IERTEBRATES

Crab

Cr¿b

Cr¿b

Cr¿b

Echinoid

Tot¡l Ifføtsbtrate

U¡iilent.

Coflolrita cl)?eatm

Colinestes sp.

Imdcab

Unident.

249

56

84

29

&

482

6.2

1.4

2.1

a.7

1.5

1 1.9

Tot¿l 4W 100.0 231
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Table 36. Petite Rivière faunal fragments per family (Afrer Grouard personal communication 1996)
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The Petite Rivière faunal assemblage can be confined to the following habitatsse (fig 70, page 150;

table37, page 151). It must be rernarked that an important part of the sample Q7.3yù could not be

assigned to a specific habitat as several bone fragments could not be identified. AnIy 5.7% of the

faunat remains belongs to terrestrial species. Mammals, zuch as Oryzomyini and other rodents make

up 2.60/o. Reptiles and birds account for less than flo. Terrestrial invertebrates, such as Coenobita

c$tpeatus and land crab, make up 2.1o/o of the sample. The habitat of beach-turtle gass, is only

represented by Chelonidae (07W.The most important habitat represented among the Petite

Rivière faunal remains is the aquatic habit¿t (56.3W. Most of this faunq such as Carcharhinidae,

Mylobatidae, and perch-like species (4I.1%) and marine invertebrates Q.6Yo), can be found in

va¡ious aquatic environs. An other habitat is rçresented by the inshore-estuarine habitat. This

habitat is erriched by a run-offof water and nutrients from the land. It is consequentþ zubjeø to
fluctuating salinities. The zubstrate is typicalþ a sand, mud or Sassy bottom. In the Petite Rivière

sample only Sparidae (1.7Y$ could be assigned to this habitat. Better represented is the coral reef

habit¿t (9.5%). Most of the fish in this group belong to the Holocentridae (4.2%). Scaridae,

Acanthuridae, Albulidag Serranidae, Lutjanidae, F{aemulidag and Balistidae are rçresented by

minor percentages. The last habitat is the offshore-pelagic h¿bitat. Only 0.4Vo of the total sample

could be assigned to this habitat. Scombridae and Sphyraenidae were found here.

The fish species that occur in the Petite Rivière sample might also provide information on fishing

techniques. Fishing techniques used in pre-Columbian times are known from the few implements

that have been recovered by archaeologists, early historic descriptions, ethnological studies, and

from stndy of archaeological fish remains (\4rmg and Reitz l9S2:24). Basic fishing equipment

includes hooks, gorges, spears, nets, traps, and poison60. The usefulness of these tools depends on

different behavioural or morphological characteristics of fish. For examplg not all fish t¡pes are

able and wiÍing to t¿ke a hook. Spears are useful where fish or other large aquatic animals æe

concentrated in shallow clear water. Nets may be effective in calm areas with smooth bottoms, e.g

in the inshor+estua¡ine habitat. Trapping is the method most frequentþ used today to catch reef
fish. Archaeologically, this method can be demonstrated by a great uniformity in size of fish fauna

of sites flIrrng and Reitz 19s2:24-26). Most of the Petite Riviere species are conrmon in various

aquatic habitats, and over coral reefs and rocþ banks. The reef habitat is re,presented by 9.5Yo of
the total sample. Scaridae (parrotfish) Acanthuridae (zurgeonfish), Holocæntridae (squinelfish),

Albulidae (bonefish), Serranidae (groupers), Lutjanidae (snappers), tlaemulidae (grunts), and

Balistidae (trigger fish) are encountered here. They may be caught with trapq nets or lines

depending whether the bottom is roslqy or sandy. Nets may have been impractica[ because they can

After Wing and Reitz (1982).
Fish poisons have limited use in marine situations.
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not easily be moved over reeß (Nokkert 1995). Herbivorous reef species, such as parrotfish and

surgeonfist¡ are typically caught in traps nowadays as they will not take a hook. Grouperg

snappers and gnrnts can be caught in traps but they can also be taken with hook and line. Schools

of panotûst¡ zurgeonfish, snappers, and grunts can be caught in traps set along their migration

routes.

Only A.4% of the faunat remains represent species that are common in the oËshore pelagic

habitat. Among these are Scombridae (tuna and mackerel) and Sptryraenidae (barracuda). Deep sea

fish may be caught with hook and ling or by dragnet fishing. The evidence for pelagic fishing is so

limitod, however, that it is thought that the fragments that do occur in the sample probably

belonged to fish that got lost nea¡ coral reefs and that were caught togetherwith reef fish (Grouard

personal communication 1996). Barracudas can sometimes be found over reeß and in inshore

waters.

2,000

1,500

1,000

500

0
1 2 3 4 5 7

l.Terrestrial. 2.Beach-Turtle grass, 3.Aquatic various. 4.lnshore estuarine
5,Coral reefs. 6.Offshore pelagic. T,Unidentified

Figure 70. Petite Rivière &unal fragments per habitat
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Ilabitat Taxon N fragmants o/o fragments

TERRESTRIAL Oryzomyini sp.

Ilnident. rodents

Passiforme

Columbidae

Iguana iguana

Polychridae

Coenobita cl¡tpeatus

Land crab

48

57

1.2

t.4

0.2

<0.1

4.2

0.5

1.4

0.7

7

I

I

22

56

29

BEACH-TI]RTLE GRASS Chelonidae 27 0.7

AQUATIC Various Cølinestes sp.

Carcharhinidae

Mylobatidae

Perch-like

Echinoid

84

I

4

1657

64

2.1

<0.1

0.1

40.9

1.5

AQUATIC Inshore-estuarine Sparidae 69 1.7

AQUATIC Coral reefs Scaridae

Acanthuridae

Holocentridae

Albulidae

Ser¡anidae

Lutjanidae

Haçmulidae

Balistidae

6l

32

t69

J

23

t3

28

61

1.4

0.8

4.2

0.1

0.6

0.3

0.7

1.4

AQUATIC Offshore-pelagic Scombridae

Sphyraenidae

13

2

0.3

0.1

Unidentified Unidentified 1505 7 t.J

Total 40M 100.0

ARCHAEOLOGICAL MATERIALS

'f able 37 . Petite Rivière faunal fragments per habitat (After Nokkert 1995)
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4.6.4 Conclusions

The main part ofthe Petite Rivière faunal remains consists offish and most ofthem are perch-like.

Other species represented include Orynmyini sp. (rice raÐ, unidentified rodents, Passeriformes,

Columbidaq Chelonüdae, Polychridae,Iguana iguanø, Carcharhinidae, Myliobatidae (Aetobatis

sp.), Holocentridae (Holocentrus sp.), Serranidae, Lutjanidae (Lutjærus sp.), Haemt¡lidae,

Sparidae, Scaridae, Albulidag Sphyraenidae, Acanthuridae, Balistidae, and Scombridae, Coenobita

cþpeatus, Calinestes sp., land crab, and Echinoid.

These spedes can be assigned to different habitats, the terrestrial habitat (53W, the beach-

ûntle grass habit¿t (O.7yr), and the aquatic habit¿t (56.3%). The aquatic habit¿t may be subdivided

in different zones, such as the category of various aquatic zones (447W, the inshore-estuarine

habit¿t (1.7W, the coral reef habit¿t (9.5Yù, and the offshore.pelagic habitat (0.a7o). The

composition of the prehistoric fauna miglrt be considered as a guide to the choices made by the
inhabitarrs of the site (lVing and Scudder l9s0). The Petite Rivière samplg however, is to limited

to reconstruct hunting specialisations. Some informatior¡ however, might be provided on fishing

techniques. Fish that occurs in the most commonly used habit¿ts are Scaridae þarrotfish),
Acanthuridae þurgeonfisÐ, Holocentridae (squinelfish), Albulidae (bonefish), Senanidae

(groupers), Lutjanidae (snappers), Haemulidae (grunts), and Balistidae (trigger fish). They may

have been caught in traps. The few pelagic fish that do occur in the sample have been orplained as

accidental catches together with reef fish.

It may be concluded that the pr+Columbian inhabitants of the Petite Rivière site mainly made

use of marine foods. Most of these fish was caught on reeß, e.g on the reef which is in the Petite

Rivière bay, near to the coast. A similar picture was found for pre-Columbian Barbados. Few land

mammals were present, so most protein was derived from marine resources with both inshore and

deep-water fishing supplementing the extensive use of shellfish. Only the rice rat seemed to have

been present. Prehistoric humans introducpd the small indian dog. Marine resources were, however,

considerable and varied. There is clear evidence for fishing, collecting shellfish catching turtles and

eating sea urchins and crabs (Drewett 1989:79-90).
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4.7 HUMAN SKELETAL REMAINS

4.7.1 Provenance of the human skeletal remains6r

During the 1984 excavation campaign, two Amerindian human buriats were found near the midden

remains at the eastern part ofthe site (fig. 71). The fust individual had been buried near the surÊace

in a fetal position. The cranium had been covered by a ceramic bowl. The second burial was

situated under the fust individual. It had been buried on the back in a completeþ stretched position,

while the limbs had been positioned along the thorax @odu pøsonal communication 1996).

Figure 7l. I¡cation of lhe Fetite Rivière turials

A third human skeleton from the Petite Rivière site was discovered in the depot of the Edgar Clerc

museum in 1994. It had probably been excavated prior to the 1984 campaign. It was probably

situated west of the l9S4 buriats (fig. 71), where H. Petit-jean Roget noticed a dark spot in the

bulldozered profile in 1983, which he interpreted as a burial. Unforh¡nately, no information is

available on the excavation and the burial position ofthis individual. The possibility can not be

61 The 1995 excavations did not provide human skeletal remains.
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excluded that it was buried together with the füst skeletoq which appeared to be rather disturbed
(Bodu personal communication 1 996).

The three Petite Riviere burials had been deposited in the depot of the Edgar Clerc museum.

Unfortunately, several bones that belonged to different individuals had been bæged together, and

their conservation is bad. Thereforg possibilities for their anatysis were limited. Thus, the objectives
of this study were to obtain as much information as possible on the individuals, and to study the
possible diøary information provided by ptrysical examination ofthe individuals.

4.7.2 The analysis of the burials

For the analysis of the human skeletal remains, a detailed ?hysical Anthropological Report' was
used. This report was designed in 1995 by prof dr. G.J.R. Ma¿t for the Centre for physical

Anthropological Research in Leiden (The Netherlands). This report uses.the methods as stipulated
by the "Workshop of European Anthropologists" (1980). Non-metrical sex and age features were
scored with the use of standards given by Acsadi and Nemeskéri (1970), and dental attrition and
pathological changes were scored wittr the standards given by Brothwell (1931) and Bouts and pot

(19s9). Morphometric sex and age determination w¿¡s impossible since too many reliable points of
measurement were missing. Great help and zuggestions for the analyses were provided by S.

Baetsen (Leiden)

The mingling of the material was so greãt, that it tumed out to be impossible to determine
exacdy what skeletal elements belonged to which individual. Therefore, it was decided to describe

the material not per individual but per findnumber. However, three individuals could be clearly
distinguished on the basis of the occunence of three distinct pairs of humerf2, and three distinct
right mandibulahalß.

62
Samples of the humeri were sent to the National Museum of Natural History in Gainesville (Florida)
for stable isoûope analyses.
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4.7.3 Results of the analysis of the human skeletal remains

4.7.3.1 Burial I

Burial I provided a rather mixed up collection of skeletal remains. It contained fragments of the

epistrophus, humeri ulnae, radü, right femur and right collum femoris, left patell4 calcaneus, left

tibia, and both the fibulae. Furthermorg it contained fragments ofcraniurn, ma:rill4 mandibula, two

distinct pelves, right clavicul4 left scapula" and the left femur. Finally, undeterminable fragments of
costae, vertebrae, phalanxes, metatarsals, and metacarpals were found. It should be remarked that

burial I providd also two extra left tibiae, of which the largest probably belongs to burial la.

As for the sex indicators, pelvis fiagments belonging to two different individuals could be

studied, together with the fragments of one cranium. The first pelvis provided four features that

could be scored (table 38, page 156). Sulcus praeauricularis, incisura ischiadica major, arc

compose, and corpus ischü scored respectively +1, 0, +1, and +1. These scores resulted in a degree

of sexualization63 of+0.7 masculine. The second pelvis provided two features that could be scored

(table 39, page 156). Sulcus praeauricularis and incizura ischiadica major scored respectively +l
and +2. These scores resulted in a degree of sexualization of +1.5 masculine. A total of five cranial

features could be scored (table 40, page 156). Arcus superciliaris, os zrygomaticurn, general

impression of the mandibul4 angulus mandibulae, and margo inferior mandibulae scored

respectively 0, +1, +2, +2, and +1. These scores resulted in a degree of sen¡alization of +1.3

masculine.

The maxilla and, to a lesser extent, the mandibula provide information on the dental health of
burial 1. The dental health for this individuat was good. A total of 22 tæth had been erupted of
which 13 elements could be inspected. None ofthe teeth had been lost Ante Morten¡ and a total of
nine elements had been lost Post Mortem. No traces could be found for caries, alveolarian atrophy,

or periodontitis. Only a very modest calculus threatened the teeth. The attrition of the four

remaining upper molars was attributed to phases 3,3n,3*, and 3. The three remaining upper pre-

molars could all be attributed to phase 2, and the only remaining upper canine was scored phase 4.

Of the lower teetb two molars, one pre-molar, and two incisors were scored to phases 3,3', T, 4,

æd 4. On the basis of these results, the age at death might be estimated very carefully to 40 to 50

years @rothwell l98l). However, without confirmation of other age indicators, which are lacking

for this individual, this estimation is rather umeliable.

Z(WxX)
OJ r"w
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pelvic I feahxes weight(W) score (X) V/x X

sulcus praeawicularis

incisura ischiadica major

arc composé

corpus ischii

-t

J

2

2

+1

0

+1

+1

1J

0

+z

F l0 +-7
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Table 38. Pelvic I features of Petite Rivière burial 1

Table 39. Pelvic 2 features of Petite Rivière burial 1

Table 40. Cranial features of Petite Rivière burial I

4.7.3.2 Burial Ia

Burial la is rather complete. It contained a large part of the craniurq and a fragment of the right

mandibula. It also contained the atlas, claviculae, humeri, uln¿rc, right mdius, riglrt patell4 the right

calcaneus, and fr4gments of scapulae, costae, vertebra€, phalanxes, metatårsals, and metacarpals.

As for the sex indicatorg only cranial features could be scored (table 41, page 157). Glabefla,

arcus superciliaris, tubera frontalia and parietaliq inclinatio frontaliq processus mastoideus, planum

nuchae, processus occipitalis externq os zygomaticuÍr, crista supramastoideus, and the angulus

pelvic 2 features weight(W) score (X) WxX

sulcus praeauricularis

incisura ischiadica maj or

-1

J

+l +3

+6+2

s 6 +9

cranial features weight(W) score (X) WxX

arcus superciliaris

os zygomaticum

mandibula (generalis)

angulus mandibulae

margo inferior mandibulae

2

2

J

2

0

+1

+2

+2

+l

0

+2

+6

+4

+lI

ï l0 +13
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mandibulae scored respectiveþ +2,+1,0,+1,+2,+1, +1, +1, -1, and +1. These scores resulted in a

degree of sen¡alization of +l masculine.

Facies symphysialis pubis, proximal femur epiphysis, and proximal humerus epiphysis were

lacking as age indicators. Endo-cranial suture-obliteration could not be studied due to bad

conservation and therefore, exo-cranial suture-obliteration (Herrmann et al. 1990:67) was studied.

Only the sutura sasttalis could be scored. The pars verticis was scored as closing referring to an

age of 30 to 50 years old. The pars obelica was scored as closed refening to an age of 20 to 40

years old, and the pars lanrbdica was scored as closing referring to an age of 30 to 50 years old.

The age at death can therefore be estimated at approximately 26 to 46 years.

The dental health was not clear. Only ûve dental elements were found that could not be

correlated to the ma,rilla or mandibula. Two pre-molars belonged to a maxiþ and tvvo pre-molars

and one incisor belonged to a mandibula. The pre-molars from the ma,xilla were not damaged by

attrition. One of them showed a modest degree of calculus, and very modest caries on the occlusal

zurface. Degrees of attrition could be assigned to phase 1 for both of the elements. One of the pre-

molars of the mandibula was damaged by attrition. The incisor showed much calculus, and was

severely damaged by attrition. The degrees of attrition could be assigned to phase I and ? for the

pre-molars, and to phase 3- for the incisor.

As for pathologicat features, an'os wormianunr'was encountered. The sutura larnbdoide4 at

the back side of the craniunL is followed by a double row of extra sutures, filled in with bone. This

is not an anomaly but a congenital variation.

cranial feahres weight (W) score (X) V/xX

glabella

arcus superciliaris

tubera frontalis/parietalis

inclinatio frontalis

processus mastoideus

planumnuchae

proc€ssus occipitalis externa

os zygomaticum

crista supramastoideus

ângìÍus mandibulae

J

2

2

1

J

3

2

2

2

2

t2

+1

0

+1

+Z

+l

+1

+l

-1

+1

+6

+2

0

+1

+6

-r-,

IL

+2

_)

+2

x 22 22

Table 41. Crani¿l features of Petite Rivière burial 1a
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4.7.3.3 Burial lb

Burial lb was a small individual. Very few fragme,nts were coru¡erved, excryt for an almost

complete mandibula" fragments of os zygomaticunl orbita (too small to be used in the sex

determination), right scapul4 left clavicula, 1eft ulna and radius, pelvis, femurs, tibiae, and ûbulae.

Furthermore, two almost complete humeri were present, together with undeterminable fragments

of costae, vertebrag phalanxes, metatarsals, and metacarpals.

As for the pelvic sex indicatorg zulcus praeauricularis scored -2, which rezulted in a degree of
soa¡alizationaf -2 feminine (table42). Atotaloffourcranialfeaturescouldbescored (table43,
page 159). The os the general apperirance ofthe mandibula" mentufii, and the nurgo
inferior mandibulae scored respectively -1, -1, 0, and +1. These scores rezulted in a degree of
serualizatio n of -2 feminine.

On the basis ofthe attrition of the teetb it may be expected that this individual was rather old.

Unforh¡nately, a more accurate assessment ofthe age at death could not be provided.

The dental status of the individual was unhealtþ. The status of the lower teeth could be

studied, as almost the complete mandibula was presmt. A total of nine eleme,lrts were found that

probably belong to an.other individuat. Of the 16 erupted teeth in the mandibul4 I I fragments were

missing Ante Morten¡ and ûve Post Mortem. Ca¡ies was found on one of the remaining eleme,lrts.

In the bone under the right canine a cavity had been crused by an abscess. Calculus and

periodontitis u/ere present but only in a modest stage. As for the degrees of attritio4 four incisors

were scored to phase 3*, two canines were scored to phase 2-, and one molar was scored to phase

3*. Two unidentified teeth elements ïvere scord to phases 5 and 6. A remarkable feature is that the

lower teeth show a severe degree of caries on the necks of the teeth. This sort of ca¡ies does not
often occur on these tæth. In general, this sort of cæies is caused by the conzumption of sticþ,
soft, non-abrasivq non-fibrous, and cariogen foods, that contain a lot of sugar (LePoole-Burnand

personal communication 1995).

pelvic feahre weieht (W) score (X) WxX

sulcus praeauricularis J a -6

-'t -6

Table 42. Pelvic feature scores of Petite Rivière buriat lb
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cranial features weight (W) score (X) V/ xX

os 4ygomaticum

mandibula (generalis)

mentum

margo inferior mandibulae

2

J

2

I

-1

-l

0

+1

I

--)

0

+l

x I -4

Table 43. Cranial feature scores of Petite Rivière burial lb

4.7.4 Concluding remarks

The results can be summarized as follows. Burial I contained pelvic elements of two individuals,

which could both be assigned to men. This assignment was confirmed by the analysis of the

craniunL which also scored to be massuline. The age at death of one of the two individuals v/as

estimated around 40 to 50 years. No pathological features u¡ere found. Burial la contained the

skeletal remains of a man, whose age at death was approximately 26 to 46 years. The preselrce of
an'os wormianum'\ilas the only pathological feature found for this burial. Burial lb contained a

limited quantity of skeletal material which had belonged to a rather smalt older woman, whose age

at death could not be estimated. She had sutrered ûom a severe form of dental patholory.

The dental health of the individuals is renrarkable Only one of them (burial lb) has a very bad

dental health. This individual had a high Ante Mortem tooth loss rate, and had suffered from an

abscess, modest calculus and periodontitis, modest to severe attritior¡ and very severe caries on the

nects of the teeth. Such bad dental health has often been reported for Amerindian pre-Columbian

skeletal material, for example at the Maisabel site on Puerto Rico @udinoff 1987), the Playa

Blanca-5 site on Puerto Rico (Cashion-Lugo l99l), anó at the Pointe de Caille site on St. Lucia

(Reuer and Reuer-Fabnzli 19S6:35). Cashion-Lugo (1991:833) contributed the occunence of
severe dental pathologies, including abscesses, caries, alveolar resorption and tooth losg to the

nature of the foods consumed, which must have beeri rich in carbohydrates, as well as the methods

of preparation According to Budinoff (1987:118), agents in the diet deteriorate the de,lrtal

condition. These agents could include sand adhered to dried fish shellfistu and land crab, hard

zubstances, e.g. in land crabs, and foods rich in carbohydrates, manioc for example. Furthermore,

heavy forms of attrition might also be contributed to thç presence of grit, rezulting from grinding

procdures, in the food corisumed. The two other individuals, horüever, have a good dental healtb

taken into consideration their age. The individual from burial I has not sutrered from Ante Mortem
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tooth loss, caries, alveolarian atrophy, or periodontitis. Calculus is only very modestly present, and

the degree of attrition is modest to moderate. The individual from buriat la had only a very slight

degree of calculus, and caries. Attrition is non-exister¡t to modest, and for only one element severe.

These modest forms of attrition are comparable to those described for human skeletal remains of
the Golden Rock site on St. Eustatius (I\ña¿t and Smits lgy¿).

Dramatic congenital, fiaumaúc, or abrasive pathological features were not evidenced by the Petite

Riviere skeletal material. Unfortunateþ the size ofthe sample and the quality ofthe material do not

allow demographic conclusions.

4.8 FINAL REMARI(

In the preceding paragraphs, the archaeological materials were described that were found at the

Petite Rivière site. These include pottery, stone artefacts, shell food remains and artefacts, coral

fragments and artefacts, faunal remains, and human skeletal remains. They were anatysed in a very

descriptive manner. In chapter 5, they will be used, more analytrcally, in ttre second step of the

three-phased subsistence research as proposed by Keegan (19S7). This step includes the study of
the information on subsistence that is provided by the archaeological record.
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5 PRE.COLUMBIAN SUBSISTENCE AT THE PETITE RIVIÈRE
SITE: A SYNTHESIS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, the subsistence system of the pre-Columbian inhabiunts of the Petite Rivière site at

LaDésirade is examined. Forthis study, the following questions are considered important.

- Why were pre-Columbian Amerindians interested in the island ofl,a Désirade?

- What natural subsistence and non-zubsistence resources are available on the island and which

might have been available at the time ofinterest?

- What sources can be archaeologically dernonstrated to have been exploited?

- What was the subsistence system and diet of the pre-Colunbian inhabit¿nts of Petite Rivière

like?

The objeøive of this chapter is to answer these questions through the application of the three-

phased method of Keegan (1987) and Stokes (1995). First, the resor¡rces in the site's enviions that

might have been available and orploited in pre-Columbian times are identified with the help of
Ilaviser's(1987b, 1989, 1991)point-pattemtechnique(seeparagraphsl.3.2.4urdl.4.2).Secondly,

the archaeological record is studied for the information it puts fonrard on subsistence. For the

Petite Rivière sþ this record consists of pottery, stone artefacts, shell food remains and shell

artefacts, coral artefacts, faunal rernains, and human skeletal remains. Finally, the relative importan-

ces of natural resources are determined through analyses of stable isotopes on human skeleal

remains. Limiting factors for this study are the small size of both the 1984 and 1995 excavation

campaigns, and the lack of (paleo)environmental information for La Désirade. As a rezult of these

shortcomings, this study should be used and interpreted as an example of a small-scaled integrated

subsistence study. No general or regionally applicable conclusions may be e4pected (see paragraphs

1.3.1-1.3.4.).
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5.2 PREDICTTVE SITE CATCIIMENT ANALYSIS

5.2.L lntroduction

Site catchment analyses h¿ve been criticized because of their deterministic character and because of
impossibilities in the complete reconstruction of the landscape for the time of interest (e.g. Flannery

1976).In this study, howwer, site catchment analysis will not be applied as a deterministic model,

and no quantitative analyses will be made on the productivity of the catchment area. It is only used

to speci$ a certain range of possibilities in which the pre-Columbian inhabitants of the site had free

choice of how to use the environment and of what resources to exploit. Unfortunatelg the

environmental criticism can not be overcome completely in this study, although the thought is

accepted that no great environme,ntal and climatic changes have taken place the last 1500 years (see

paragraph 2.3.2).

The first step in the present analysis is the identification of the areatlnt might have been used

by the inhabitants of the site. Secondly, it will be investigated what natural food and non-food

resources might have'been found in this area. For the first step, the thought is accepted that the

areas most close to a site are the most likely to have been orploited, and that people probably

followed a strategy based upon exploitation of a variety of resources with emphasis upon a few

$frng and Reitz 1982:27-28). The geographical charaøeristics and the resor¡rces of the identified

are4 zuch as elevatior¡ geomorphology, geology, fresh water sources, soils suitable for cultivatiorl

nurngroves, tidat salt areas, acc,ess to marine resourc,es, lithic and cþ sources, and the presence of
other pre-Columbian sites, are thougtrt to influe,nce the location of a site. They are quantified with a

point-pattern analysis. Similar studies were executed for pre-Columbian sites on Bonaire and

Curaçao (Flaviser 1987b, 1989, 1991).

5.2.2 Site catchment at the Petite Rivière site

Radä of 1,2,3,4, and 5 lan around the site were studied64. It must be remarked that circular areas

are only syrnbolically representing the catchment area of a site. Actual catchment areas are

determined by travelling timg the natural environment or cultural prescriptions. The steep hills

leading to the plateau at La Désirade greatþ influence the size ofthe travelling filnge. It requires

64 This range was proposed loy Vita-Finzi and Higgs (1970). Haviser (1991) studied circles with radii of
I,2, and 3 lan around the site. For pre-Columbian sites on Middle Caicos Island @ahamas) territories
with a radius of I kñr, appeared to have been eryloited (Wing and Scudder 1987).
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approximately half an hour for a trained person to climb them and to reach the plateau.

Furthermore, the thought is accepted that in a canoe a distance of 5 km can be bridged in one hour.

In this study, both the circular catchment area as the one hour travelling range will be

examined. The circular catchment area is represented by a total of 314 points, separated by 500 m

intervals. The 0-1 km radius is represented by la points, the l-2 km radius by 37 points, the 2-3 km

radius by 62 points, the 34 krn radius by 87 points, and the 4-5 km radius by 109 points. The

travelling range, which is smaller than the 5 km range are4 is represented by 25l points. For both

areas, characteristics zuch as geomorphology, elevatior¡ geology, resourcs areas, potable water

sources, and adjacent sites, were quantified (tables 44 and45, pages 172-173').

From a general observation ofthe total km range and the travelling rangg it becomes clear that the

open sea (523W and hills Ql.3W are dominant. The plateur Qa3Yo) is also important in the

general view of the area. Coastal e,nvirons, bays that are protected by reeß, the southern coast¿l

plan, and hills, are represented by minor percentages, exc€pt for the fust km range. The elevations

(fr9. 72a-b, page 164) are influenced by the geomorphology. Most of the travelling range is

between 0-24 m(69.7Ws, which represents the southern coastal plain. This plain exends via hills

of 2549 m(5.6þ,50-99 m(5.9/o) and 100-199 m (8.a%) to the platear¡ which has a height of
200 m and more (10.4%). These elevations are similar for the total lan range areq except for the

0-l l<m range, which is rçresented by larger percentages for elwations of 0-24 m (92.9/o) and

2s-4s m(7.1%).

For the geological features (frg.73ab, page 165), which may be indicative for lithic resource

availability and potential vegetation ænes (Haviser 1987b:102), a total of seven characteristics were

scored. Marine environments ('othed) are dominant in all ranges. The travelling range is mainly

represented by the limestone covering (lg.l%), which consists of uplifted coastal reeß and

beaches, and of areas with inclusions and conglomerates of volcanic and plutonic elements. The

north-east comple4 consisting of radiolite and of de,posits resulting from massif and sub-marine

lava streams, is also well represented (17.5o/ù. Beaches, deposits of non-consolidated debris66 and

silt, and the epi-metamorphic eruptif comploiq are represented by minor perce,ntages. A similar

picture is found for the total km area. Mnor variations occur in the separate km rangeq although

the e,pi-metamorphic complex only occurs in the 2-3 and 4-5 km ranges, and a silt deposit in the 1-2

krn range.

It must be remarked, however, that the 0-24 m range, without including marine environments, only
represents II.9o/o.
Beaches and deposits of non<onsolidated debris may have changed since pre-Columbian times.
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Figure 72. Elevations of the Fetite Rivière catchment ar€: A 5 lcn range; B. one hour walking range
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Figure 73. Geolory of the Fetite Rivière catchment area: A 5 km range; B. one hour walking range
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ffi Non-*n.olidated dehris

Lime$one covering uplilted ooastal reef
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Massif lava

F Rudiolit"

Meta-basaft (sutr-marine lava stream)

In order to get an idea of the resorrces that are present in the sample areas, a total of five features

were scord. Resources that are considered to be important for a site's location are soils that are

zuitable for cultivatioq mangroves, tidal salt areas, and cþ sources. Marine environments form the

largest category for all ranges. They are a very important resor¡rce since they provide marine food

resources, and raw materials for tlre manufacture of shell and coral tools.

Mangroves are importånt for the natural oocurrence of numerous varieûies of shellfis[ birds,

crabs and other aquatic fauna (tlaviser 198T:4-6). Nowadays, marstry areas or mangrove swamps

do not occur at La Désirade. The basic necessities for mangrove growth, such as a shallow sandy

bottombay aræata fresh w¿ter drainage basin where brackish water can stan{ seem to be absent.

It is possible that sea currents around the island are too strong to permit mangrove growth.

Extensive mangrove rootsysteÍrs trap sediment and encourage further vegetation. They may accu-

mulate so much sediment and peat that the area will become relatively dry land (Seatey 1992:54).

Mangroves might have disappeard as a re$lt of this accumulation process, but since the

environmental and climatological factors do not seem to have changed a lot (see paragnphs 2.2.2

and2.3.2),the s<istence ofmangrove swamps in pre-Columbian times is not expected.

Salinas or tidal salt areas may have been important as a zubsistence resource. Although it is not

cert¿in that the pre-Columbian inhabitants of the Windwa¡d Islands used salt as an additive to the

basic diet67 (Allaire 1991), they may have used salt as a preservative for meat (Haviser 198T:4-6).

6'1 Ils nbnt pas accoustumé de se servir de sel pour assaisonner leur mets @u Puis, F.M., 1825, Relation
de l'establissernent d'une colonie françoise dans la Gardeloupe, isle de lAmérique, et des moeurs des
sauvages'¡.
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At the west part of La Désirade, two salines can be found, but they fall outside the 5 krn range. It
is possible that, if salt was used, large quantities were obtained in single expeditions.

Clay sources are only represented by A3% of the total area. According to Flaviser (1989:9),

clay was not an important factor in settleme,nt placement for pre-Columbian peoples. Ner¡ertheless,

they can be found near the sitg in the silt deposit in the 1-2 lín range. No cþ samples from this

de,posit have been studied yet, so it remains unknown whether the Petite Riviere pottery was made

out ofthis clay.

In order to estimate the quantity of land available for cultivation, the thought was accepted that

only flat land e.g. on the plain and the plateau, would have been cultivated (frg.74a-b, page 168).

On steep hillq the soils are less fertile as a rezult of erosion. Due to the scarcity of zurface waters,

the intense surL and the high waporation rate, possibilities for horticulture or agriculture are

limited. For both the travelling area and for the total km range, soils zuitable for cultivation are

represented by approximateþ 23 .OYo.

The presence of faunal food resources, both terrestrial and maring plays an important part in

subsistence systems. The terrestrial fauna used by pre-Columbian Amerindians was restricted to

insectivores, a few rodents, dogs, iguanas, and turtles (\4rtng and Reitz 1982:15). At La Désiradg

the dryness geatly affects the flora and fauna. Most of the West Indies have a depaupe,rate island

fauna and few indigenous land mammals will have been present, exc,ept for rather small species like

iguanas. According to Flaviser (1987b:133), zuch a situation will have led to a reliance on ma¡ine

resourc€s. Thus, site locations can be erryæted near access€s to marine resouroes. Espæially the

marine resources of the Íungrove and coral reef systems are rich in protein (Allaire 1991). As

mentioned abovg mangrove swamps are absent at La Désirade, but a large coral reef stretches in

the bay in front of the site. Høe, rich food resourc€s may have been found. The faunal assønblage

that cotúd have been hunted by the pre-Columbian inhabitants of the Petite Riviere site, might be

considered as follows. Marnmals, birds, and terrestrial reptiles could be hunted on the land, and

laymg sea turtles on the beach. The aquatic offshore banks produce snapper and grouper, whle the

aquatic inshore banl6 and reeß zupport porldst¡ rilrasses, parrotfistL $rrgeon fistr, trigger ûs[ and

pororpine fish. Inthe open sea (the pelagc habitat), tårpon, jacþ barracud4 sheephead, flyrng fish

and large predacious pelagic ûsh zuch as tunas could have been predated (Wing 1968:103-104).
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Figure74. Soils suitable for cultiration of the Fetite Rivière catchment arca: A 5 lcn range; B. one hour walking
range
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Availability of potable water sources is one of the most important conditions for human settlement.

At the dry island of La Désirade this availability will have been rather limited. Most water sources

that occur nowadays, are difficult to reach and their water outlets change with the seasons. A total

offour potable rilater sourc,es are located in the catchment areas (fig. 75a-b, page 170). Next to the

site, a large fresh water sourc,e is sitr¡ated. All sources fall within the travelling range, and wery km

range contained one source. The presence of fresh water is also a precondition for cultivation on a

dry and desolate island as La Désirade. It may be rernarked that thræ of the four fresh wat€r

sources are situatd within or very close to soils th¿t are suitable for cultivation On the plateau,

water from rainfall may have been contained naturally in the cavities in the limestone formations

(see paragraph2.2.l\.

As for the adjacent archaeological sites (see also appendix l), a total of eight sites were

counted for both the travelling range and for the total trn range (fr9. 76a-b, page 771).

Unfortunately, hardly any of them have been studied in detail and only a few radiocarbon dates

have bæn obtained. Some of them can hardly be considered as a¡chaeological sites, as they

produced only one artefact, but they have been included in this count as they are known as such on

the island. In the 0-l l<rn range, only the Petite Rivière site is present. In the l-2 lffi rangg the

Leproserie site is situated. Only one Saladoid sherd was found herg and the function of the site is

unknown. fVithin the 2-3 km range, a total of four archaeological sites are situated. On the platear¡

the three sites of Mome Cybèle can be found. The Morne Cybèle-l site was probably a permanent

site. It produced post-Saladoid pottery, and a radioca¡bon date of 1440-1480 cal AD. The site of
Mome Cybele-2 was probably also a permanent sþ and it produced Suazan Troumassoid pottery

and a radiocarbon date of l?30-1326 cal AD (Hoûnan and Hoogland 1994). At the site of Morne

Cybèle-3 only one ceramic base was found. No dates were obtained for this site and its firnction is

unknown @odu 1984). On the southem coastal plail¡ the site ofMorne Baie-Mahault is situated. It
has been interpreted as a manufacturing site for local rocks @odu 1984). Unfortunately, no dates

were obtained for this site. In the 34 km range, only the site of Iæ Cocoyer is situated. This site

produced Late Saladoid material, but no radioca¡bon dates were obtained. The function of the site

is also unknown. Finally, inthe 4-5 km range the sites of Pointe Doublé and Pointe lvlansenillier are

situated. During a survey of the latter site only one flint flake was found, thus the funstion and the

datrng of the site remains unknown. The Pointe Doublé site was interpreted as a manufacturing site

for local rocks @odu 1984). No radiocarbon dates were obtained.
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Figure 75. Fresh water souroes of the Fetite Rivièxe catchmerif arvil A 5 lcn range; B. one hour ualking range.
1. Baie-Il4ahault, Grand-Savane; 2. Baie-Mabault Ravine Bouille; 3. Baie-IMahault, Anse Fetite Rivière;
4. Ravine CJóèle
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Table 44. Petite Rivière catchment arialysis results (afrer l{aviser I

Saladoid" Laûe Saladoid, Post-Saladoi{ and unknown date.
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5.2.3 Conclusions

From a general observation of both the travelling range and the total km range, is becomes clear

that the distributions of the scored features are rather similar. Characteristic for the area directly

around the site are the coastal environs, the protected bays, and the plain (0-2a m). Further

removed from the site, the hills (25-199 m) and the plateau (>200 m) become more dominant. The

open sea dominates the complete study area. These diffcrent environs may provide the resources

that were used in pre-Columbian times.

Geologically, the area is dominated by the limestone covering, and the radiolite and lava

deposits of the north-east complex. They may have provided raw materials for the manufrcture of
stone artefacts. They are easy to obtain and they are suitable for the manufacture of different tools.

As clay sources are present within 2 km ofthe sþ they might be expected to have been used

for the manufacture of ceramics. Howwer, this hypothesis can not be tested, as no research has

been done on the clay that was used for this pottery.

On the flat parts of the coastal plain and the plateau, and thus well in reach ofthe site, soils are

situatd that are expæted to be suit¿ble for cultivation. The quantity of cuhivable land is large

enough to create possibilities for horticulture and/or agriculture. La Désirade's poor soils are not

thought to sustain muz.ecultivatior¡ but maniocóe flourishes on infertile soils. Root crops in general

might very well have been cultivated as they do not require much of the soil. The soils on the

plateau are known to be the best of the island. Even nowadayq agricultural fields can be found on

the plateau. Howeveç three of the four fresh water sources are situated in or very near the

cultivable soils on the coastal plain, which renders them more likely to have been exploited. For

cultivation on the plateau, use can be made of rain water that is conserved in the natural cavities in

limestone formations. Howener, this zupply will be timited and completeþ dependant on the

weather.

The terrestrial fauna of La Désirade is expected to have been limited in pr+'Columbian times,

but the marine fauna must have been abundant. Therefore, zubsistence can be expected to have

been greatly depending on marine resources. In this respect, the predation and use of sea turtles,

snapper, grouper, porldslç wÍasses, parrotfishes, $rgeon fistr, trigger fisl¡ porcupine fisl¡ tarpon,

jacþ barracud4 sheephead, flyurg fish and large predacious pelagic fish maybe expected. The pre
dominance of marine resources is not a limiting factor in subsistence systems. Neuty all marine

resources are aggregated or obtainable in large concentrationg which allows reduced search and

retrieval costs. Shellfish may contain few calories, but marine diets can produce adquate protein to

69
See Breton (1647) and De La Borde (1674) for information on Amerindian consumption of manioc.
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supply coastal populations, and seafood is an excellent source of a number of vitamins (Yesner

1987..287-292).

It is not expected that the inhabitants ofthe Petite Riviere site had to share a lot of the available

natural resourc€s with inhabitants of contemporary sites. The only site in this catchment analysis

that may have been permanent and more or less contemporaneous with the Petite Riviere site, is the

site ofMorne Cybèle-2. The inhabitants of this site had a fresh water source nearby, and cultivation

was possible on the plateau. Geologicalþ, the area around this site is completely dominated by the

limestone covering of the plateau. For hard volcanic rocks, the inhabitants of this site were forced

to go to the east part of the island where suitable raw materials for stone artefacts surface. Around

the Morne Cybèle-2 sþ no cþ sources are knownto exist, although decalcification cþs occurin
the limestone formation. Terrestrial fauna is thought to have beør present on thp plateau, but in

order to acquire marine foods, the inhabitants of the site must have ascended from the plateau.

Fragments of Cittarium pica, Purpura plula and Nerin sp. have been found during encavations of
the site (Hofrnan 1995). It is not expected that the inhabitants of both sites will have frced

restrictions in the use of the available resources, as they are situated in rather different micro-

environments, that offer enough possibilities to zurvive. The inhabitants of the Petite Riviere site

may even have been able to find all required resources, except for clay sources, within I km around

the site, and a broad-spectrum sr.rbsistence economy may have been possible.

5.3 INFORMATION ON SUBSISTtrNCE FROM THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL
RBCORI)

5.3.1 Introduction

The excavations of the Petite Riviere site provided pottery, artefacts of stone, strelt and coraf

skeletal human rernains, waste products of shellfish gathering, and other faunal reriains. They will

be analysed for the inform¿tion they provide on food procurement and preparation. First, the

information on zubsistence that is providd by the material culture and the human skeletal remains

is str¡died. More direct evidence on pre-Columbian zubsistence and diet is provided by the analysis

of shellfish and other far¡nal remains. Finally, the information on the exploitation of non-subsistence

resor¡rces is studied.
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5.3.2 Information on subsistence from the m¡terial culture and human skeletal rem¡ins

Pre-Columbian land-clearing activities may be evidenced by stong shell, or bone æces. At the Petite

Rivière sitg only one stone Ðre rüas found which had not been finished. Several shell axes were

found, however, that cot¡ld have sen¿od the same funotion. Other archaeological materials provide

information on the processing of foods. Shell scrapers, for instance, may have been used to $crâpe

organic soft material, and the coral artefac'ts were probabþ used for rubbing rasping and g¡inding

vegetable foods. Flint flakes may have been used for the processing of fish and vegetable foods.

The presence of grinding stones is uzually e4plained as evidence for the production and

conzumption of maize (e.g. Bullen ß64) or panicoid grass seeds (Newsom 1993).-The presence of
griddle fragments?0 might demonstrate manioc cultivation and productior¡ the prooessing of wild

indigenous roots and grftins (Newsom 1993), or the processing of maize (DeBoer 1975).It may be

expeoted that at Petite Riviere, g¡nding stones and griddles were used to process manioc or wild

roots and gains, as at La Désirade the conditions for maize cultivation are not v€ry s¡.¡itable. These

food resources were probably available on the cuttirable soils (fig. 74a-b, page l6E) near fresh

water sources.

The excavated materials provide minor information on fishing technology. Only one possible

fistring implemørt was found in the fonn of a shell hook.

Additional information may be provided by the study of human skelet¿l remains. The size and

quality of the sample do not allow gene,ralisaûions on demographic questions or health states. No

dramatic congenital" traumatic, abrasive pathological features, or nutritional diseases were

identified. The dental health of burial lb does provide some nutritional information. This individual

had suffered from a high Ante Mortem tooth loss rate, an abscess, calculus, pøiodontitig atrftio4
and caries on the necks of the teeth. This tlpe of caries is generally caused by the conzumption of
sticky, soft+extured, non-abrasive, non-fibrous, and cariogem foods, that contain a lot of zugar

(LePoole-Burnand personal communic*ion 1995). Similar dental stdes are often reported frorn

pre-Columbian sites in the CaribbearL and they are uzually e4plained through the conzumption of
foods, rich in caóohydrates (zuch as manioc), and through the methods of preparation, for instance

from the presence of grit resulting from grinding procedures (Castrion-Lugo l99t:833) or from

sa¡rd adhered to dried fistr, shellfish and land crab @udinoff 1987:l l8). Howwer, the dent¿l hütth
of the other two individuals is rønarkably good, although grrnding of foods and the conzumption of
manioc hasbeen demonstrated onthebasis of uctmmlogical evidence.

'to
Although most of the pottery probably fi¡nctioned as a container or cooking pot for food" no residues
were conserved ûo provide information onthe n¿ture of these nutrients.
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5.3.3 Information on subsistence from the faunal and shell remain¡

Only a few shell spæies occur wittr abr¡ndant MNI at the Petite Riviere sitq sr¡ch as Chiton sp.

Q3.9W, Cittøtum pica (18.V/o), Tegula sp. (14.1%), Nerita sp. (13.570), and Ndilittorira
tuberculata (l I 9olo) It is remar{cable tl:ørt Stroûrbus gtga{r and bivalve species were hardly found.

Other species were probably collected incidentally and selwtion among shell food resor¡roes seems

to have taken place, although the size of tlre shells does not seern to have been a criterion. On the

basis of dimenstons, Citnrium pica andChiton sp. rnay be considered to have been important in the

subsistenco system of the pre-Columbian inl¡abitants of the site. The above mentioned species oan

be found on and under rocks in intertidal areas, usually exposed to the open sça (Chiton sp.,

Citwium piø, Tegula sp.), on rocks just above the high tide marþ and in rocky areas exposed to
the openr sea (Nerita sp, Núilitørina tubelculøta\ The Petite Rivière bay near the site provides

these habitats.

The most important contribution of vertebrate fauna to the diet consisted of fish. The vertebrate

frr¡nål remains of tlre P€tite Rivière site representd 3.tr/o of mammals (rice rat), 2.1% of birds

(passeriformes, pigeoirs and doves), 1.4% of reptiles (sea turtles, lizards, and iguana) and8l.2Yo of
fish. Fish remains consisted of perch-like fish sharks, rays, squirrelfistr, gtroupers, slappers, gruÍts,

porgies, parroffis[ bonefistç barracudas, surgeon-fislç tigger fisb and tuna and mackerel.

Invertebrate remains (ll.gplo) include lrcrmit crab, sea crab, land crab, and sea-urchin. The

remaind€r of the sample could not be identified. The species in this assønblage can be found in

ditrerent habitatu of which the aquatic habitat may be considered as the most important. The

terrestrial habitat (5.7W provided rice rat, other rodents, birds, lizard and lguanq, hermit crab and

land crab. The habitat of beach-tr¡rtle grass (0.77o) zupported sea ûlrtles. In r¿arious aquatic

environments (44.7þ shæks, rays, perch-like species, and marine invertebrates can be found. The

inshore-estuarine habit¿t (1.7'/ù supports porges. The coral reef habitx (9.5'/ù provides

squinelfistt, parrodslq zurgçorúsl¡, bonefist¡ groupers, snappers, grunts and trigger fist¡ and

finally, the offshore-pelagic habitat (0.4W supports am4 mackerel and barracudas. Herbivorous

reef species (parroffish and zurgeonfisÐ are typically oaught in traps nowadays as they will not take

a hook. The other reef spocies, s¡ch as squinelfistr, groupers, snappeß, grunts, bonefisln, and

trigger fish can be caught in traps but also with hook and line. Fish from the open sea (tr¡nq

macker{ and banacuda) may be car¡ght with hook and ling or by dragnet fishing but probably this

did not often occur.

'11
Strombus grgøs remains might be underrepresented since the animals may have been removed at the
beactt, while the healy shells were left on the coast. At the Petiæ Rivière site, howwer, only a distiance
of a few meters had to be made (see paragraph 4.4.3.2.1.).
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5.3.4 Information on the exploitation of non-subsistence resources

Information on the exploitation of non-zubsistence resourc,es may be provided by the study of the

raw materials used in the manufacture of artef¿cts. It may be clear that only durable materials, zuch

as fired clay, stong shell and coral survived inthe archaeological record.

The clay that was used for the Petite Riviere pottery may have been found in the silt deposits at

a distance of approximateþ I km from the site. However, no technological cþ studies have been

made yet, and cþ occurrences at La Désirade have not been studied in detåil. At the plateau,

shallow and dispersed clay occurrences have been reported in the basins that were hollowed by

carstification processes (Lasserre l9ólb:889-890). ft might be zuggested that the pre-Columbian

inhabitants of the Petite Rivière site were able to find suitable clays for their pottery near their

settlement.

Anon-foodproduct which flourishes in arid eirvironments is cotton. The cultivation and use of
cottor¡ in pre-Columbian contexts can be demonstrated bythe occurence of spindle wtrods (Allaire

l99l:7-9). The Petite Riviere tenain hæ been used as a cotton plantation in the past (Lallanne

personal communication 1995), thus possibilities for the cultivation of ootton will have been

present.

The most used raw materials for stone ætefacts are basalt, sandstone, and flint. The other raw

materials have more incident¿l occr¡rrençes. They occur naturally at La Désiradg near the site, and

they can easiþ be obt¿ined. Basalt, pumicg diorite, quartz, and granite can be found in the volcanic

basement complex of the island, which zurfaces in the eastern part of the island, and north of the

site. Limestone, sandstone, flint, and radiolite deposits covor this volcanic basement, and they can

be found on the whole island. Quartzite is known to occur near Crrande Anse and Pointe du Désert,

which is at the westem part ofthe island.

Raw materials for the manufacture of shell tools and ornarnents were Strombus gigas, Clpraea

sp. and Cittuium pica They could probably easily be collected in the Petite Rivière bay, near the

site.

The pr+Columbian inhabitants of the Petite Riviere site also used coral fragments as raw

material for toolg zuch as rasps and grinden. Nfiost intensively used were Acropora palmata

(51.5%) anó Acropora ceruicotnis Q66"/ù. Porites sp., Siderastrea siderea, and Meqnùinn
memfuites were used to a lesser exterit. These corals occur in the Petite Rivièrc bay, near the ræf.
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s.4 TNFORMATTON ON SUBSTSTENCE FROM QUANTTTATTVE ANALYSES

Stableisotopeanalyses(Keegan 1985, l98E;KeeganandDeNiro 1988;vanKlinken l99l; Stokes

1995) of human bone collagen refine the dat¿ on subsistence that are put forward by predictive

analyses and the archaeological record, as they provide a direct measurement of the percørtages of
different food types in long-term consrmption profiles. The most reliable analysis for the

determination of the ratios of marine and te¡restrial foods in diets of coastal populations is stable

carbon- and nitrogen-isotope analysis. This analysis provides a lifetime profile of the average

zubsistence of an individual, but it may be questionable if this profile is representative for the

average subsiste,nce of the pre-Columbian inhabit¿nts of an archaeological site. Howwer,
combination ofthe outcomes of stable isotope analyses and the archaeological evidence from a site

will complete the view on s¡bsistence. Archaeobotany combined with zooarchaeology and the

study of shell food remains can then provide information about precisely which species of plants or

animals contributed to the diet.

Samples of the humeri of the tlree Petite Riviere burial¡ have been sent to the National

Museum of Natural History in Gainesville @orida) for stable ca¡bon- and nitrogen-isotope

analyses. The intention for having those analyses canied out was to obtain informæion on the

percentages of the diftrent food types consrmed by the pre-Colunrbian inhabit¿r¡ts of tlre Petite

Rivière sitg and to complete these percent4ges with archaeological evidence about which terrestrial

and marine faunat species did conuibuæ to the di€t. Unforh¡nafely, the analyses rvere not finished in

time, and therefore they could not be included in this study. As soon as the rezults will have arrived

in the Netherlands, a more complete version of this study will appear, that also includes the results

ofthe stable isotope analyses.

5.5 SYNTHESIS AND CONCLUSIONS

5.5.1 Results and conclusions

The area around tlre site is well accessible. It consists half of open sea, and the land is dominated by

hills and the plateau. The are¿ directly a¡ound the site, is wen more accessible and consists of
coastal environs, the southern coastal plain, and bays protected by reefs. Most ofthe resources used

probably were from this are¿. For the use of the open sea, the hills and the platear¿ more effort was

needd and their resources were probably used to a lesser extent. Next to the sitg a large and
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permanent fresh water source is situated, and at I km of the site another one can be found.

Cultivàtior¡ especially exte,nsive horticulture of roots and tubers, might have taken place near the

site. Evidence for the cultivation of manioc and/or the use of wild indige,nous roots and grains may

be found in the artefrcts that were encountered at the Petite Riviere site, and in the dental

pathology of burial lb. Cotton was probably also cultivated. Beca¡rse of the poor island fatlna

(insectivoreg rodents, dogs, iguanas, and sea turttes) that is characteristic for the lVest Indies, a

heaw reliance on marine resourc€s is predicted. Ir{a¡ine fauna occuning in the Petite Riviere bay,

thus in rather shallow water, protected by a coral reef, may be expected to have been most used.

These include a large range of shell species, including gastropods, bivalves, and chitons. The

conzumption of shellfish appeared to have beeri basêd on Chiton sp. and Cittøimn pica. Bivalves

and Strombus gigas were hardþ found and selection seems to have taken place. Prdicted fish

spæies include snapper, group€r, porlds[ wrasses, panotfistç srgeon fist¡ trigg€r fisb and

porcupine fish. Fishing of mackenet tarpon, jacb barracuda" sheephead flying fisb and of large

predacious pelagic fistr zuch as tunas was also possible as a rezult of the near and accessible open

sea. The consumption of vertebrate and invertebrate fauna appeared indeed to have been mairfy

focusod on fist¡ and as predictod mainly on fish that occurs in væiouq inshore-estuaring and coral

reef habitats. Among these are perch-like fistL sharks, rays, porgies, parrotfis[ zurgeon-fisl¡

squinelûsb bone,fisb groupers, snapp€rs, grunts, and uigger fish. They may have been caught with

traps, and with hook and line. Barracudas, hlna and mackerel ñom the offshore-pelagic habitat

were probably only occasionatly carght with hook and line, or by dra,grø fishing. Howwer,

possibilities for pelagic fishing nust have been presørt. Sea crab and sea-urchin were also found in

small percentages. Te,rrestrial species, including rice rat, birds, sea turtles, ltzlard" iguana, hermit

crab and land crab, had been used to a lessen extent. Although the suitability of Amerindian diet is

often quætioned, especially on the topic of animal protein, it may be generally accepted that

Amerindian diets, even in a limitd island environme,nt, satisfied the zubsistence needs of pr+

Columbian commmities. According to D¡four (19S3) investigations arnong the Amazonian

Agauruna demonstrate that the average diet of manioc and fish contains all required nutrients. This

community is well-nourished. In ear{y colonial times, the Cæibbean pre-Columbian diet was also

re,ported to satisfu tlre zubsistence needs.

"Les sauvages n€ peuvent estre affamez, parceque leur habitations n'estât point fermees, si tost qu'ils

apperçoivent le danger, ou qu'ils s'en méfient ils se retirent dans les montagnes où ils ont &s iardins

pour cette necessité: outre que s'ils sont au bord de la mer, ils trouvent sur les roches ou sous les

roches M Beléheura, Ebépoulou, Mönbalia, des Bourgos, & aut¡es coquillages: peschent dans les

rivieres des testars, des escreuisses, des petits es@rgots, qu'ils appellent couléme, que les font

subsister. Ils connoissent dans les bois des arbres fruitiers, & des racines qui sont grosses comme l¡a

cuisse [ignames] qu'ils mangent mesme dans leur habitations" @reton \665:226).
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For the non-subsisteÍrce resources, it rn¡ry be predicted that the use of lithic resourc,es relied mainly

on limestong and volcanic inclusions in the limestone bedrock. It¡fiost of the stone artefacts

appeared to be made of basalt, sandstone and flint. Pumice, dioritg Wrrt4 granite, limestone,

radiolite, and quartzite had been used to a lesser erderú. Cþ deposits, which may have been used

for the manufrcture of pottery were probably prese,nt near the site. Coral fragmelrts and shells for

the manufacture of artefacts may be expected to have originated mainly from the Petite Riviere bay.

Shell species (Strombus gtgas, Cypraea sp., Cittøium picø) and the coral species (Acropora

palmaø, Acrolþla cervicornis, Porites sp, Sideras:trea siderea, Memfuim memùites) that were

used for the manufacture of artefacts could indeed have been collected here. The resor¡rces in the

area directly around the site were probably not shard with inhabitants of contemporary sites.

It may be concluded that the data provided by the archaeological record are v€ry similar to

those put fonvard in the prediøive phase.This might imply that the inhabitånts mainly used those

resources closest to their settlement and that the eñironm€,rú of the site was perfectly capable of

zupporting the inhabitants.

Now the research questions about the nature of the zubsistence and non-zubsistence resources

available near the sþ about what sources were actually exploited, and about the nature of the

zubsistence systern and diet ofthe preColumbian inhabitants of Petite Riviere have bæn answered

as detafed as possible, the last research question of why the pre-Columbian Amerindians were

interested in the island of La Désirade may also be answered. In order to provide an answer, the

question may be reversed: there was no rea¡Krn wtry La Désirade or the terrain on which the Petite

Rivière site is situatd was not attractive for preColumbian settleme,nt. The area is easily

accessiblg and it contains some differe,nt micro-environmerrts (coastal plairL hi[s, plateau] each

with its own characteristics. Next to the site, a large and permane,nt fresh water source is sitr¡ated.

Near the site, cultivation of manioc and cotton was possible and wild indigenous roots and grains

may have been available. Vertebrate and invertebrate terrestrial and ma¡ine åuna could be found

nearby. The nearby pres€nce of lithic resourc€s that are zuitable for the manufrcture of artefacts, of

clay deposits, and dçosits of other raw materials for artefrcts zuch as shell and coral completed the

attractiveness of the area. Moreover, there seems to have been no ned of sharing subsistence

resources with inhabitants of other contemporary sites. The situation of the Petite Riviere site might

be compared to the Coralie site, an Ostionan Ostionoid site on Crrarid Turk (BWI). It was ge,nerally

believed that this desert island in the condition it is now would be too dry to support a Wù
Columbian population. Reconstructions rwealed that the climate and vegetation of the island must

have bee,n very similar to modem day conditions. However, the pre-Columbian occupaûts w€re

definiteþ choosing those islands for the riches the,y had to offer. Coralie proves that 'lery small
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islands in pristine condition provide a bountiful and desirable location for pr+Columbian

settlement" (Carlson I 995b).

No information has been gained, howwer, on the structures in which the inhabitants of the

Petite Riviere site lived. As a result of the poor soils and tlre poor vegetation, a shortage of good

construction wood may have occurred. Large-scale excavations might reveal information on

stn¡ctures and may thus be needed to investigate this problem. A shortage of woods may also have

influenced the availability of canoes, and thus the possibilities for travet fiansport, tradg exchangg

and communication between groups on different islands.

5.5.2 Comparison with contemporsry and other pre-Columbian sites in the Caribbe¡n

It may sometimes be difficdt to compare data from other sites because of uncertainties concerning

the quality of the samples, sieving procdures, and the quantification of the material. Howwer, it

may be useful to study the rerults from other subsistence studies in the region in order to be able to

evaluate the dat¿ from the Petite Rivière site. When comparing zubsistence datq it can be

concluded that the different dietary components correspond to the different environs that are

represented around the island. For pre-Ceramic sites, howwer, no general pattern has beeri

identified yet (Nokkert I 995).

In the Saladoid period both tenesnial and marine resources were exploited. A variery of
zubsistence strategies existd, each one reflecting local conditions, and depending on the correlation

between site-location and the habitats exploited (Wing and Scudder 1980). The habitats near the

sites that were most accessible were most exploited (lV'rng 1989). It may be wondered whether

Saladoid groups located their settlement in the vicinity of specifio habitatg or whether the location

of the settlement determined the food e4ploitation pattems of the inhabitants (Nokkert 1995:72).

Inland sites tend to contain more terrestrial vertebrate and land crab remains than coastal siteq e.g.

the sites of Hope E$tate on St. Martin (ffing 1995) and Cayon on St. Kitts (TVing and Scudder

1980). Coastal sites tend to have a more important marine component, e.g. tlre Golden Rock site

on St. Eustatius (Versteeg and Schinkel 1992\.

Reiø (1994:315) suggested that the ratios between the inshorE reef and pelagic fish species

probably reflect the types ofmarine habit¿ts around an island. At coastal sites on islands zunounded

by restricted reefareas, deep reefand pelagrc fish species are encountered, e.g at the Sugar Factory

Pier site on St. Kitts (lVing and Scudder 1980) and the early Saladoid Trants site on Morfiserrat

(Dukes and Reitz 1995). At coastal sites on islands with shallow waters and extensive reefs, species

from these habitats are predominant.
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A general decline in the exploitation of terrestrial resources has been observed in many late

Saladoid sites, possibþ as a rezult of over-exploit¿tion by growing populations. This decline is often

correlated to the shift observed from inland sites to coastal sites, and to the increasing exploitation

of marine invertebrates (see paragraph 1.2.2).

For the post-Saladoid period on the Lesser Antilles few data on zubsistence are availablg although

Troumassan Troumassoid and/or Suazan Troumassoid siteg that may have been more or less

contemporary with the post-Saladoid component of the Petite Riviere sþ have been reported over

a large range of islands. Most of these sites are coastal and situated in dry and infertile

environments. However, as the evidence of the Petite Rivière site points out, this is not necessarily

a limiting åctor for settleme,nt, although it may restrict the possibilities for cultivation or the

availability of terrestrial fauna. According to Allaire (1991:6-9), post-saladoid subsistence is based

on slash-and-burn cultivation of maniog complemented by fishing and hunting. Manioc and other

root crops zuch as sweet potatoes can very well be cultivated on dry and infertile soils, and cotton

flourishes in arid environments. He even zuggests the possibility of an intra-island trade of root
crops, dried shellfistt, fisb and possibþ salt and cotton. Post-saladoid subsistence data for the

Lesser Antilles are provided by Allaire (1977,1991), Drewett and tlarris (1957), Drewetr (1989,

1991, 1995), Cartrruright (l99lb), wing (1991b), Hofrnan (1995), Hoogland (1996), and wing
(1996). At the coastal Macabou site on l\dartiniqug the subsiste'nce system consisted of almost

equal tenestrial and marine components. Fish remains included coral ree! inshore-estua¡ine and

pelagic species (Allaire 1977).

On Barbados, the zubsistence systems of four broadly contemporaneous Suazan Troumassoid sites

([üfcrest, Chancery Lane, Silver Sands, and Heywoods), each with access to a different complex of
resources, were investigated. At these coastal siteq subsistence was focused on marine fauna. It
consisted mainly ofthe capture of flyingûshes and tuna in pelagic waters, and the capture of fish in

various aquatic habitats and panotfishes and zurgeonfish on the coral reefs. Evidence for the use of
wild tenestrial spocies is scarce in these sites, olce,pt for the Silven Sands site, where 2lYo of the
vertebrate remains consisted of wild terrestrial species. However, domestic dogs were present

(Wine 1991b: tables lS-22\.

Shellfish must have been a major source of protein (Drewett l9S9). The shell refuse also

reflects the different habitats the sites. ÍIabitats near the Chancery Lære site consist of
caves, marsh and sea. Nerita sp., Cittørium pica, Strombus gigas, Chiton sp., and Chürrd sp. are

dominant here. Around the Silver Sands sitg (freshwater) marsh and brackish areas, intertidat

beach zones, coral reef and sea-bed habitats can be found. The shellfish remains found at this site

consist predominantly of Cittøium Pica, Nerita sp., Strombus gigas, and Chæna sp. Heywoods
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and Hillcrest are near an intertidal zone with cofirmon rock-dwellers and near a coral reef zone.

Their shellfish remains are dominated by Strombus gtgas and Cittorium pica (Cartvtnght 1991b). A
reconsfinction of the preColumbian environment of Heywoods on the basis of plant rernains

demonstrates the prese,lrce of a rich rruingrove swamp in a marine inlø (Drewett 1995). However,

no mångrove shellfish species occtrred inthe sample.

A general zubsistence image is created in which the pre-Columbian inhabitants of these sites

are thought to h¿ve relied on cassava, fish from pelagc wat€rs or coral reeß, strellfish from habitats

near the site, terrestrial fruna and wild plants (Drewett and [Ianis 1987:185-186).

The inhabitants of the coastal Suazan Troumassoid site of Grande Anse, Terre de Bas, Les Sainteg

relied predominantþ on marine food resources. Shellfish species from rocks and sandy bouom and

seagrass meadows in the direct vicinity of the site had been eryloited zuch as Cittøium pica,

Tectøius rmricctus, Nerita sp. and Strombus gtgas.Fish remains consisted mainly of coral reef

species, and terrestrial species w€re represented by smaller perceritages (Hofrnan 1995).

Fewer subsistence data are available for the Suazan Troumassoid sites of Morne Cybèle-l and -Z

on La Desirade. This may have been caused by less accurate siwirig proceduresTz as a rezult of
which small faunal remains may have beeri lost. The sites are situated atop the plateau, at a height

of 205 m above sea-level. It is remar{Gble that fafu{y large amowrts of shell had b€en transported to

be prepared and consumed on the sites. At the Morne Cybèle-2 site shellfish rernains were

rçresentd by Cittørhøn pica, Pwpna Wtuk and Nerita sp., and at the Morne Cybele-l site they

consisted almost exclusively of Cittryiumpica (Hofinan 1995).

SincB the site location of both sites is unique, it would be interesting to study a sample of
excavated material from both sites that has been wet-sieved over very small mesh siwes, in order to

investigate the terrestrial component of the funal remains. Moreover, MNI counts of both the

shellfish remains and the other faunal remâins should be provided in order to be able to distinguish

the importance ofthe ditrerent habitats exploited, aûd to get an idea of the use and exploitation of
the island by the pre-Columbian inhabitarts ofthese remadøble sites.

Very d*ailed data on s¡.rbsiste,lrce are available for the island of Saba. Faunal assernblages and

carbon and nitrogen isotopes u¡ere studied for the sites of Sp¡ing Bay-l and -3 (pøiod 2: AD 850-

130073), andKel@sRidge-l (period 1: 4D400-850) utd-2(period 3: AD 1300-1400).

In 1984, the archaeological materials were probably collect€d þ hand and not by sieving procedures.

In 1994, the excavated material was dry-siwed over 10 rnm mesh siwes.
See Hoftnan (1993) and Hoogland (1996)
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In period 1, terrestrial animals (and crabs) are relatively abundant. Small rocþ- or intertidal

shellñsh species (Cittarium pica, NeriÍa sp. and Chiton sp.) and inshore species (Strombas Stqas)

were abundant. Fishing on reef fish (parrotfistç triggerfistr" grouper, snapper, hogfistr, wrasses) was

one of the main subsistence activities. In period 2, the dietary contribution of land crabs dæreased

and terrestrial vertebrates (rice rat, agoutr, birds, and reptiles) show a slight increase. Shellfish

remained importan! and jacks and zurgeonfishes increase in numbers, while parrotfishes and

snappers are less abundant. Nitrogen values point to a diet dominated by marine resources'

especially deep sea resources, which are related to the abundance of deep water. Assuming th¿t no

Ca plants made part of the diet, although grrnding stones were found carbon isotopes suggest that

the marine component might have beeri ap'proximateþ 3lyo.lî period 3, terrestrial vertebrates

increase, especially rice rats, possibly as a rezult of more prominent agficultural and clearing

activities. Shellfish gæhering deorease{ and fishing striftd ûom inshore u¡aters to reef zones.

A general zubsistence image is creared in which pre-Columbian inhabitants of these sites are

thought to have relied on manioc, resourc€s from the rocky int€rtidal mne (Nerifr sp. and Chiton

sp.), fisb sea turtle, and to a lesser extent on terrestrial resourc€s. The shift from exploitation of
nearer shallow waters to more distant deeper wat€rs was explained by overexploiation ñtrogen
isotopes point to a relative importance of dee,p-water resourcas in periods 2 and 3, which can be

explained by the limited sr¡råce of shallow wat€r around Saba. SheÍfish contributed apparently in a

lesser qctent to the diet despite their abundance in the faunal assunblages. Carbon isotopes may

$¡ggest that during period 3 the mean marine coilpon€nt increased, horticulture intensified and

matze was introduced (Hoogland I 996; Wing t996\.

It may be concluded that pre-Columbian Amerindians focused on the exploitation of the most

abundant and accessible rìesources near their settlefüerÍs. The sites of Morne Cybèle-l and -2 af,e an

orception to this rule, and they desenre to be sn¡did in more det¿il, but the Petite Rivière site fits

this general picture. Both terestrial and madne resourc,es were exploited, although the marine

component is predominant, as a rezult of the coastal site location and the poor island fauna. The site

is faced by a shallow bay with an extended coral reef and strellfish and fish species from these

habitats were oploited most intensively. In this respect, the assemblage of the Petite Riviere site is

comparable to those of the sites of Fúllctest, Chancery Lane, Silver Sands, and Heywoods

@aóados} Grande Anse (Terre de Bas, tæs Saintes), and Kelbqy's Ridge-2 (Saba). However,

intensive pelagic water fishing and the presence of domestic dogs from the sites on Barbados could

not be denronstratd at the Petite Rivière site. Shellfish collecting was probably similar, although

Strombus gigas, that is abundant on the other sites, was hardly encounterd neither at Petite Riviere

nor at Spring Bay-l and -3, although this shell species could probably be fomd nearby.
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5.5.3 Conclusions and abstract

In 1984 and 1995, archaeological excavations were carried out at the Petite Rivière site at La

Désirade. The present study first serves as a report of the 1995 fieldwork. Secondly, it provides

information concerning the natural zubsistence and non-subsistence resor¡rces of the environs of the

sþ and the subsistence system and diet of it's pre-Columbian inhabitants. The study is limited by

the small size of both the 1984 and the 1995 excavations, the lack of data concerning the 1984

fieldworþ the incompleteness of the faunal remains analysig and the absence of the st¿ble isotope

analysis, which was not finished in time. This study can best be considered as a test-case for a small-

scaled integrated subsistence study, without expecting larger scale conclusions and interpretations.

First, it gives an introduction in Caribbean subsistence studies (chapter 1). Secondly, it provides

information on the setting of La Désirade (chapter 2) nd a report of the 1995 fieldwork at the

Petite Rivière site, which consisted of a qystematic surface survey and 13 shovel-tests (50x50 cm).

The site appeared to consist of a shallow and rather disturbed archaeological layer. Radiocarbon

dates ranging from 600-652 cal AD, l0l2-1154 cal AD, and 1312-1402 cal AD were obtained

(chapter 3). The excavations provided pottery stone artefacts, shell food remains and shell

artefactg coral artefacts, faunal remains, and human skeletal remains. These categories have been

described in detâil (chapter a). The pottery appeared to consist of a very small Late Saladoid

component and a large post-Saladoid component, which may be correlated with the radiocarbon

dates. The post-Saladoid component is characterized by unrestricted simple and restricted simple

vessel shapes, rounded and inwardly thickened lip shapes, flat base shapes, wall thicknesses

between 6-11 mnl orificp diameters between 21 and 30 cnL red, reddish-browr¡ and dark brown to

very dark brown inner and outer surfaces that were predominantly highly burnished. Only 1.4% of
the pottery was decorated, mostly by broad shallow incisions, and 15.8% was covered by a red sþ
or paint. The lithic assemblage, which is rather poor, consists of (waterworn) pebbleg gindins

stones, rubbing stoneg polishing stones, preforms, flakeg a flaked core, a flake tool, beads, and

zemis. Suitable raw materials (mostly basalt, flint, and sandstone) could easiþ be obtained in the

near surroundings of the site. Shell food remains consist mainly of Chiton sp, Cittarium pica,

Tegalø sp., Nerita sp., Nodilittorirn tuberculata, and Tectarius rmtricatus. These species could

easily be collected in the bay near the site. Stombus Stgas and bivalves were hardly encountered,

and selection seems to have taken place. Shell artefacts had been precisely worked, and they include

scrapers, axes, a pointed tool, a fish hooþ beads, a 7-em\ and unidentifid objects. They were made

out of Strombus gtgas, Cypraea sp. and Cittarium pica, wlnch could easily be collected in the

Petite Rivière bay, near the site. Coral artefacts include Acropora cewicornis rasps, Acropora

palmata grinders, Porites porites soft grinding or polishing tools, Siderastrea siderea grinders, and

aMeanfuina meøtùites grinder. These coral species could easily be used as tools and could easþ
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be acquired as a result of their accessible habitats near the site. A minor percentage of the faunal

remains consisted of mammals (Oryzonyini sp.), birds @asseriformes and Colurnbidae), reptiles

(Chelonädae, Polyctuidae, Iguøu iguøn), and invertebrate remains (Coenobita clltpeatus,

Calines'tes sp., land crab, and Echinoid). Fish remains are most abundant and they include perch-

like fistU Carcharhinidag Aetobûis sp, Holocentrus sp., Serranidag Lutjøan sp., Haemulidag

Sparidae, Scaridae, AlbulidaÊ, Sphyraenidae, Acantluridae, Batistidae and Scombridae. The most

important habitats were the væious aquatic habitat and the coral reef habitat, where fish may have

been caugtrt with traps, nets or lines. Three human burials had been found in 1984. Two men (age

at death: 40-50 years and 2646 years) were found to have tnd a good dental heattb and no

pathological features, except for a congenital variation ('os wormianum') for one of them. A small

and older riloman was found to have zuffered from severe dental pathologies, related to the

conzumption of sticþ and cariogen foods.

In chapter 5, it was tried to identify the resources in the site's environs that might have been

available and exploited in pre-Columbian times, with the help of a point-pattern site catchment

analysis. Secondly, the archaeological record was studied for information on zubsistence. Thirdly,

the relativeimportance of food resourc€s should be deterrnind through stable isotope analyses, but

these had not been finished in time. The site catchment analysis put forward that the area around

the site is very accessible. It contains easily obtainable lithic, coral, and shell resources zuitable for

the mantfacture of artefrcts, a possible clay deposit, a large and permanent fresh wat€r source, soils

ttnt arc zuitable for cultivation, and probably a depauperate terrestrial far¡n¿ but a rich marine frr¡na.

Marine shellfish and fish occurring in shallow water, protected by a coral ree{, may be expected to

have been used most. These resources were probably not sha¡ed n/ith inhabitants of other sites. The

archaeological record provides evidence for a diet basd on manioc and/or wild indigenous roots

and grains, Chiton sp. and Cittøium piø, and fish from various, inshore-estuarine, and coral ræf
habitats, that may have been caught with trapq and with hook and line. Tenestrial species,

including rodents, birds, sea turtles and other reptileq and invertebrates r¡rere used to a lesser

extent. It also evidences the use of non-zubsistence resources, zuch as clay, cottoq and lithio, shell

and coral resources for the marufacture of artefrcts. The data from the archaeological record are

similar to those from the catchment analysis. This implies that the inhabitants mainly used the

nearest resourc€s to their settlement, and th¿t the errvironment of the site could support the

inhabitarts. The assenrblage of the Petite Riviere site is comparable to the more or less

contemporary sites of lüllcrest, Chancery Lane, Silver Sands, and Heywoods @arbados), the site

of Grande Anse (Terre de Bas, Les Saintes), and the site of Kelbey's Ridge2 (Saba). The pre-

Cohmbian inhabitants of these sites were mainly focusing on the erçloitation of resources that

were most abundantly and most accessibþ available neartheir settlerielÍs.
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5.5.5 Evaluation and suggestions for further research

More studies concerning zubsistence in the post-saladoid period in the Caribbean region will be

needed in order to come to a better understanding of past human behaviour. As a result of the

incomplete nature of the archaeological record, these studies require an interdisciplinary research

approach.

An orample of a small-scaled integrated zubsistence study was executed for the Petite Rivière

site at La Désirade. Considering this study as a test-case, without expecting conclusions that could

be interpreted on a larger scale, its research method may be considered zuccessful in recording

subsistence dat¿ in a structured manner. It should not be forgotten that in the Cuibbean, although

the interest in str¡dies of preColumbian subsistence and diet is growing it is only a recent

dwelopment that str¡dies of all a¡tefact categories are canied out. Disciplines like zooarchaeology

and archaæbotany are zuch specialized and complicated fields of studythat they are often used as a

complete and independent researches in itse[ and not as parts of integrated research programs.

For the Gtradeloupe regio4 it would be interesting to execute a largescale integrated

zubsistence studythat includes more sites onI¿Désirade, Pointe-des.Châtør4 and the islands of
Petite Terre, which all belong to the same continental platform. Research on the small islands of
Petite Teme, located between Guadeloupe and I¿ Désiradg should be interesting in particular.

Neither artefacts nor detailed archaeological records are available, and it may be important to

investigafe whether the sites are settlements or resor¡rce er$raction sites, and what resources were

available and exploited. Such larger-scale study might provide data concerning the use of the

environs of siæs in different time periods, and also concerning the use of different environs for

contemporary sites. To make s¡,¡ch study a success, the following devices are important:

- Ethnohistoric reports and ethnographic analogies should be studied. Many ear{y colonial

reports exist for the Frerich islands, providing information which is essential for our

understanding of locally available food sources, and Amerindian prooreme,nt strategies and

food preparation methods. Ethnographic analogies of tropical forest horticulturalists can

provide gøeral insights in the variety ofways people meet their zubsistence nds.

- Zooarchaeological str¡dies should identify faunat remains to the lowest ta¡<onomic level

possiblg and MNI counts should b€ aftaind to allow frequency distributions and comparisons

with otlrer assenrbl4ges.

- Archaeobotanical studies should be included in the archaeological record in order to obtain

information on the past human use of plants, used as food, medicing fuelwood and raw

materiâI.
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- Technological pottery studies may be executed in order to provide an insight in the origin of
the clays used. Recently, clay samples ûom the plateau at La Désirade have been collæted in

order to be analysed in the laboratories of Leiden University (floogland personal

communication 1996)

- Quantitative analyses in the form of stable ca¡bon- and nitrogen-isotope analyses nnrst be

executed in time so that they can be included in the study. This is nec€ssary in order to be able

to deterrnine the relative importance of natr¡ral resources in the diet.

- Larger-scale orcavations (in comparison to the Petite Rivière excavations) a¡e nded in order

to provide a better quality and quantity of information on pre-Columbian subsistence and diet,

and to reveal features relæing to structres.

- More information on the (paleo)environment should be obtained, including information on

coa"stal dynamios and changes in sea level, erosio4 tectonic moveln€rús, and changes in

climate, soils, and vegetation. Geomorphological studies combined with the study of early

colonial descriptions may be zuggested a¡¡ a source of evidence. Some of the most prominent

investigators of paleoclimatic changes in the Cæibbean are working at the University of
Florida and are wi[ing to help (Kægan personal communication 1996).

- As most archaeological research in this region has been small-scaled and poorþ documented,

better excavation reports and more detailed material sü¡dies must be made. Moreover, more

reliable radiocarùon dates should be obtained. It would be best to have some general principles

conceming sieving; sampling and collecting procedures.

- More data are needed on site locations and zubsistence systems of more or less contemporary

sites (e.g. ofthe sites ofMome C/rcle-l and-2).

If the above mentioned devices are followed an furterdisciplinary and integrated zubsiste,nce study

on a large scale may provide structured inform¿tion on pre-Columbian subsistence syste,ms from

ditrererit periods in the regior¡ which may rezult in a better understanding of past human behaviour.
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5.5.4 Conclusions et résumé

En 1984 et 1995, des fouilles archéologiques furent realisees zur le site de Petite Rivière (La

Désirade). Le présent ouwage a pour but de fournir un rapport des fouilles de 1995, et obtenir des

renseignements concernant les sources naturdlles atx environs du sitg et le système de la
subsistance et le régime des habit¿nts pre-Colombiens. L'etude fut limitée à car¡se de la petite

echelle des fouilles, et du manque des renseignements conc€rnant la fouille de 1984, des résultats

des analyses des isotopes såbles et d'une partie des result¿ts des analyses de la faune. Ces analyses

ne furent pas terminees à temps. Mieux vaut considérer cet ouwage cornme un qrercice d'une étude

intégree à petite æhellg sans attendre ni conclusions ni interprétations qui puissent être utilisees à

plus grande echelle. D'abord, cet ouwage fournit une introduction des etudes de la zubsistance aux

Antilles (1" chapitre). Enzuite, il fournit des renseignements zur le cadre de llle de La Desirade (2"

chapitre) et dbn rapport des fouilles de 1995, qui consistaient d'une prospwtion en surface

systematique et de la realisation de 13 sondages (50x50 cm). La plus grande partie du site est

représelrtee par une couche archeologique peu épaisse çt remaniee. Des datations radiocarbon du

site s'étendent entre 600-ó52 c,al AD, 1012-1154 cal AD, et l3l%1402 cal AD (3- cloapitre). Læs

fouilles fournissent de la ceramique, des artefacts lithiques, des restes alimentaires e,n coquillage, des

artefacts en coquillage et en corail des os dbrigine animale, et des sepulhues. Ces categories finent

decrites en détail (4" chapitre). La ceramique contient une composante Saladoide t¿rdive très limitee

et une composante post-Saladoïde très abondante, qui pourraient être corrélees avec les datations.

La composante post-Saladoíde est caractérisee par des formes ouvertes et de simples contours

restreints ou non-restreints, des bords arrondis ou épaissis vers lintérieur, des bases aplæies, des

épaisseurs entre 6-ll mnL des diamètres entre 2l-30 crn, des surfaces de couleur rouge, rouge

brun, ou brun fonce vers brun très fonce, et des zurfaces finies par brunissage intensif Un
pourcentage minime des tessons est decoré (l.A\,les motiß incises larges et peu profonds étant

les plus nombreu:q et 15.8% des tessons furent finis avec ur engobe ou une peinture rouge. Iæ

mobilier lithique est assez pauvre et contient des galets (polis par teau), des pilong des polissoirs,

des pre-formes, des éclats, un nuclárs, un outil presentant des traces de perarssiorç des perles, et

des zémis. Parmi les roches les plus couramment rencontræs sont le basaltg le sile¿ et le grès, qui

sont appropriés pour la fabrication des artefacts, et qui peuvent être trouvées facilement pres du

site. En ce qui conc€rne les restes alimentaires en coquillage, les especes dominantes sont Chiton

sp., Cittæiam pica, Tegulo sp, Neritø sp., Núilittorina tubercalata, ú Tectøius tmtricatus. Ces

espæes pouvaient être collectionnees facilement à I'anse près du srte. Strombus gtgæ et des

bivalves furent trouvés à peine. Probablement des coquillages furent selectionnes. Des artefrcts en

coquillage ont eté travaillés avec grande precision. Ils consistent de grattoirs, de haches, d'un outil
pointu, dTrne hameçon, de perles, d'un zemi" et d'objøs non-identifies. Ils orrt eté faits de Strombus
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gtgas, Cltpraea sp. et Cittørium pica, qvi pouvaielrt être trouvés facilement près du site. Les

artefacts en corail consistent de râpes an Acropora eervicornis, de meules en Acropora Wlmata,
Siderastrea siderea, et Meandrirn meøtfuites, et de polissoirs en Porites porites. Ces especes

pouvaiørt être trav¿illees facilemen! et elles pouvaient être frcilement acquisees grâce à leurs

habit¿ts accessibles près du site. Un pourcentage minime de restes alimentaires en os d'ofigine

animate consiste de mammiÊres (Orynmyiø sp.), d'oiseaux @asseriformes et Columbidae), de

reptiles (Chelonüdae, Poþchridae, et lguæra iguØto) et d'invertèbres (Coercbiø cþpeatus,

Calinestes sp., crabes de tene, et Echinoid). Des poissons sont les plus abondants (perciformg

Carcharhinidag Aetobatis sp., Holæentrus sp., Serranidae, Lutjams sp., t{aemulidag Sparidae,

Scaridae, Albulidag Sphyraenidae, Acanthuridae, BalistidaÊ, et Scombridae). Læs habitats les plus

importants étaient I'habitat d'environs aquatiques divers et l'habitat du rfif coralier¡ où des poissons

pourraient être attrapés par piège, filet ou ligne. En 1984, trois sepultures furent trouvées. Detx
hommes (âge de deces: 40-50 ans et 26-46 ans) avaient une bonne santé deirtairg et aucun fait
pathologique ne fut trouve, sauftrne variation congénitale (bs wormianum) pour l'un d'entre deux.

Une femme petite et âgee fut trouvee ayant souffert dTrne pathologie dentaire sevàe qui pzut être

correlée à la consommation dbne nouriture collante et cariogene.

Dans le 5" chapiûe, il fut essayé dTdentifier les ressornces naturelles anx environs fu sitg qui

pourraient être disponibles et oçloitees dans la periode pre-Colombienne ('point-pattern site

catchment analysis). Enzuitg des do¡nees archaeologiques fi.¡re,lrt etudiees pour obtørir des

infonnations surla zubsistance. Finalement, les pourcentages des diffirentes ressourc€s alimentaires

seraient déterminés à laide d'analyses des isotopes stables, mais ces analyses ne furent pas

terminees à temps. L'analyse de 'site catchment' démontrait que les environs du site sont très

accessibles. Ils contiennent des ressources des pierres, des corailq et des coquillages, appropriés à

la fabrication des artefacts, et qui purvørt êtres obtenus facilemen! un dépot d'arglg une sourcê

d'eau potable permanetrte, des sols appropriés à la cultivatior¡ une faune terresfie pauwe, et une

frr¡ne marine riche. Des coquillages et des poissons qui trouvent leur gisement naturel dans des

eaux peu profondes, protégés par un récif coralien" peuve,nt être zupposes être les plus abondants.

Probablement, il n'était pas necessaire de partager c€s ressourc€s avæ des habitants d'autres sites.

Des donnees s pourvoient des indications pour un rçgime basé zur le manioc elou les

tubercules et les céreales sauvages, Chiøn sp. et Cittøium pica, et des poissons des habitats

d'e,lrvirons aquatiques divers, d'e,nvirons près du rivage-estuaire et de I'habitat du recif coralierç qui

pewent être attrapés par piège, hameçon et ligne. Des es@es terrestres furent moins oçloitees.
Elles démontrffi aussi lbtilisation des autres ressources, c,omme tatglg le cotorl et de la pierrg

des coquillages et des corails pour la fabrication des a¡tefrcts. l¡s donnees archeologiçes sont

pareilles aux données de I'analyse de'site catchme,lrt'. Ça peut signifier que les habita¡ts ont utilisé
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principalement les ressources les plus proches de leur et¿blissement, et que les environs du site

powaient supporter ces habit¿nts. L'a^ssernblage du site de Petite Riviere peut être comparé aveo les

sites plus ou moins contemporains de [üllcrest, Chancery Lane, Silver Sands, et Heywoods

@aóados),le site de C¡rande Anse (Terre de Bas, Les Saintes), et le site de Kelbey's Ridge-2. Iæs

habit¿nts pre-Colombiens de ces sites s€ conc€nfaiørt principalement sur I'exploitation des

ressources qui aaient les plus abondantes et les plus proches de leurs etablissements.

Plus d'etudes conceffiant la subsistance dans la periode post-Saladoide seront nécessaires pour

mieux pouvoir comprendre la conduite humaine dans le passe. Résultånt du caractere incomplet des

assemblages archeologiques, ces etudes exigent une approche de recherche interdisciplinaire

Un exemple dI¡ne etude intégrée de la zubsistance fut srécuté à petite echelle pour le site de

Petite Riviere à La Désirade. Considerant cette etude comme un exerèice, sans attendre des

conclusions qui pouvaient être interpretees sr une plus grande æhelle, sa methode de recherche

peut être considéree cornme un zuccès pour I'enregistrement struc'turé des donnees concernant la

zubsistance. Il ne faut pas oublier que ce rt'est que depuis recemment que des etudes de toutes les

catégories d'artefacts sont frites dans la région Caraibe, quoique firitérêt pour des etudes de la

s.rbsistance et le régime pre-Columbien grandisse. Des disciplines coûrme la zooarcheologie et

l'archéobotanie sont si spécialisees et complexes qu'elles sont considerees sou/erit comme une

etude complète et indéperidante ar¡ lieu dl¡ne partie dtne etude intégree.

Pour la région de la Guadeloupe, il serait interessarrt d'executer une recherche intégree à
grande echelle conc€rnant la s¡bsistance, qui rørferme plus de sites à I¿ Désirade, à La Pointe-des-

Châteatrx, et aux îles de Petite Terre, qui font toutes partie de la même plateforme continentale.

Particuliè¡ement, des recherches dans les fles de Petite Tene, situees entre Gradeloupe et t¿
Désirade, ser¿ient interessantes. Ni artefacts, ni rapports archeologiques detaillés ne sont

disponibles, et il pourrait être important d'erømin€r si les sites etaient des habit¿tions permanentes

ou bien des sites qui serrraie,nt l'exploitation des ressourc¡s, et quelles ressourc€s etaient disponibles

ø exploitees. Une telle etude à grande echelle, produirait des dormees concemant ltrilisation des

environs des sites dans des périodes diftrenteg et aussi concernarit I'utilisation des enrvirons

diftrerits pour des sites contemporains. Pour f¿ire une etude pareille rm zuccès, les

recommandations zuivantes sont importantes:
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- Des rapports ethnohistoriques et des analogies ethnographiques dewaient être étudiés. Il y a
beaucoup de rapports coloniar¡x anciens pour des îles françaises, qui produisent des

renseignements essentiels pour notre notion des ressources alimentaires locales, et des

stratégies amérindiennes de la collection et des methodes de la préparation de la nouniture.

Des analogies ethnographiques des horticuhzurs de la forêt tropicale peuvent produire des

reconnaissances générales concernant la sr¡bsistance.

- Des etudes zooarchéologiques dewaient identifier des restes de la faune au nivear¡

ta:ronomique le plus precis possible, et des comptes des'minimum des nombres des individus'

devraient être acquis pour pouvoir établir des schémas de frequelrce et pour pouvoir frire des

comparaisons avec d'autres assemblages.

- Des études archéobotaniques der¡raient faire partie de la recherche archeologique, pour obtenir

des renseignements concernarú ltrtilisation des plantes, conrme nourriturg médicamen! bois de

chauffage, et matière premièrg par lhomme dans le passe.

- Des etudes technologiques dewaie,nt être executæs pour produire une notion des origines des

argles qui ont été utilisees pour la fabrication de la ceramique. Récemment, des echantillons

d'argile ont été collectionnés du plateau de La Désirade pour être analyses ar¡x laboratoires de

I'Université de Leiden (Hoogland communication personnelle 1996)

- Des analyses quantitatives sous forme d'analyses des isotopes stables de carbone ú, daznte

der¿raient faire partie de I'etudg pour pouvoir déterminer lTmportance relative des ressources

naturelles pour le régime.

- Des fouilles à plus grande echelle (en comparaison avec les fouilles de Petite Rivière) sont

necessaires pour fournir un meilleure qualité et une plus grande quantité de renseignements zur

la subsistance et le régime pré-colombieE et de trouver des faits des stmctures de l'habitation.

- Plus de renseignements concernant les þaleoþvirons derrraient être obtenus, contenant des

renseignemelrts sur la dynamique côtière et les changements du niveau de la mer, l'érosioq les

mouvemerits tectoniques, et les changements du climat, des sols et de la végetation, Des etudes

geomorphologiques en combinaison avec l'étude des descriptions c,oloniales pourraient être

suggerees comme source d'évidence. La plupart des exploratanrs des changements

paleoclimatologiques dans la région Cararbe travaillent à lUniversite de Floridg et ils ont

consenti à coopérer (Keegan communications personnelles l9%).

- Comme la pþart des recherches archeologiques dans cette région ét¿ient à petite echelle et à

peine doctrmentees, il far¡t çe meilletrs rapports de fouilles et des études plus détaillées

concerlumt les matériau archéologiques soient åits, et que plus de datations radiocarbons

soient obtenues. Le mieu:< serait d'avoir quelques princþs g€n€raux concernant les procédures

de tamisage, dechantilloq et de collection.
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- Plus de donnees sont necessaires concernant les locations des sites et des systèmes de la

zubsistance des sites plus ou moins contemporains (par exemple des siæs de Morne Cybèle-l

et -2).

Si ces recommand¿tions seront suivies, une etude interdisciplinaire et intégree à grande echelle

pourrait pourvoir des renseignements structurés concemant les systèmes de sr¡bsist¿nce des

périodes diftrentes dans la régio4 ce qui pourait aboutir à une meilleure compréhension de la

conduite humaine dans le passe.
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APPENDD( 1. THE Â,RCHAEOLOGICAL SITtrS OF LA DESIRADE (fr9.77a)

1 Anse Petite Rivière, Baie-Mahault. Coordinates 1806.500-711.80074; 11 m above sealevel.

The site was discovered in 1950 by Barbotin and Clerc, and it was rediscovered in 1983 by

bulldozer activities. The site was visited by Petitjean-Roget (1933), and excavat.dtt by Bodu in

1984 and de Waal (this volume) in 1995. It was a coastal settlement with Late Saladoid and

post-Saladoid 0components, and calibrated radiocartondates ofAD 600-652, AD l0l2-1154,

and AD 1312-1402. Nowadays, it is thre¿tened by erosion and building activities.

2 A I'Esc¡lier,Iæ Souffieur. Coordinates 1804.600-709,4Q0;2 m above seaJevel. This site was

probably known to Barbotin and Clerg and it was zuweyd by Bodu in 1984, who reported a

very dense concentration of zurface finds of Saladoid material (1985). It was a coastal

settlement (10 m ûom the sea) of approximatd 100 m2. Nowadays, it is located in a sandy

cultivated field, and it is disturbed and eroded.

3 Morne Cybèlel,Iæ Souffieur. Coordinates 1806.100-710.600;205 m above sea-level. The

site was zuweyed by Bodu in 1984 (1985) and excavated by Hofrnan and Hoogland (1994). It
was a plateau settlement of approximateþ 25l*,with post-saladoid material and a calibrated

radiocarbon date of AD 1440-1480. It is situated near a fresh water source, on a strategic

locatioq dominating the south coast. It is partially disturbed by building constructions and

threatened bythe shallowness ofthe sitg erosion and illegal sand exploitation.

4 Morne Cybè|e2, Iæ Soufleur. Coordinates 1806.100-710.500; 250 m above sea-level. The

site was discovered in 1983. It was excavated by Bodu in 1984 (1985) and Hoûnan and

Hoogland (1994). It was a plateau settlement of approximately 150 m2, with post-saladoid

(Suazan Troumassoid) pouery and a calibrated radiocarbon date of AD 1230 and 1326. The

archaeological m¿terial was found in 10-20 cm deep natural depressions in the bedrock.

Nowadays, the site is very eroded.

5 Morne Cybèlo-3,Iæ Soufleur. Coordinates 180ó.150-710.550; 205 m above sea-level. The

site was discovered in 1984, betrræn the Morne Cybèle-l and Morne Cybele-2 sites. It was

surveyed by Bodu in 1984 (1985), but only one Ceramic base was found.

La Désirade, Petite Terre, l:20000, No 32.
Finds from legal surveys and excavations have been deposited in the depot ofthe archaeological Edgar
Clerc Museum in Le Moule (Guadeloupe).
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6 Grotte le Baigneux, Bourg de Grande Anse. Coordinates 1803.900-706.100; l5-20 m above

se¿-level. This site was discovered by the owner M. le Baigneur, at the slope of the plateau. He

guards some shell and stone axes. It has not been visited by archaeologists and the date of the

site is unknown @odu 1985).

7 Les Sables, Grande Anse. Coordinates 1803.550-750.350; I m above sea-level. This site was

discovered in 1984, excavated by Bodu in 1984 and 1985 (1985b), and visited by Hofrnan and

Hoogland n lggl.It was a coastal settlement (80 m from the sea) of approximately 350 m2.

Saladoid material was found in an archaeological layer from 0-40 cm. The site is located at

both sides of a road on cultivated land, which is property of J. Locquet. Shallow disturbance of
the site has taken place as a result of cultivation and crab holes, and large-scale excavations are

thought to be necessary (Hoûnan and Hoogland personal communication 1996).

I Pointe Mansénilier, Baie Mahault. Coordinates 1807.800-713.600; l0 m above sea-level.

The site was discovered and surveyed by Bodu in 1984 (1985). The siæ appeared to be very

eroded, and only one flint flake was found.

9 Iréproserig Baie lvlatrault. Coordinates 1806.900-712.5W. The site which is not surely a pre-

Columbian site, was discovered and surveyed by Bodu in 1984. Only one Saladoid sherd was

found.

10 Pointe Double, Baie Mahault. Coordinates 1807.250-713.800; 15-20 m above sea-level. The

site was discovered and zurveyd by Bodu (1984), and by de Waal in 1994. It probably was a

manufactrning site for local rocks of approximately 400 mt, on a rather abrupt slope to the sea.

No dates were obtainod.

11 Morne BaieMahault, Baie-Malnr¡lt. Coordinates 1806.750-712.85A;5-10 m above sea-

level. The site was discovered and srveyd by Bodu (1984), and by de Waal in 1994. It
probably ì¡ras a manufacturing site for local rocks of approximateþ 300 m2, on the sþe of a

hill neæ the sea. No dates were obt¿ined.

12 Le Cocoyer, Baie-Mahar¡lt. Coordinates 1808.000- 711.500; 175 m above sea-level. The site

was discovered and surveyed by Bodu in 1984 (1985). He found I¿te Saladoid material. The

site is located on the east-plateau, on semi-cultivated land, where it is lightly influenced by

cultivation and erosion. Excavations do not seemto be urgent.

13 Grotte de Grande ÀnselBeauséjour, Beausejour. Coordinates 1803.9-706.000. This sitewas

discoverd and zurveyed by Bodu in 1984 (1985). It is properly of N. Larriette, and it is
situated in a cave of approximately 20 rrf , at the border of a steep hill, with relatively easy

access. Bodu found post-Saladoid material but also concluded that the site is too disturbed for

an important excavation.
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14 Voûte à Pin, Le Souffieur. Coordinates 1806.025-708.975;180 m above seaJevel. The site

was discovered and partiatly destroyed by excavations by Father Guilbert, and it was surveyed

by Bodu in 1984 (1985). It is a cave, composed of two halls, dominating the river-bed at the

bottom of a small steep cliff. Post-Saladoid material was found in limitd quantities.

15 Anse des Galets, Beausqiour. Coordinates 1803.400-703.9O0;20 to 35 m above sea-level.

The site was discovered and zurveyed by Bodu in 1984 (19S5). Saladoid material was found.

It was a settlement dominating the se4 at the lower part of the abrupt coast, in the modest

descent towards a ravine. Nowadays, it has been partly destroyed by vegetation and erosion.

16 Tropique, Grande Montagng Beausejour. Coordinates 1805.300-708.700; 240 m above sea-

level. The site was lanown to Father Guilbert snd it was rediscovered and surveyed by Bodu in

1984 (1985). Post-satadoid material was found. It was a settlement of approximately 400m2,

on the highest part ofthe plateau around a pool. It has been partly destroyed by erosion and by

a road.

17 Pointe à Godard, Grande Anse. This site is located in a cultivated field at the border of the

seq and it contains Late Saladoid material.

THE ARCHÄEOLOGICÁ.L SITES OF PETITE TtrRRE DE DESIRADE (fig. 77b)

18 Síte du Pharrc" Terre de bas. Coordinates 178.200-702.4001'6-7 m above sea-level. This site

of approximatety 12000 mt was known to Ba¡botin and Clerc" and it was surveyed by Bodu

and Petitjean-Roget in 1985 (1985). It is located on a hill (6 m) near a dry mangrove, and it is
partly disûrrbed by iflegal orcavations.

19 Baleine du Sud, Terre de Bas. Coordinates 1788.800-701.800; 5 m above sea-level. This site

was excavated by Nicholson (1975) and zurveyed by Bodu in 1985 (1985). They found post-

Saladoid (Suazan Troumassoid) material. It was a coastal site of approximately 1000 m', near

the central lagoo4 partly on rocks and partly on sand (45 m behind a beach south of the

harbour). The site has been lightly disturbed by erosion and illegal excavations.

20 Trou Canard, Terre de Bas. Coordinates 1789.80G701.800; 1.20 m above sealevel. This site

was discovered and surveyed by Bodu in 1984 (1985). He found post-saladoid material. It
rvas a coastal settlemøú, at the border of a sandy beacb bordered with stones. It has beeri

partly destroyed by illegal excavations.

2l Mouton de Bas, Terre de Bas. Coordinates 1789.300-702.050;1-6 m above sea-level. The

site has bæn discovered and zurveyed by Bodu in 1985 (1985). He found a dispersed find

conceirtration. The site is located near the small inundations in the inner part of the island.
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22 Est de Mouton de Bas, Terre de Bas. Coordinates 1789.300-701.900; 50 cm above seaJwel.

It is a fossilized coastal site in the rocks at the border of the sea. It has been zurveyed by Bodu
in 1985 (1985). It had been disturbed by fossilisation in rocks and erosion due to tlre sea. No
finds have been collæted.
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Figure 77. PreColurnbian sites at I¿ Désira<h (A) and at Petite-Terre @): 1. Anse Fetite Rivière; 2. A L'Escalier; 3.
Morne Qùele-l; 4. Mome Qfuèle-2; 5. Morne Clbele-3;6. Grotte le Baigneu:ç 7.Iæs Sables; L Pointe
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APPENDD( 2. PETITE RTVIERE FAUNAL REMAINS

Table 46. Vertebrate and invertebrate remains from the 2.0 mm sieve residue of shovel 4, lwel I (After
Grouard personal communication 1996)
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Table 47. Vertebrate and invertebrate rernains from the 2.0 mm sieve residue of shovel 4, level 3 (After
Grouard personal communication 1996)

Table 48. Vertebrate and invert€brate remains from the 5.6 mm sieve residue of shovel 12, level 1 (After
Grouard personal communication 1996)
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VERTEBRATES

Itrm
sk€letsl psrt N Nbmt

Unidmt.fìsh

Unident.fìsh

unidont.

uidont.

spmê

vøtebr¡

I

I

Tot¡l 2

Table 49. Vertebrate and invertebrate remains from the 5.6 mm sieve residue of shovel 12, level 2 (After
Grouard personal communication 1996)
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